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Provision of science education in secondary schools

One of the major challenges facing human resources planning is dealing

with the uneven level of technological development in different coun-
tries. The world has witnessed a huge scientific and technological explo-

sion in recent decades; but not all societies have been equally affected by
this process. Yet the ability to master and apply science and technology

are indispensable to the process of modernization and development of

economies.
Well aware ofthis fact as early as the 1960s, developing countries

embarked on programmes to support the development of science educa-
tion at secondary and higher education levels. Much has been achieved
and the number of pupils and students enrolled in science courses has
increased almost everywhere. However, expectations have rarely been
met and lack of science trained personnel at higher- and middle-levels
continues to hamper the socio-economic development of many coun-
tries. The reasons for this state of affairs are many: well trained and
motivated science teachers have remained in short supply in most coun-
tries; curriculum reforms have not been implemented as planned either
because the necessary resources have not been available or because it
takes time, in any case, for schools and teachers to change their habits
and teaching methods. More recently, science education seems to have
particularly suffered from the economic austerity which has led to a
decrease in real terms of the resources allocated to education in a num-
ber of countries. All these problems have been aggravated by lack of
co-ordination between the numerous administrations and institutions
concerned with secondary education and by insufficient planning. As a
result, science education in a large number of countries is still in a criti-
cal state.



Provision ofscience education in secondary schools

The overall objective of the IIEP research project on Planning the

provision of science education is to appraise the state of secondary
school science in a range of developing countries and to reinforce natio-

nal capacities to plan and manage this education in ways which will

contribute to human resource development.
Studies and monographs undertaken under this project specifically

aim at:

(1)  establishing the condition of science education at the
secondary level in countries at different levels of econo-
mic
development;

(ii)  developing techniques and indicators of use to the planner
In assessing science education provision;

(iii)  1dentifying strategies for providing science education in a
more effective way; and

(iv) measuring the impact of science education on human
resource development.

The project focuses on general secondary education. There 1s little
point in trying to implement policies aimed at strengthening scientific
training in higher education if students at the lower levels are ill-prepa-
red. Another reason for this choice is that development depends not only
on a few highly trained science specialists but also on the existence of a
well-trained middle-level manpower and on a science literate popula-
tion. In a context of economic uncertainty and rapid technical change, it
1s all the more important to improve the quality and flexibility of the
workforce and seek more effective methods of training. The better the
initial education provision, especially in science, the easier it will be to
provide specific training later and to organize restraining The imple-
mentation of an education designed to form inquisitive attitudes in stu-
dents, encourage understanding and problem solving rather than rote
learning -- an education aimed at creating a scientific spirit -- however,
raises a series of problems.

Vi



Provision ofscience education in secondary schools

Much has been written describing what an adult should know in

science, how children learn and what should be taught in schools.
Generally speaking, science content and teaching methods have been the

subject of much curriculum work. Numerous studies have been conduc-
ted evaluating the impact of curriculum reforms on students' knowledge

and attitudes; others tried to identify the most effective teaching methods
or the factors associated with students' learning achievements in science.
Although most of this research has been conducted in developed coun-

tries,its results have an impact on the formulation of policies and on the
planning of science education in developing countries.

Dr. Keith M. Lewin of the University of Sussex, United Kingdom,
was asked to undertake a review of existing research on qualitative
aspects of science education and to draw lessons for planners and poli-
cy-makers in developing countries. In doing so, the author has underta-
ken a unique review of the literature on developlng countries. Some of
the research reflects more particularly the experience of English-spea-
king countries and particularly of those which have been influenced by
the British educational systems. The [International Institute for
Educational Planning (IIEP) 1s therefore considering preparing a simi-
lar review focusing more on the literature available in French-speaking
and Spanish-speaking countries. This does not in any way lessen the
value of the present volume. On the contrary, the lessons drawn and the
questions raised by the author deserve priority attention by educational
planners.

Vii
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Introduction

The purpose ofthis review is to draw together and discuss the expe-
rience of science education in developing countries. The analysis offered
identifies key issues for planning science education in the 1990s. This
book forms part of the wider programme of research of the International
Institute for Educational Planning, Paris, on 'Planning science education
provision in general secondary schools'.

Rationale

Over the last two decades many developing countriesl have inves-
ted heavily in improving access to, and enhancing the quality of, scien-
ce education. Human resource development has become a central fea-
ture of most national developmentstrategies and within this the empha-
sis has more often than not been on the acquisition of scientific and
technological skills and capabilities. In many developing countries
there 1s now more than two decades of experience with system reforms,
curriculum development, and teacher training for science education at
secondary and higher levels. Though much has been achieved, the
impact of these initiatives has not always lived up to expectations --

 
. Developing countries 1s used throughout this book as a general cate-
gory for non-industrialized countries with low to mid-range incomes per
capita. There 1s no assumption that such countries are economically,
p0_1t1calfl%( or socially impoverished, or that the grouping has homoge-
neity sufficient to allow indiscriminate global generalizations.
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labour shortages for scientifically and technically qualified staff have
persisted constraining the development of new productive enterprises
and hampering the growth of existing ones; teaching and learning prac-
tices have been slower to change than many curriculum developers anti-
cipated; and increased access to science education has sharpened aware-
ness of variations in quality and ]Earticipatlon associated with urban and
rural, and gender differences. What evidence there is of levels of achie-
vement in science suggest that scientific literacy is still a distant goal in
many countries, and that the achievement of students who specialise in
science falls short of that which is desirable.

There are many reasons for the problems that have arisen. These
include inadequate problem diagnosis, lack of skilled curriculum deve-
lopers, insufficient resources for effective implementation, persistent
shortages of trained science teachers, and ineffective planning. Most
recently, in a good number of countries, economic austerity within the
framework of structural adjustment programmes, has placed severe
constraints on the resources available for education. Science education,
as one of the most expensive areas of the curriculum, has become vul-
nerable to the effects of parsimonious resourcing.

Radically new technologies ofproduction and access to information
are beginning to permeate the developing world. Greater and greater
proportions ofthe labour force are being employed in occupations where
scientific literacy is an advantage. Scientific competence and understan-
ding is required for growing numbers of professionals. It is therefore
timely and strategically important to undertake a review of the issues
raised by the experience of the last two decades.

Scope

This review focuses on secondary science since it is at this level that
most initiatives have been taken and human resource needs for develop-
ment have been 1dentified as most critical. It is recognized that, for dif-
ferent reasons, primary science constitutes an equally important area of
concern, especially in the wake of the World Conference on 'Education
for All' (Jomtien, Thailand, March 1990) but it is beyond the scope of
this study. So also is higher education where needs are more specialised
and participation is available to minorities.



Introduction

This review examines material judged most relevant to developing
countries. It seeks to be selective rather than comprehensive since so
much experience has accumulated. The heterogeneity of developing
countries' education systems precludes the distillation of a single set of
conclusions which are equally relevant everywhere and the review
should be read in the light of this. Moreover, choices have had to be
made which reflect the accessibility of material (much of value exists in
country level documentation and the review has been undertaken from
Sussex), the experience ofthe author (who has worked predominantly in
developing countries influenced by British traditions in science educa-
tion), and the modest resources available. These factors create limita-
tions for the study which are inevitable in an exercise of this kind. Thus
most ofthe literature addressed is published in international journals and
English language source material. The perspectives advanced on the
development of science education may be considered over influenced by
the experience of countries with historic links to the British education
system. In many places discussion is restricted by constraints of time,
money and access to materials. Nevertheless, it is hoped that within
these boundaries the analysis offered is comprehensive and balanced and
the responsibility for the judgements made of the material to include is
of course mine alone.

Like other recent reviews e.g. Wallberg (1991), no singular theme
1s developed by the review since to attempt this would do considerable
violence to the very different historical experience, current conditions
and future prospects that exist in different education systems. By identi-
fying issues for policy-makers and planners which appear to have some
generalisable characteristics, based on analysis of the available literatu-
re, it is hoped to provoke debate and the interpretation of the arguments
advanced in relation to particular policy-making environments. The
value ofthe review therefore lies in creating a framework for subsequent
re-appraisal, at a country level, of planning and policy questions.

In developing this review a number of different patterns of organi-
sation were considered. Since the review is part of a programme of
research on science education planning which includes country case
study and survey elements it was decided to discriminate in the review
in favour ofthose areas where a literature existed of research studies and
leave to other parts of the programme detailed discussion of areas better
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suited to empirical enquiry (e.g. discussion of costing, detailed conside-
ration of patterns of enrolment). Additionally, since the review was focu-
sed on science education, only limited excursions were taken into the
more general literature on educational development (e.g. that on educa-
tional innovation and school achievement).

In its final form this review is organized around a number ofthemes
which reflect the main issues identified for future planning and poli-
cy-making. The chapter themes are listed below:

1. The context ofscience education development in
developing countries

This chapter offers an account of some of the main features of
science education development in developing countries. It traces how
curriculum innovations spread throughout the developing world in the
1960s and 1970s, indicates some oftheir main features, and reviews how
the circumstances for further development have changed. This provides
a backdrop to the subsequent analysis of the key dimensions addressed
in the succeeding chapters.

2. National science policy and science education aims

The articulation of science education policy with national science
policy and development strategies is the first issue addressed in this
chapter. This leads to discussion of the implications of changes in tech-
nology and in the international economic system for future science edu-
cation provision. These condition the environment for future
policy-making.

The discussion of policy issues leads to an exploration of how
aims and objectives are derived, raises questions about this process and
identifies the range of aims and objectives that emerge. A number of
more specific interests are addressed: to what extent are terminal (com-
plete learning experience prior to labour market entry) or preparatory
(orientated to the demands of science education at the next level) aims
and objectives dominant in secondary science programmes? do they
tend to be knowledge or skill orientated? how far are they
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concerned with attitudes and values? in what ways has the science cur-
riculum broadened to include more concern for social and environmen-
tal and technological concerns?

3. Factors affecting achievement in science

This chapter reviews the literature on the achievement of students.
It explores some of the problems of method involved in school achieve-
ment studies, reviews the various factors that have been advanced as
explanations for variations in achievement and comments on their signi-
ficance. As far as possible the focus is on science achievement though
some factors identified are likely to be common to achievement in other
subjects. A commentary is included on selected findings from the most
recent IEA Second International Science Study.

4. Implementation and organisational issues

This chapter briefly considers some of the literature on the imple-
mentation of educational innovations. Much of this is not specific for
science education butis nevertheless relevant to the main concerns ofthe
review. Implications for effective innovation are noted and also referred
to throughout the other chapters. The second part ofthe chapter explores
patterns of curriculum organisation for the delivery of science education.
It considers one ofthe most striking trends -- that towards the integration
of science teaching -- in some detail. Other issues touched on include the
inter-relationships with other subjects; the balance between the sciences
in the curriculum; the time allocation thought appropriate; the conditions
under which science 1s to be taught and which groups are to be taught
science. The final part of the chapter describes options in tracking and
streaming policy and reviews some ofthe evidence on their implications.

5. Examinations and assessment

This chapter reviews common practices in national examining in
science education. Some insights are offered into the balance of traits
assessed and limitations of particular assessment instruments are noted.
The content of science examinations 1s considered. The consequences of
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examination orientation are reviewed and some options are explored
which might improve the quality and relevance OF assessment proce-
dures. Retlections are also offered on practical science examinations and
continuous assessment strategies. Science examination data from Papua
New Guinea are used to illustrate a number of points.

6. Teaching and learning in science education

This chapter explores research on teaching and learning in science
education. Starting from reconsideration of the issue of educational pur-
poses, which underlies any teaching strategy, it reviews evidence and
insights derived from major research traditions including those of the
Piagetian and constructivists. An attempt is made to accumulate some
insights arising from work on effective teaching methods. As far as pos-
sible 1llustrations are taken from recent studies that relate to developing
country teaching and learning environments. Separate sections address
work on practical activity, the cultural contexts of teaching and learning
in science education, and science education amongst disadvantaged
groups which includes some work on gender.

7. Teacher education

This chapter explores work on teacher education and training and
provides some insights into the characteristics of science teachers. It
then discusses observations on the cultural dimensions of science teacher
education, addresses the literature on the pre-service training of teachers
and concludes with some remarks relating to in-service training prac-
tices.

8. Concluding remarks

~ This chapter brings together the main issues that emerge from the
review and discusses their implications for educational planning.
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A note on source materials

This review was compiled using a wide range ofbibliographic sour-
ce material at the University of Sussex and the International Institute for
Educational Planning, UNESCO. In addition many individuals in the
science education community were consulted and helped to identify
source materials.

Electronic data bases were searched for relevant material. Key word
searches were completed on the UNESCO data base and on the DIA-
LOG system. The latter accesses the British Education Index, the
Educational Resources Information Centre (ERIC) database of the USA
Department of Education and the Social Science database SCISEARCH
of the Institute for Scientific Information. In addition, the
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureau's rural education and training abs-
tracts were searched, and entries on science education in the Pergamon
International Encyclopaedia of Education were reviewed.

The major science education journals were examined and a range of
more general education journals were viewed to identify relevant mate-
rial. These included the:
1. British Journal of Educational Psychology.
2. British Journal of Teacher Education.
3. Comparative Education.
4. Comparative Education Review. 5. Compare.
6. Development and Change.
7. Education for Development.
8.  European Journal of Science Education.
9.  Harvard Education ReviewJournal of Cross-cultural Psychology.
10. International Journal of Education and Development.
11. International Journal of Science Education.
12. International Review of Education.
13. Journal of Biological Education.
14. Journal of Curriculum Studies.
15. Journal of Research in Science Teaching. 16. Prospects, UNESCO.
17. Review of Educational Research. 18. Science Education.
19. School Science Review.
20. Studies in Science Education.
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Some material was identified in regional and national publications
from the:

African Curriculum Organization Publications
Australian Science Teachers' Journal.
Bullgtin of the UNESCO Regional Office for East Asia and the
Pacific.
Canadian and International Education.
Caribbean Journal of Education.
Journal of Education for Teaching.
Journal of Science and Mathematics Education in South-East Asia.
Journal of the Ghana Association of Science Teachers.
Kenyan Journal of Education.
Papua New Guinea Journal of Education.
Singapore Journal of Education.
South Pacific Journal of Teacher Education.
West African Journal of Education.
Zimbabwe Journal of Teacher Education.

In addition the various publications and unpublished reports of a
number of bilateral and multilateral agencies were examined for rele-
vant material including those by the:

=
R
N
—

British Council.
Commonwealth Secretariat.
Deutsche Stiftung fiir Internationale Entwicklung, Bonn.
Institute of Development Studies, at the University of Sussex.
International Association of Associations of Science Education.
International Development Research Centre, Ottawa.
Overseas Development Adrninistration of the British Government.
Science Policy Research Unit at the University of Sussex.
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
World Bank.



Chapter 1

The context of science education
development in developing countries

1. Summary

This chapter discusses the context of science education develop-
ment in developing countries. A background section introduces past trends
and 1s followed by a commentary on images of science education which
illustrates some of the basic assumptions on which perspectives on science
education are based. The development of science education 1s then conside-
red in more detail in the period since the I 960s. The current climate in
which new developments will take place is then outlined and the final sec-
tion illustrates emergent trends distilled from the literature.

The chapter addresses five main questions:

 

1. What are the important structural features that condition the
development of science education?

2. What are the images that influence the perception of science
education in developing countries?

3. What has been the recent historical experience of the develop-
ment and implementation of new science curricula?

4. What are the most salient features of the current climate for
further improvements in access and quality?

5. Which trends have become established and are likely to
influence future development?   
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2. Background

Rapid expansion in school enrolments since the 1960s is a charac-
teristic of the great majority of developing countries. In most the rates of
growth have been higher at secondary level, where most science is taught,
than at primary. Enrolment growth has been driven both by planned expan-
sion for human resource development and by the exigencies of social
demand for greater access to school systems. Science education has occu-
pied a prominent position in the expansion process influenced by aspira-
tions to industrialise, to localise expatriate cadres, and to take more control
of production technologies.

In the first instance much expansion built on existing science sylla-
buses or weakly modified them to remove some of the more obvious dis-
tortions inherited from the past with the simple ambition of extending these
largely unaltered to greater and greater numbers of students. Little of what
would now be called science curriculum development was in evidence in
most developing countries during the 1960s. The processes through which
science curriculum innovations have spread across the developing world
subsequently have been well documented, for example by Baez (1976),
Haggis and Adey (1979), Wilson (1981), and Lockard (1977), Wallberg
(1991). These paint a rich picture of how approaches to teaching and lear-
ning, materials development and the aims and purposes of science education
were exported, transposed and modified as they matured. The special issue
of Studies in Science Education (No.17, 1989), edited by King, also pro-
vides a recent overview of contemporary thinking on key issues in science
education development in developing countries.

In those countries with a colonial experience that penetrated the
fabric of their education systems deeply, science educational practice sha-
dowed that in industrialized countries. Syllabi were borrowed, or perhaps
more accurately lent (Little 1990), with little more than cursory attention to
local conditions. They closely resembled those to be found in the more
conservative parts of the education systems of the ex-colonial power. Thus
in the case of British ex-colonies throughout the world there are many
examples of mildly modified General Certificate ofEducation (G.C.E.) type
science rubrics for secondary schools current in the United Kingdom in the
1960s, and even those derived from the School Certificate which preceded
G.CE.

10
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Commonly these courses were assessed by overseas examining
boards bound to anglo-centric orthodoxies of content selection and stan-
dards of achievement. The latter had the consequence that science was a
relatively diffficult subject, which often had a substantially lower pass rates
than other subjects. Partly as a result it is common to find, in those educa-
tion systems where standardization and norm-referencing 1s not used across
subjects, that there is a hierarchy of difficulty with foreign languages and
mathematics as the most difficult subjects to pass, with science subjects fol-
lowing close behind.

3. Images ofscience education

Science at secondary level in most education systems was general-
ly taught to selected groups of secondary age students both because of the
limited resources available and because of the prevalent beliefs that sug-
gested that orgy relatively small proportions of the school population with
a special aptitude for science could benefit. The science programmes were
predominantly academic, descriptive, knowledge based and inspired by
'erammar school' traditions. They were introduced by colonial elites who
wished to ensure that their children would have access to higher education
in the United Kingdom or in other industrialized countries. The extent to
which the children of nationals had access to the schools that taught scien-
ce varied considerably from country to country, with more or less segrega-
tion of access depending on the national politics. Primary provision rarely
included any science education beyond that associated with nature study.

Alongside the high cost institutions which typically used European
languages as the medium of instruction and which represented the apex of
many of these systems, vernacular schools were often allowed to develop.
Frequently these had support from missionary societies and other
non-government agencies. Depending on the country and the culture, for-
mal and non-formal learning systems often co-existed and pre-dated the
introduction of colonial school systems. In some of these science occupied
a place in the curriculum, but this was the exception rather than the rule.

All this 1s well known (Lewin, 1985,1991). Its significance 1s
that in the majority of developing countries it was the curricula and the
school practices of elite institutions that provided the basis for

11
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post-independence growth. Not only did these schools present models of
high status educational practice -- in the case of science education the fully
equipped science laboratory, the prestige attached to studying pure science
removed from its application, the denigration of practical subjects which
involved the design of useful objects -- but also they were often the ones in
which the generation of post independence leaders had their formative edu-
cational experiences.

Moreover, unlike in most industrialized countries, there were few if
any alternative images of science education to act as models. In the United
Kingdom there was a long history of the development of science education.
Admittedly this was also dominated by grammar and public school tradi-
tions that developed during the nineteenth century and reached maturity in
the tripartite system established by the 1944 Education Act. This, amongst
other things, enshrined the view that there were three types of student:

"... pupils interested in learning for its own sake, able to
reason abstractly, to appreciate elegance and cultu -
re"...."boys whose interests lie in the applied fields of
science and art" who have "an uncanny insight into the
intricacies of mechanisms" (girls were not mentioned!)
..... and pupils who could "only deal with concrete things,
needed immediate gratification and were interested in
things as they are and the realm of facts". (Board of
Education, 1943)

Hence the development, widely reflected in other countries, of aca-
demic, technical/vocational and general secondary schools. In the United
Kingdom however, unlike in many developing countries, there were establi-
shed traditions which acted as a counterpoint to over emphasis on academic
science, albeit with different levels of success in different periods.
Technological and engineering orientated science education, as well as the
tradition of general science provision for the non-specialized students were a
nineteenth century legacy. The experience of puffing science to work in the
193945 war and in the cause of industrial development was deeply rooted --
not perhaps as much as in the education systems of Germany or the USA but
it was there. So also was embryonic concern for the environment and for the

12
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social implications of science. These had been given impetus by the inven-
tion of nuclear weapons which spawned populist movements and were pre-
cursors to the growth of ecology and environmental concern groups which
offered a counter balance to technocratic views of the development of scien-
ce.

In the 1960s most developing countries did not have a scientifical-
ly or technologically competent cadre outside the minuscule numbers of
nationals trained abroad and the expatriate experts who brought science
almost as a 'cargo cult' with mystical properties that gave power over the
environment and substantial salaries to those who possessed it. Science was
an elite preserve of alien knowledge, the practical value of which was not
close to the experience of most of the population. Though high educational
achievement provided some access to this strange world of the rituals of
science, these were narrow conduits with small openings. To understand
some aspects of subsequent development, and the continued attachment to
externally determined images of the science, it is necessary to appreciate
these aspects of historical experience. Though certainly different in detail in
countries falling under the influence of different colonial powers, the ima-
gery resonates across different systems.

4. The development ofscience education

Towards the end of the 1960s, many ministries of education took
the first steps towards taking a view of the curriculum which was broader
than the redefinition of syllabus consisting of a list of topics. National cur-
riculum units or centres began to be established, often with substantial
external assistance in the form of buildings, equipment and staff. Inevitably
expatriate staff carried with them current orthodoxies of science education
as cultural as well as professional baggage. Those trained abroad also absor-
bed the fashionable wisdom of the times and transposed much of it into
local science curriculum development prograrnmes.

Many of the initiatives taken in science education had their inspi-
ration in the explosion of curriculum development in industrialized coun-
tries 1n the 1960s. It 1s significant that in many countries systematic cur-
riculum development 1nitially concentrated on science education, along
with perhaps mathematics and language since these were generally

13
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regarded as key subject areas. Thus, for example, one of the first national
curriculum development centres was established in Sri Lanka in 1963 with

a brief specifically orientated towards the development of science educa-
tion. Projects, programmes and institutions emerged to support science edu-

cation development in diverse forms and were supported by UNESCO and
many bilateral donors. The African Primary Science Programme (APSP)
developed and became the forerunner to the African Curriculum

Organization (ACO); professional associations like the African Association
for the Advancement of Science and Technology and the West African

Association of Science Teachers (and their analogues in countries throu-
ghout Asia and Latin America) were formed and linked to existing interna-

tional networks like the International Council of Associations of Science

Education (ICASE). Many of these developments were influenced by aspi-

rations to see to what extent new approaches to science teaching developed
in industrialized countries could be adapted for use in developing countries.
A comprehensive review of those supported by the British Council is pro-
vided in Chisman and Wilson (1989).

The 1970s saw the coming to fruition of many science education

development projects. Large numbers of these were derivative in the sense
that they were orientated towards the adoption and, as time passed, the

adaptation of what was thought to be good practice in industrialized coun-
tries. Thus programmes which drew inspiration from curricula developed in
industrialized countries ('Nuffield', PSSC, CHEM Study, BSCSetc.) began
to appear throughout the developing world. As curriculum development ins-

titutions matured and became more self confident emphasis began to be pla-

ced on indigenising science curricula. This it was hoped would make scien-
ce more accessible and relevant to national needs, would update antiquated

material, and relate science education more closely to the needs of moder-
nization and development. The reports of the Science Education Programme
for Africa (SEPA) (e.g. Alabi, 1980) and of the International

Clearing House on Science Mathematics Curriculum Development
(Lockard, 1977) illustrate how widespread this activity was and how many
projects had substantial international linkages of different forms.

14
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To take one example, Scottish Integrated Science, a programme
developed in Scotland in the 1960s, formed the basis for many junior
science programmes in Commonwealth countries in West and Southern
Africa, the Caribbean, and South East Asia (Chisman and Wilson, 1989).
Frequently adaptatlon concentrated on modifying content without ques-
tioning very deeply aims, dominant views of the nature of scientific
knowledge, and the prevalent conventional wisdom on teaching methods
(Lewin 1981, Williams 1979). Some adaptation and localization took
indirect forms -- when, for example, programmes were adapted for use
in one country and these adaptations were used as the basis for adapta-
tion 1n a third country. Thus, in Swaziland five curricula were reviewed
from other countries and a decision made to adapt the West Indies
Science Curriculum Innovation project which itself had a relationship to
Scottish Integrated Science (Slimming, 1979). Lee (1990) illustrates
how in Malaysia curriculum reforms in science were the result of a com-
plex iterplay between international influences and the socio-political
context of Malaysian educational development. Bilateral assistance to
promote innovations developed in the United Kingdom coincided with
local pressures to revise science curricula. She argues that the more
countries become integrated into the global networks of information,
economic relationships and socio-cultural trends the more likely they are
to emulate the educational ideology of the industrialized countries.

Secondary curricula typically took the lions share of curriculum
development effort. Much of higher education seemed largely untou-
ched by the flurry of activity at lower levels. Primary curriculum deve-
lopment was almost universally the poor relation to secondary with rela-
tively few examples of substantial projects with a science orientation.
The explanation for this probably lies in two directions. First, where pri-
mary schooling has become widely available it 1s secondary school cer-
tificates that command access to modem sector jobs -- it is at this level
that competition is sharpest and demands for curricula improvement the
greatest. Second, staff trained in curriculum development disproportio-
nately tend to be drawn from the ranks of secondary teachers whose
experience 1s with secondary level subjects.

Most attention was focused on the design of written materials
for schools -- textbooks, workbooks and less frequently teacher's guides.
Curriculum development activity related to in-service and pre-service
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teacher training generally came a poor second. Public examining and
assessment systems have generally changed more slowly than curricula
-- often the localization of the examining system followed rather than
preceded the institutionalization of curriculum development activity.
Though the content of examination items changed,their style and quali-
ty often fell a long way short of comprehensively assessing key aspects
of new science curricula. As a result 'backwash' from examinations cha-
racteristically undermined rather than reinforced fundamental changes
in teaching and learning and the consequences of the 'diploma disease'
were widely noted in curriculum implementation (Dore, 1976). By the
end ofthe 1970s most countries had indigenized curriculum materials in
schools and had locally designed programmes in widespread use.
Several had already embarked on subsequent curriculum renewal cycles.

To bring this schematic story up-to-date is to grapple with the
problems of describing heterogeneous circumstances concisely. The
account so far has been selective -- it has not touched on major
influences that some countries have experienced (e.g. that of Russian
science on the development of science education in India and China) and
it has not highlighted differences between the anglophone and franco-
phone traditions. But it does provide an account that should resonate in
a good number of developing countries. To bring this story up to date
will probably commit similar sins of omission but here 1s an admittedly
personal attempt.

5. The current climate

The last decade has provided evidence that development is
possible and that developing countries will not always be 'running
behind'. Several countries, mostly located around the Pacific rim sus-
tained rates of economic growth far in excess of the mature industria-
lized countries. Much of their growth depended on their success in pro-
ducing and marketing products with scientific and technological ele-
ments. Electronic products began to figure as more and more important
in this process, accompanying the development of more traditional
technology intensive products like motor cars. It may have been true
that this process was initially supported by copying ideas developed
elsewhere. It soon became clear that this was only part of the reason.
In any case to argue this perjoratively sounded distinctly like
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sour grapes to those who studied the history of innovation and industrial
development. Science education in the newly industrialising countries
was in considerable demand and regarded as of higher status than other
subjects.

There 1s another larger group of countries whose experience has
not been so fortunate. In these countries sustained economic growth has
been a frequently cited goal which has proved impossible to attain. The
reality has been economic stagnation, increased rather than decreased
economic dependence and, in a good number of cases, declining budge-
tary provision for education alongside growing demand. In these coun-
tries science education development has probably taken steps backward
more often than forward. The resourcing problems are clear, especially
1n countries experiencing structural adjustment programmes. High popu-
lation growth rates, and enrolments rising faster than national income,
have diluted per capita educational resources. Educational expenditures
per child have declined to levels below that where anything resembling
the science taught in richer countries is a reasonable expectation, except
for a select minority. The economic circumstances of these countries
have encouraged those who are qualified in science and technology to
emigrate to greener pastures. Often public sector hiring practices have
contributed to this by maintaining patterns of recruitment and reward
that favour the non-scientific, administrative cadres. Why study science,
the aspirant youth might ask, (assuming the opportunity is there) when it
1s more difficult, expensive, time consuming and culturally alien than
arts and humanities subjects and it is qualifications in these that are like-
ly to provide a smoother path to the higher reaches of the public service.

Alongside these changes in economic climate, experience with
innovatory science programmes has introduced more realism into
attempts at curriculum reform. Optimistic hopes that science educatio-
nal practice could be transformed in a decade or so have proved far more
difficult to realise in practice than they had been to conceptualise in
theory. With perhaps a predictable sense of deja vu, critiques of the
implementation of new science programmes introduced in developing
countries began to illustrate how difficult it was to change established
traditions. The emphasis in the new programmes was often designed to
replace teacher centred pedagogy and the teaching of science as an accu-
mulation of facts by more involvement of children in their learning,
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greater amounts of practical activity, less dependence on traditional text-
books, and more concern for the intellectual skills of scientific problem sol-
ving. It soon became clear that many of the necessary antecedent conditions
for this were difficult to meet. New methods tended to assume well quali-
fied, motivated teachers working with adequate resources who understood
and internalized the new pedagogic techniques. Moreover they assumed that
the enthusiasm for change was shared throughout the science teaching pro-
fession. This despite the fact that it was invariably difficult to demonstrate
that the return on the effort necessary to adopt new practices was repaid in
terms of gains in the most readily available indicator of success -- exami-
nation results. It may have been that new approaches did offer better ways
of reaching more comprehensive learning objectives in science education
than those that they replaced. But generally patterns of assessment did not
change sufficiently to reflect these new learning goals. Crucially, where
expertise was in short supply and where the teachers' established role was
as an authority within a subject area, open ended questioning approaches
making use of discovery learning techniques placed teachers in new rela-
tionships wish students that required deeper levels of knowledge and confi-
dence in science than many possessed. These kinds of problems are widely
documented. (See Lewin 1980; Adamu 1988; Maddock 1981; Yoloye and
Bajah 1980).

The 1980s was a period of consolidation in science education in
many industrialised countries. The initiatives that were taken built on, rather
than tried to break with, the recent past. The most radical departures came
with the growing momentum behind introducing more vocational elements
into science education and linked school science more closely with the
world of work and practical skills. Developments in the United Kingdom
illustrate this with many such initiatives. The science education drama took
on more of the quality of playing out the debates of the 1970's than of She
dislocations of radical innovation. Research on science education during this
period was heavily influenced by those studies that explored teaching and
learning. These invoked Piagetian schema on the one hand to gain insights
into childrens' conceptual understanding of science (Shayer and Adey 1981).
On the other hand constructivist approaches stressed the centrality of the
learner and their perceptions as a starting point (Driver 1983: Driver and
Oldman 1986). Though this research undoubtedly impinged on the
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thinking of generations of teachers, its impact, at least initially, on the

recently introduced United Kingdom national curriculum was small
illustrating the power of the political interests over-riding curricula deci-
sion making by educationalists.

6. Some emergent trends

From the literature some trends in science education that seem

most likely to impinge on developing countries in the 1990s can be dis-
cerned. These include:

The tendency towards making science available to all seconda-
ry students will continue. This implies more integrated/ combi-
ned / co-ordinated/ modular approaches which balance content
from the traditional disciplines.

Teaching scientific skills and cognitive processes related to
scientific problem solving and reducing emphasis on the recall
of information will remain the curriculum development ortho-
doxy.

Technology will form a new focus of interest in curriculum
development complementing or even leading new science curri-
cula with an emphasis on the skills needed to solve reallife pro-
blems.

Broader definitions of science education that absorb health edu-
cation, nutrition, earth sciences etc. will become more accep-

table as will links with other curriculum areas. Science and
society, and environmental issues will appear more frequently in
new curricula as their importance for the preservation of global
equilibria becomes more apparent. These initiatives may be lin-
ked to attempts to reduce stereotyping of science (as 'masculine’,
'foreign’, and 'difficult’) with a view to improving participation
of disadvantaged groups.
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. Science teacher twining precareer / in-service / on-service will
be enhanced as the teacher is given more emphasis in the light
of increasing demands made on the science teacher.

. Science will feature more prominently in the development of
primary curricula.

There 1s evidence for all these trends. They mirror those identified
as early as 1979 in a review of integrated science education by Haggis and
Adey (1979). They still cover most ofthe likely agendas for science educa-
tion development and suggest that the pace of change has been much slower
than anticipated. This indicates that the problems of implementing these
ideas demand much more infrastructure and gestation time than has been
forthcoming. It might also be concluded, at least in some cases, that the
innovatory zeal of the science curriculum developers to change the way in
which science is taught and how it 1s presented has not been so vigorously
shared by all the groups that have to collaborate in making ideas become a
reality -- gaps in perception and priority between the science education
community and their ultimate clients -- the parents, students, politicians and
employers -- have played their part in slowing down the Ate at which
changes have taken place.

Several other points emerge from the analysis of the context of
science education in developing countries over the recent past. First, since
this was a period of consolidation in science education the 'demonstration
effects' (of new science courses in industrialized countries which suggested
that innovation was necessary in developed countries) were weaker than
they had been in the 1960s. There was no radically 'new' philosophy or tea-
ching methods to consider. And there were fewer science education deve-
lopment projects in industrialized countries which had natural spin-offs in
terms of extension elsewhere. Those that developed were more clearly
grounded in domestic concerns which were not seen to resonate so readily
with problems in developing countries.

Secondly what was new, in terms of a new vocationalism at
secondary level which stressed employment related and technological
skills, was not new to many developing countries. Leaving aside the many
colonial experiments in practically orientated and vocationalized schoo-
ling which were displaced into the shadows by the expansion of
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general secondary schooling, many countries embarked on diversified

secondary school projects, curriculum development in pre-vocational stu-

dies and life skills and other related initiatives. The experience was already

there of attempts to introduce a new vocationalism -- it did not have to be

borrowed or invented. So also was the appreciation of the difficulties of suc-

cessfully implementing such policies. There were many pre-cursors of this

concern to move science education from the realm of sterile facts into the

world of action and towards more technological inclined emphases which

were thought to increase relevance. Thus UNESCO (1976) noted:

"a shift towards greater stress onfirst hand experiences by

pupils and their active involvementin the learningprocess

through enquiry and discovery, and on the application of

science while incorporating elements oftechnology".

Yoloye and Bajah (1980) note the post-independence emphasis
in many African countries on ameliorating unemployment through intro-
ducing more vocationally relevant material into school curricula. Thus in
Uganda science education was to be orientated towards 'job-makers'
rather than 'job seekers'; many countries adopted the rhetoric of educa-
tion for self reliance first promulgated in Tanzania (Mmari, 1977) --
technological skill formation for national self-reliance became a live
issue 1 Nigeria; science education for production and the development
of socialist ideals caught the imagination of left leaning regimes (Adaye,
1982). A rash of projects were launched with the intention of increasing
the relevance of science to the majority of pupils who experienced it.

Third, the participation of disadvantaged groups in science

education has become a more important issue than in the past. The

lower participation of some groups -- girls, rural children, members of

minorities -- 1n science is both a concern from the point of view of

equity and efficiency. Most education systems adhere to commitments

to equality of opportunity though, in science, patterns of participation

suggests these continue to be unevenly distributed. In countries which
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have a shortage of science trained human resources, low participation by
disadvantaged groups implies under-utilization of a pool of talent that might

ameliorate human resource bottlenecks [United Nations, 1979].

7. Femaleparticipation

The problems of female participation illustrate this. The involve-
ment of girls in science education, or rather the lack of it, has been a gro-
wing concern in both developed and developing countries. In the latter
group, however, the problem is exacerbated by the under-representation
of girls generally in enrolments, though the extent of the problem varied
widely from country-to-country. In sub-Saharan Africa for example the
differential between male and female school enrolments is not pronoun-
ced at primary level, but is high at secondary level with girls only
accounting for 34 per cent oftotal enrolments. This figure may be com-
pared with 39 per cent in Asia and 50 per cent in Latin America [World
Bank,1988]. Although great progress has been made in increasing access
of glrls to secondary education, the trend in several African countries is
not encouraging. As early as 1982 it was observed that there had been a
decrease in female enrolment since independence in three former
Portuguese colonies and stagnation in Benin, Burundi, Rwanda and
Togo. [UNESCO, 1982]. Where schooling involves direct costs, and
austerity has reduced disposable income, the probability is that family
decisions to support children in school in many societies will favour
continued enrolments of boys.

It 1s difficult to find global data on the participation of girls in
scientific subjects, but there are many indications that enrolment ratios
are often lower and dropout levels higher amongst girls. The magnitude
of the problem may be illustrated by two examples from Africa:
Eshiwani [1988], in a survey of secondary schools in Kenya, reveals that
only 2 per cent of girls take physics and 3 per cent chemistry, although
over 50 per cent take biology, and a similar picture emerges from
Botswana where Duncan [1985] notes that girls are heavily under-repre-
sented 1n all three sciences, despite the fact that Botswana has one of the
highest female school enrolments rates in Africa.

In a recent review of the literature on factors contributing to gender
disparities Duncan (1989) identifies the following: the country's level of
economic development, the availability, accessibility and type of
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school, cultural norms and expectations concerning women's roles,
socio-economic background and residence in urban areas, and family-rela-
ted factors such as perceived marriage prospects and labour market oppor-
tunities. Duncan emphasises that none of these factors are simple, and many
operate in different ways in different countries. Characteristically they result
in lower levels of achievement of girls in science as well as participation.
Despite numerous calls for improvements in science education for girls it 1s
evident that education systems in many developing countries continue sys-
tematically to favour boys more than girls in education in general and in
science 1n particular. the proceedings of the Gender and Science and
Technology Conference (GASAT) from 1981 collect together papers on
gender related 1ssues in science education and illustrate both the progress
that has been made and the magnitude of the problems that remain.

8. Constraints

Ogunniyi, (1986) has reviewed the nature of science education in
Africa and identifies constraints such as rapid enrolment expansion,
scarce resources, limited teacher quality and high dropouts as critical.
His review of various primary and secondary curriculum innovations of
the Science Education Programme for Africa illustrates this. Among the
trends 1n science education he identifies are a shift in emphasis from rote
learning to enquiry activities and from teacher-centred approaches to
student-centred approaches; more subject integration; more emphasis on
problem-solving; increased student population and crash programmes
for the training of science teachers; tertiary admission policies favouring
science students; expansion in the teachlng of primary science. Yet des-
pite these efforts progress has been hampered by poor teacher prepara-
tion, rapid rate ofteacher transfer, shortage of qualified science teachers,
lack of a reinforcing home background and the 'conspicuous absence of
an active involvement of the scientific community'. Ogunniyiis critical
of poor planning and the absence of clear-cut policies and he attributes
this to the lack of a scientific approach to planning. He calls for curricu-
la which reflect contemporary and emergent needs of the diverse cul-
tures of Africa; examination reform 1s needed to support the new empha-
sis on science as enquiry; more involvement of African scientists in
science education; less esoteric tertiary science programmes. Major
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problems in science education therefore remain. The first international

conference of the Forum for African Science Educators drew attention

to the most important of these in 1982 (FASE 1982 quoted in

Ogguniyi, 1986).

"We are aware of the goal of education to produce human

beings who are self reliant ... We are aware of the failure in

many ways of our current science education programmes to

prepare (the drop-out), be it at the secondary school level or at

the primary school level, for useful living..... we observe

that most African governments have in no way positively sup -

ported and sustained action programmes to make science edu -

cation more functional with a view to replacing or comple -

menting academic preparation .... We recognise that our curri -

cula are deficient oftechnology, and in particular appropriate

technology, for the transformation of rural life. We recognise

that our examination system is inadequate, to say the least, and

vet has its stranglehold on the educational system. We note

with regret governments often times institute far-reaching

changes in curricula or educational systems at relatively short

notice and sometimes without cognizance ofprofessional opi -

nions ..."

9. Conclusions

In summary from this review it can be concluded that the environ-
ment for science education development in many developing countries
has changed in at least six ways:

(1) The external 'pull’ exerted by science curriculum development
in industrialized countries was less powerful as an influence on
curriculum development in the 1980s than it was previously.
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(iii)

(iv)

(V)

(Vi)
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Localization of curriculum materials was no longer the highest
priority; most countries have developed their own pro-
grammes.

The difficulties of implementing significant changes in tea-
ching and learning in science have become apparent; there
have been at least as many examples of failure, as measured
against (over-optimistic?) expectations, than success.

National curriculum development in science has become ins-
titutionalized and bureaucratized in specialized units with
defined responsibilities.

Science and technology have developed rapidly and, in some
countries, have penetrated the social and economic fabric dee-
ply changing expectations of what science education should
provide. In other countries, where economic development has
been disappointing and austerity has resulted in low and decli-
ning resources for education, this process has been very slow.
The prospects for improving science education in these cir-
cumstances may demand some radical re-appraisal of both
goals and modes of delivery.

There is now greater awareness of disparities in access to
opportunities to study science, especially amongst girls as
opposed to boys, but also in relation to other apparently disad-
vantaged groups (e.g. rural children, minority groups).

Implicationsforplanners

Several implications arise from the review for educational plan-
ning. At this stage four points should be noted.
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First, planning the development of science education in most deve-
loping countries is not the tabula rasa as some may have though it
was two decades ago. Science education systems are widely well
established, with expectations about goals, traditions of teaching
and learning, and patterns of physical provision firmly entrenched.
The planning problem starts with these as given and is a much a
problem of the optimization of existing provision as it is the deve-
lopment of new forms.

Second, as the next chapter makes clear, the developmental context
for science education has changed as human resource demands
evolve to reflect changes in production technologies and increased
proportions of the labour force in modem sector jobs that benefit
from the possession of some level of scientific literacy.

Third, the difficulties in achieving and sustaining changes of the
kinds promoted by first generation curriculum development suggest
both that too many planners may have exaggerated the absorptive
capacity of teachers and schools for new methods and materials,
and that lack of clarity over goals has been an enduring source of
problems.

Fourth, relatively little attention has been focused on the planning
of secondary science education as distinct from secondary provi-
sion in general. As a result the tendency has been to extrapolate
existing practices (standards of laboratory provision, learning goals
for different groups of students, training in separate science sub-
jects) despite signs that such practices are unlikely to be sustainable
or appropriate to new groups of students.



Chapter 2

National science policy and science
education aims

The first part of this chapter addresses the key issues in the rela-
tionships between policy on science education and national development
strategies and considers the implications of changes in technology for
future science education provision in developing countries. The second
part of the chapter reviews the debate on aims and objectives in science
education. This 1s accomplished first by exploring how aims and objec-
tives are derived and by raising questions on the range of aims and
objectives that emerge. Second a number of more specific issues are
addressed concerned with the orientation of aims and objectives and the
implications that stem from them.

The chapter addresses five main questions:
 

1. What is the framework within which national science policy 1s
articulated with science education policy?

2. What are the implications of technological changes for science
education?

3. Where do aimsfor science education originate -- national poli-
cy? subjects experts? the logic of science?

4. What are educational aims and objectives orientated towards?
terminal or preparatory learning? knowledge or skills? values
and attitudes?

5. How have science curriculum aims broadened to include more
concern for social and environmental and technological
concerns?   
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1. Science policy and development: the dimensions of
choice

There are good reasons for devoting part ofthis review to a discus-
sion of national science policy. This is because discussion of the forms
science education should take has often ignored this or simply assumed
its nature 1s unproblematic. Yetit is central to the debate. If science edu-
cation is about the development ofhuman resources and not simply ano-
ther layer of screening within the school system then it is critical to
ascertain what macro policy perspectives frame decisions on its nature.

2. Technology transfer

An earlier paper (Lewin 1989) explored some fundamental dimen-
sions ofthe debate over national science and technology policies as they
affect science education in developing countries. It 1s worth restating
this analysis to develop this discussion here. Put simply there are two
distinctly difterent views of the role of science and technology in deve-
lopment. First there are the kind of analyses which see development as
predominantly a problem of technology transfer from industrialized
countries to those with little scientific capability. This tradition casts the
problems of development in a replicative form. Developing countries,
the argument runs, can transform their economies by utilising science
and technology developed elsewhere. This will enable them to follow in
the footsteps of the successful exponents and acquire the preconditions
for sustained take-off beloved by the neo-classical development econo-
mists of the 1960s (Rostow, 1960). The key to this process is to ensure
that technology i1s transferred, not merely transplanted and that it is
adapted to suit local conditions. The difficulties in achieving this centre
around proprietary rights, the commercial value of process technology,
the different value of factors of production in different environments,
and the scarcity of qualified scientists and engineers. This perspective
assumes goodwill and some measure of disinterest on the part of the
owners of technology and the research and development that is asso-
ciated with it -- viable perhaps in relation to obsolescent technologies
but increasingly difficult the closer these are to the practices of the lea-
ding producers. The optimistic vision has been that if
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e problems can be overcome the major remaining stumbling block lies in

shortages of competent manpower. Suitable education and training in scien-

ce and technology can rectify this. Technological dependence can then be

replaced by technological co-operation that vests some measure of control

with the host country. But some authors (Alatas, 1977) stress the difficulty

of achieving this:

"Technological transfer is hazardous unless there is a truly
creative intellectual spirit like that which gave rise to the tech -
nology in the first place. Without it such an enterprise will be
imitative, cost ineffective, discrete and disjointed".

3. Appropriate science and technology

An alternative perspective of the role of science and technology in
development, which gained considerable currency in the 1970s, is to
stress the qualitative differences in the development problems of the
poorer countries and argue for the development of indigenous and
appropriate science and technology that cannot come about simply
through technology transfer no matter how efficient (Howes, 1979).
Proponents of this view stress that the research and development efforts
of developed countries are often simply irrelevant to the needs ofrural
populations where even the simplest technology cannot be maintained
and capital 1s much scarcer than labour. They point to the tardiness and
under-funding of research on tropical agriculture as one of many
examples of how the development priorities of rich countries have sha-
ped the impact of science and technology on developing countries.
Much of the research that has been applied, they argue, is directed
towards improving the production of cash crops for export, not meeting
the needs of the local population. One of the most well known develop-
ments ofthis case is provided by Schumacher (1973) and his work has
spawned a respected development agency (the Intermediate Technology
Development Group) and a considerable literature (Carr, 1976, Jequier,
1979). The provision of sufficient competent manpower is also a central
problem in this approach. The need is seen to be for those who can crea-
te and radically adapt scientific and technological knowledge for
domestic application, not simply transfer it. They can then
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contribute to scientific and technological development domestically and

internationally. Thus, for example, Goonetilleke (1989) attempts to show

that there is a reservoir of unexploited ideas relevant to recent developments

in such fields as artificial intelligence in developing countries that is often

overlooked in the haste of conducting research and development in metro-

politan countries. In this alternative view of development technological

dependency can be replaced by a judicious mix of appropriate and indige-

nously developed science and technology which is grounded directly in the

needs of the populations it serves and has value beyond it.

"The world is never as simple as the common habit ofconstruc -
ting dichotomies suggests. Both views contain elements oftruth
andpaint incomplete pictures. This is because the problems of
development have both local and international dimensions and
because science is in a sense universal. It seeks knowledge
which is not bound by specific cultural contexts but the utility
of its application (technology) is specific to context and need.

4. Policy and resources

Strategies based on these different views demand an understanding
of the room to manoeuvre that national economies have. Small coun-
tries with limited access to markets cannot hope to sustain a wide base
of technological industries (Cooper, 1980). Even medium and large size
countries are unlikely to have the resources to compete globally in most
fields. The only strategy that is really viable is to identify affordable
technologies where there is a comparative advantage (Stewart, 1979;
Roemer, 1981; Seers, 1983; Hobday, 1985). The corollary of this is to
emphasize thescientific and technological needs of the population as a
whole first, and make special provision to support science and techno-
logy in carefully selected areas. For a good proportion of developing
countries it will remain much cheaper to buy highly specialized training
abroad than develop local facilities for which the demand will be limi-
ted and the costs high. The problem of ensuring that expensively trai-
ned staff do contribute the fruits of their knowledge to
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the national economy that sponsors them and do not simply brain- drain
themselves away remains, but it is an illusion to believe that training in
national institutions prevents this.

Policy on science and technology in most countries is the result of
a complex interplay between competing and sometimes contradictory
aspirations. Its derivation typically spans several ministries which will
each have different perspectives on policy and its purposes e.g. industry,
agriculture, labour, defence, education. The resolution of these in the
political process will determine the extent to which science and techno-
logy initiatives are seen primarily as contributing to economic growth of
the kind linked to the penetration of global markets for products with a
sigruficant science and technology component; as lessening dependence
on imported technology and meeting needs to become more self suffi-
cient; as improving the employment prospects of the workforce through
increasing knowledge and skill levels; as promoting strong defence
capabilities without reliance on imported military hardware; as enhan-
cing the quality of life of the mass of the people through better unders-
tanding of their environment and how to make best use of it employing
scientific understanding. Which ofthese is emphasised clearly has impli-
cations for the nature of science education that can contribute to such
policy objectives.

5. Changing technologies

The issues discussed above highlight choices that are available in
the determination of science policy that sets the framework for science
education. There is another important aspect to the policy debate.
Science and technology have developed at an accelerating rate. This has
consequences for the gap between the leading exponents of a technolo-
gy and those that follow in the wake (Pavitt, 1980, OECD, 1983).
Mature technologies change slowly with marginal increments in effi-
ciency or quality. Patent protection is likely to have lapsed. Any diffe-
rences in technical production efficiency are likely to be overshadowed
by other factors -- the organisation of working practices, the cost of
labour, access to markets etc. New technologies of production are the
obverse ofthis -they represent order of magnitude improvements in pro-
ductivity, are patent protected, secret, and competitively lethal to outda-
ted producers. The greater the rate of changes ofthis kind the more like-
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ly the collapse of markets to technological monopolists with the likelihood
of a retreat into protectionism by industrialized countries (Cooper and
Hoffman, 1981).

Innovation may also take place with new products as well as new
processes. Profitability comes either from the lead years of new product
marketing in the absence of competition, or in later incremental impro-
vements in process technology. There have been attempts to analyse the
world economy in ways which suggest the existence of 'long waves' rela-
ted to concentrated bursts of new product innovation followed by move-
ment into phases of mature growth characterised by process innovations
driven by Schumpeterian entrepreneurs (Freeman, et al 1982). Some
argue that the existence of these cycles of economic activity makes it
more difficult for developing countries to keep up with the quantum
leaps of change embodied in new products (Kaplinsky 1984). Others
stress the opportunities that exist on the downswing for catching up
using improvements in process technology (Ranis, 1984; Dore, 1984;
Freeman, etal 1982).

The implications of this for planning science and technology edu-
cation relate to willingness to carry the risks involved in new product
development as opposed to the opportunities for process innovation. The
kind of creative individuals educated in science who can conceive of
new products and develop them to a marketable form may not be the
same people as those who can systematically produce process innova-
tions. To put it another way the kind of education and training that deve-
lops the insights that lead to new discoveries may not be consistent with
that which promotes incremental improvements in existing technologies.
The latter needs the ability to 'search and assimilate' (Dore, 1984) ideas
to a greater extent than it may need novel research based on laboratory
science proceeding from first principles. It mayneed flexible learning
from a position of relative inferiority, holding in abeyance nationalist
sentiments to devalue that which is 'not invented here' and the confiden-
ce ofvision beyond "the role of humble technology consumers" (Savane,
1973). More a spirit of wakon yosai (Japanese spirit with western abili-
ty) than one of dependent acceptance. The 'crippled minds' of
Goonatilake (1982) need space to overcome intellectual subordination
which may not only be served by the self respect that comes with origi-
nal invention.
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In the light of this framework of issues which influence science
policy and development strategies it 1s now appropriate to consider how
the aims and objectives of science education are selected and how they
shape science education policy.

6. Sources ofaims and objectives in science education

The aims and objectives given in different national systems have a
variety of sources. One of the simplest ways of classifying these sources
1s in terms of the kind of analysis that produces them. Rowntree (1974)
has developed a typology that distinguishes three characteristically dif-
ferent origins. These are:

(1) expectations about future needs in society;
(i1) analysis of the activities of subject matter specialists;
(111) analysis of the structure of the subject matter itself.

The first mixes those that arise from the science policy debate at the
national level with those that reflect broader educational concerns with
citizenship and broadly distributed scientific literacy. The second utilises
a conventional view of educational practice that leans towards training
and takes the activities that qualified scientist perform as the end in view.
The third relies on epistemological and philosophical discourse to iden-
tify the inherent logic of a subject that requires certain selection of
content, development ofintellectual skills and sequencing of material. In
so doing it draws on the work of Hirst and Peters (1970) and Phenix
(1964) which argues the existence of "modes of enquiry" and "ways of
knowing" that are thought to be embodied in different disciplines.

These different sources result in at least three different types of
educational objectives -- those concerned with life skills which are of
general value to educated citizens (the ability to classify, the power to
discriminate according to criteria);, those which are methodologically
defined (the processes of scientific enquiry, the skills of systematic
observation, the design of experiments); and those defined by content
objectives (specific content linked knowledge and skills characteristic of
the discipline, e.g. taxonomies in biology, the periodic table in chemis-
try, Newton's laws of motion in physics).
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Behind these mechanisms for defining educational objectives in
science as in other subjects 1s a long list of questions that need to be ans-
wered before the process of establishing aims and objectives for particu
lar programmes or grade levels can be operationalized. Sinceit is clear-
ly impossible to try and examine how these competing perspectives have
weighed in the formulation of educational goals in science in many dif-
ferent developing countries it is instructive here to consider selectively
the debate on some key aspects of the debate on aims and objectives.

7. Nationalplans

First in relation to aims that derive from the national policy making
process it does seem possible to identify some trends from the most
obvious place in which these are stated -- national plan documents. A
study of 29 plans from 16 countries (Lewin, Little; Colclough, 1982)
indicates how plans in the 1960s tended to locate educational aimsrela-
ted to science and technology very much in terms of manpower deve-
lopment rationales. Typically the purpose of expanding provision was
seen to lie in the creation of more graduate level scientists and technolo-
gists. It 1s only in later plans relating to the 1970s and early 1980s that
the rationales shift to include a broader range of purposes which encom-
pass social as well as economic goals. More commonly in later plans
science education is argued to serve needs to redistribute employment
opportunities and reduce educational disparities that have consequences
for different social groups; in some countries female participation
becomes an issue and this is often particularly located in science and
mathematics subject areas; nation-building arguments also are used
more frequently to justify investment in science education to strengthen
local institutions and reduce dependence on imported expertise and tech-
nology; and within the economic rationales used science and technology
education are broadened to include rurally relevant science, less acade-
mic orientation and more concern, at least in principle, for extending
scientific literacy to larger proportions of the population.
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8. Subject matter specialists

Second, concerning those aims that derive from the activities of
subject matter specialists the key question for science education in deve-
loping countries 1s which specialists? This problem has at least three
dimensions. The first issue is whether the scientists that are taken as role
models are those to be found in the research laboratories of institutions
in the countries of the North working within a highly specialized, resour-
ce intensive environment and occupying themselves with the pursuit of
fundamental insights into the nature of physical reality. Even this image
1s misleading as it is well established that most qualified scientists and
engineers in the North do not have such jobs (see for example Ellis,
1969). More frequently they are to be found in posts which require tech-
nical expertise but where the nature ofthe job is fairly routine and remo-
ved from the image that 'pure’ science has established for itself. They are
more often the puzzle solvers of Kuhn's 'normal science' than the para-
digm breaking geniuses of 'revolutionary science' (Kuhn, 1970). Routine
problem solving is a much more common activity than fundamental
reconsideration of basic principles most of which are taken for granted
most of the time.

The second aspect of this issue is that even 1f subject specialists can
be identified in what do they specialise? The dominant specialities fami-
liar to school science (physics, chemistry, botany, zoology) are them-
selves early twentieth century artefacts which came to replace the tradi-
tions of natural philosophy of the early nineteenth century and before
where science was more commonly studied as a whole. These distinc-
tions have begun to look even more arbitrary as science divided and
sub-divided into more and more specialisations, some of which have
begun to impinge on curriculum reality in schools. Environmental scien-
ce, after a false start in the 1960s is now reentering the curriculum in
many countries; earth science is rationalised as linking with the 'other’
sciences and 1ntegrat1ng geographical knowledge into science; hybrid
subjects -- bio-chemistry, bio-physics, bio-technology are 1ncreasmgly
at the centre of the development of new products which have direct-
consequences for development strategies. Which kind of scientist
should be emulated if the main purpose is to prepare learners for careers
in those fields? And if universities, which in most countries act to legi-
timate and define the nature of school subjects, are encumbered by
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colonial legacies of subject compartmentalization, what prospect is there of

yielding genuine status to science education defined in ways other than the

traditional three sciences. The strategy of 'counter-penetration' advocated by

Masrui (1975) depends for its success on the development of a capacity to

innovate independently which in itself requires the courage to challenge the

existing structure of academic knowledge.
The final dimension ofthis problem is that the idea of subject spe-

cialisation presuppose that the 'realms of meaning' and 'modes of enqui-
ry' really are separately distinguishable. As we shall see in the discussion
of curriculum 1ssues below this looks less and less compelling as an
argument the more science is defined as a learning activity which results
in process skills and enquiry strategies rather than content based know-
ledge.

9. Subject logic

Aims that are based on the 'logic of the subject' are familiar to
science teachers world-wide. Basic understanding of the laws of motion
1s a pre-requisite for more advanced consideration of the motion of pro-
jectiles or the importance of momentum; the periodic table allows order
to be put into the properties of elements and compounds; taxonomic
classification is necessary to explore theories of evolution. But there are
many aspects of science that do not require the same kind of cumulative
and sequential study that may be logically essential in some branches of
mathematics. Some content selection and the order of its teaching is rela-
tively arbitrary -- optics does not have to be taught before or after ther-
modynamics except where the two inter-relate. It does not have to be
taught at all -- choices have to be made to include and exclude content
on the basis partly of what serves overall learning aims best. Indeed
optics, as traditionally taught with a strong dose of geometric optics has
increasingly fallen out of favour as a school level topic as other fields
have been considered more important -- e.g. electronics. There has been
lithe debate that geometric optics provided something of educational
value for science that could not be achieved through other routes.
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10. Consensus

Another aspect of the debate on aims and objectives for science
education addresses the question 'whose aims'. The problem here is evi-
dent and not easily resolved. Each group with an interest in science edu-
cation will have different perspectives on purpose linked to particular
interests. This is not to suppose that consensus is not possible, merely to
remind the reader that the ease with which it is achieved is often greatly
exaggerated. It is not a coincidence that Havelock and Huberman (1977)
identify consensus as one of the three key elements in the determinants
of success or failure in implementing educational innovations. Their
accounts of unsuccessfully implemented educational innovations also
identify lack of understanding of project goals as an important factor in
contributing to failure. This may conceal the real problem; namely that
the goals are indeed understood but are not accepted and internalized by
those with the responsibility for putting ideas into practice.

To unpack this problem a little it 1s worth elaborating on some like-
ly conflicts of interest. Governments have frequently seen science edu-
cation as a vehicle for human resource development to meet scarce man-
power needs. If this is in their interest the science education aims that
will be emphasized are those which seem to offer most prospect of pro-
viding predominantly high-level graduates with international compa-
rable levels of qualification. Employers in the modem sector may share
some of these concerns but often have at least as much interest in the
basic skills that the bulk of the workforce bring to specific jobs that
require some scientific skills and the ability to employ them in
day-to-day production activities. Hence the complaints from employers
1n many countries about the inability of school leavers to perform basic
tasks of measurement, observation, and use reasoning skills on-the-job.
High-level scientific manpower can be bought, or licenses for technolo-
gy acquired, often at marginal cost to the enterprise; the workforce can-
not be substituted so easily.

Teachers and curriculum developers have other interests, not least
their own professional identity which may cause them to emphasise aims
which promote specialisation and the status that accompanies it, and
which emphasises the intellectual and academic at the expense of the
practical. Thus Adamu (1988) illustrates how aspects of the Nigerian
science curriculum were ambitiously specified and often not fully
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operationalized in his study of science schools in Kano State. Parents
and students will have the mixed motives that are associated with schoo-
ling everywhere; the aims for a good number will be to ensure success
through study which leads to access to higher grades, the substance of
the study being less important than reaching an acceptable level of achie-
vement. For some, no doubt, what is learned will be of importance inde-
pendent ofits value for selection, but the pressures arising from restric-
ted access to modern sector jobs where these are scarce, may make what
1s learned of secondary importance.

Despite these differences in interests it is worth noting that at one
level, the importance attached to different content in the sciences, there
does seem to be substantial convergence. At least in the 23 countries
sampled by the IEA study (Postlethwaite and Wiley, 1991) it appears
there was general consistency in ratings assigned to the importance of
different content at different levels. Some content tended to have consis-
tently high rating and other content consistently low ratings. Moreover,
they argue, that since ratings tend to increase from level to level content
treated at one level is generally treated more intensively at the level
above suggesting to them that 'concyclic' patterns existed across coun-
tries.

11. Orientation ofscience education

The range of aims and objectives given for secondary science pro-
grammes 1n different systems is vast, as might be expected. The reports
of the International Clearing House on Science and Mathematics
Education (e.g. Lockard, 1977) list project objectives for hundreds of
projects which cover as wide a spectrum as can be imagined. At the most
general level themes recur about which there is a certain universality.
Typically science courses at the lower secondary level will include
knowledge of basic scientific facts and some ability to apply them, the
development of basic measurement and observation skills, some practi-
ce of the psychomotor skills involved in conducting experiments, and
affective objectives designed to encourage positive attitudes to science.
At the upper secondary level in addition to these there are more likely to
be objectives which seek to develop theoretical understanding and for-
mal reasoning skills, the ability to utilise physical and mathematical
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models, facility with experimental design and data interpretation. The
content intensity of programmes also typically increases in the higher
grades with more material being included.

The situation 1s made even more complex by the fact that the same
aims can be achieved, at least in principle, through many different
routes. Thus curricula which share educational aims in large part may
differ considerably in how they are presented and taught. Though
Swaziland Integrated Science utilises the bulk of the aims for the West
Indian Science Curriculum (which was itself adapted from Scottish
Integrated Science) there 1s considerable deviation in the materials pro-
duced (Williams, 1977). Malaysian upper secondary science materials
developed in the 1970s shared many common goals with those of
Nuftield programmes in the United Kingdom but the form of the mate-
rials that were developed differed considerably from the Nufttield
courses.

A comparative review of aims and objectives across countries 1s
beyond the scope of this chapter. We confine our attention to the issues
raised by different emphasis on different types of aims and objectives.
The main dimensions chosen for this discussion are identified in the
introductory paragraph.

12. Terminal orpreparatory?

Science education programmes at secondary level can be roughly
classified into those intended for selected groups who will continue to
study science to higher levels, those for whom science is thought to be
an essential part of a general education but whose experience of science
will terminate at or before the school leaving age, and those which
attempt to satisfy the needs of both groups simultaneously. In making
this classification we should not forget that a good number of education
systems allow secondary children to give up the study of science at an
early stage in favour of other subjects. In other systems although scien-
ce appears on the curriculum throughout the secondary years, the form it
takes limits in practice the nature of the experience for many students to
minimal levels.

The dilemma 1n orientating science education to the needs of dif-
ferent groups of students is a fairly universal problem in planning
science education and it mirrors a broader problem of the conflicts
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between early specialisation with concentration of a limited range of
subjects and broad based general education that exposes all children to a
balanced diet of educational experience. This has been problematic in
most countries whether industrialized or not. Thus it was an issue in the
development of Science for Every Student in Canada (see discussion
Layton, 1986) as it was when integrated science was being introduced
into Malaysia (Lewin, 1981).

The most common patterns are for introductory science to be taught
to all children in lower secondary programmes without strong differen-
tiation between those who will continue to study science and those who
will not (UNESCOQO, 1986). This usually involves treating science as a
whole and attempting to develop the same range of basic skills and
knowledge 1n all students through similar educational experiences. The
main difficulties in this approach seem to arise from the pressures for
selection that generally accompany the end of lower secondary schoo-
ling and the prestige and opportunity that are associated with the study
of science to higher levels.

Five factors can be identified that have often orientated lower
secondary science programmes away from emphasising their value to
those who leave school and study no more science.

First, continuity in the curriculum creates pressure to see lower
secondary science as preparatory for higher levels. 'Backwash' from the
demands of higher levels of science study militates against the inclusion
ofmaterial and learning goals which only have direct relevance to school
leavers. Hence the inclusion of topics that prepare the ground for their
subsequent study rather than topics related to the science aspects of com-
mon economic livelihoods.

Second, to incorporate much material which deals with the science
of everyday things often has low status. The development of science his-
torically was indeed often influenced by social and economic concerns,
but the way this is understood often stresses the latest innovations and
the concerns of 'rich country science' rather than those of pre-industrial
societies.

Third, those involved in defining the subject are themselves suc-
cessful products of science education in sofar as they have become pro-
tessionally qualified and orientated towards modem science and techno-
logy. They have an interest in maintaining its status and part of this pro-
cess 1s to ensure that the modem science 1s promoted.
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Fours, science 1s an important selection subject in most education
systems. Conventionally educational selection based on academic know-
ledge has found more favour than that based on practical knowledge.
This augers in favour of the abstract and the mathematical treatments of
science which are widely recognized as means of discriminating bet-
ween pupils' abilities.

Fifth, the more relevant to the needs of school leavers science
becomes the more it may be difficult to find within the existing cadre of
teachers staff with experience, insight and expertise in the science
aspects oftraditional economic activities. Involving local practitioners in
teaching 1s a widely canvassed solution to this problem but it may be
resisted if it 1s seen to deprofessionalize teachers. Some forms of scien-
ce knowledge that might be relevant also have an economic value that it
1s not in the interests of skill exemplars to share (e.g. the science of gem
processing in Sri Lanka where family businesses have transmitted spe-
cialized knowledge from generation to generation and have no economic
interest in extending access to such knowledge). Parents also may resist
the 1dea that schools are places where students learn about the science of
local production activities when parents have aspirations for their chil-
dren which run beyond remaining in the same socioeconomic environ-
ment.

Partly as a result it is rare to find lower secondary science pro-
grammes that are designed on the basis of any extensive exploration of
the needs of school leavers for whom this experience of science educa-
tion 1s terminal. Though there have been many attempts to do this the
resulting programmes run into an enduring contradiction. If they are
genuinely terminal and include the achievement of aims and objectives
of most direct value to those who leave school, those who achieve most
highly on them are least likely to become school leavers. For them
emphasis on rural science,science for living and practical skills of direct
economic value are of less importance than selection. For those whose
futures lie in the direction of employment or self-employment their
experience of science is that ofthe relatively low achiever.

There are curriculum alternatives that go some way towards ame-
liorating the consequences of the contradiction outlined. Science basic
skills can be taught to a wide range of students through examples
which are locally based. Thus basic ideas in fluid dynamics can be
illustrated using models of boats, kites and windmills rather than
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aeroplane wing surfaces; acceleration can be illustrated without using
the experience of travelling in an elevator as a starting point. At a more
sophisticated level of curriculum organisation different pathways can be
followed through curriculum materials that provide different learning
experiences for students who progress at different rates and whose needs
are different. Thus some curricula provide optional enrichment material
available at the choice of the teacher depending on progress and local
environment. But these require quite high levels of resourcing, organisa-
tional flexibility and teacher expertise.

If relevance and the orientation of science towards the needs of
most students who leave schoolis a problem at the lower secondary level
it can be even more so for upper secondary children. The extent to which
it 1s, will depend partly on how many are selected to follow science at
this level. The more restricted a group thisis at the upper secondary level
the more reasonable it is to define the curriculum in terms of the needs
of those who will continue to higher levels since the majority are likely
to continue if they have been highly selected.

Aims and objectives defined for upper secondary commonly assu-
me that most if not all lower secondary science has been mastered.
Unless selection is draconian this is unlikely to be a very secure assump-
tion. There is a danger that 'cycles of cumulative ignorance' can develop
where there will be many pupils selected who have achieved and inter-
nalised only a proportion of lower secondary learning objectives (Lewin
1985). As a consequence they may quickly drift out of touch with tea-
ching at the next level since it starts from assumed knowledge and skills
that are not possessed. The longer they attend the less they master of
what is supposed to be mastered.

Upper secondary science education is also closer to university
entrance examinations than the lower secondary school. Universities in
most countries exert their own special influence on the science curricu-
lum in most countries. As they represent the pinnacle of achievement
for students, and reflect the ambitions of many parents for their chil-
dren, their nature exerts strong effects on the science curriculum as
1ntended and the curriculum in action. And university entrance requi-
rements, and university undergraduate courses, tend to have a direct
relationship with international conventions on standards and content for
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different science subjects. This cap on the system favours conventional
academic definitions of science rather than those relevant to school lea-
vers below university entrance level.

No neat solution to the dilemma posed between the needs of spe-
cialists and the general population has been identified yetthis 1s a criti-
cal area -- meeting the needs of the non-specialist majority are likely to
be at least as significant as ensuring an adequate supply of graduate
scientists. Commentators like Layton see the relationship between two
types of outcome -- trained specialists and a scientifically literate popu-
lation -- as inherently conflicting and not compatible pulling the curri-
culum in opposing directions. Fensham (1984) has argued for a three
stage policy to resolve the tension and create a balanced science curri-
culum which can meet the conflicting demands. He argues first for
containment, where elite, academic science 1s deliberately restricted to
upper secondary grades for a selected proportion of the population most
ofwhom will study science to high levels. Below this containment level
science should be taught to all students in an accessible way which is not
over academicized. Second, because academic science is restricted to
selected groups it needs to be intensive and it should not be placed in
direct competition with 'second class' science for the rest of the student
population. It should be clearly distinguished as science for those inten-
ding to pursue occupations with a scientific base. Third science should
continue to be taught above the containment level to non-scientists in
ways which provide clear differentiation from academic science curricu-
la. They should not simply be watered down versions of academic scien-
ce.

Though these suggestions do go someway towards a constructive
response to the dilemma Fensham does not really address the problems
of changing the preconceptions that are likely to block changes ofthis
kind. Parity of esteem is an elusive chimera when academic science is an
important selection subject. Containment will only offer assistance if
boundaries are maintained and this may be difficult in many systems.

13. Knowledge or skill orientation?

The science education debate over the relative importance of aims
and objectives that are more or less knowledge or skill orientated is long
standing. Some aspects of it have already been touched on. The
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historical experience of the development of science as a school subject
generally placed more emphasis on science as a body ofknowledge with
the 'scientific method' raised on a pedestal in the background as a mecha-
nism to achieve such knowledge rather than as an end in itself. The deve-
lopment of many guided discovery, heuristic and pupil centred pro-
grammes which swept through the science education community in the
1960s shifted the emphasis at least at the level of intent away from a
view of science based securely on facts to be learned towards one where
the process of investigating the natural world was to be given pride of
place. Science education was to develop thinking skills that would pro-
vide learning which would endure beyond the usefulness of the discrete
facts that enquiry might lead to.

The debate over knowledge or skills is often framed in terms of
process versus content or concept based learning. The formerstresses the
view that students should acquire scientific attitudes and problem sol-
ving skills as a priority and that concepts and content have a second
order importance. Scientific attitudes include scepticism, curiosity,
open-mindedness, suspended judgement until evidence is available.
Process skills include observation, interpretation of data, inference, tes-
ting of hypotheses, prediction, classification skills. This view of science
learning values an inductive approach Harlen (1986) where students
accumulate experience based on observation and analysis that leads
them to generalisations that can be tested.

Concept and content based views of science argue that science is
essentially a body of knowledge which consists of the insights scientists
have discovered about the physical world. Thus science students should
be required to internalise these concepts first through encounters with
specific content and examples based on conventional sub-divisions of
science knowledge -- mechanics, acids and bases, photosynthesis. The
emphasis is on the concepts not the means through which they were
developed or can be understood. The underlying approach to learning
here is deductive -- generalisations, scientific laws, principles are to be
learned first and then hopefully applied. Since secondary education in
many countries has been heavily subject compartmentalised the latter
view has been the dominant one. Most of the new science curricula of
the 1960s and 1970s promoted process views in one form or another but
they have not been as fast to take root in practice as they have been in
principle amongst science educators.
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The IEA's (Postlethwaite and Wiley, 1991) attempts to classity pro-
cess skill objectives and analyse the emphasis placed on them in diffe-
rent national systems conclude that the emphasis on process skills
increases at higher curriculum levels. Ofthe nine process objectives they
consider observation, measurement, problem solving, and interpretation
of evidence have the greatest emphasis. Generalization, and model buil-
ding the least. The limitations of science, and the applications of scien-
ce were also not weighted as emphasized much, the latter perhaps sur-
prisingly so given increased concern for the technological dimensions of
science education. They note that some countries in their sample had not
considered process aspects of their curricula and therefore did not
respond.

Content does influence the use of process skills. A well known
example of this occurs when students use microscopes to draw biologi-
cal materials. What students 'see' and draw is very much dependent on
the cues provided by teachers as to what they are supposed to see. Ifyou
are told two contrasting lines represent a cell wall then that is what you
will label the image -- but what 1s inside and what is outside? might they
be holes? And in the classic Brownian motion experiment particles are
identified that move under the random impact of air molecules -- but that
tends not to be the observation made by students when looking at this
experiment unprompted -- it is only when attention is drawn to this effect
that it becomes apparent to most. For others the swirling of bright specks
1s as important, the drifting of particles in a similar direction, and the
colours and changing contrast many be as noticeable.

More programmes are developing a reconciliation or balance bet-
ween process and concept or content based approaches, and are by
implication seeking to resolve the crude polarity between skills and
knowledge. Scientific skills have come to occupy a central place in the
rhetoric of science curriculum development. Most recently increasing
emphasis on technological aspects of science has heightened this trend
though some would argue that this is balanced by emphasis on 'back to
basics' that is to be found in some countries. It 1s important to separate
the aspirations of governments and politicians and curriculum develo-
pers, from what actually happens in the science curriculum. It 1s impor-
tant also to understand the conservatism of many science educators who
see their first loyalty as to their subject and whose career interests coin-
cide with maintaining the integrity of separate science subjects. The
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boundary maintenance required to differentiate physics from chemistry
and from biology generally emphasizes content based differences rather
than those related to the science skills involved.

There is another dimension to the debate over aims and purposes
which is germane to the questions of knowledge and skills. Increased
emphasis on the technological aspects of science education necessarily
leads curricula to greater concern for skills, both intellectual and psy-
chomotor as well as perhaps aesthetic. Technology defined in terms of
the processes through which needs are identified, solutions to problems
designed and artefacts created to produce durable responses to needs,
essentially couples the skills of doing with those of conceptualising. Few
would accord 'technological facts' with comparable status as 'scientific
facts'. Practical work orientated to functional devices -- and hence skill
which applied and psychomotor as well as intellectual -- has been of low
status in much science education for the historical reasons explored ear-
lier in this review.

From this discussion we can conclude that the division between
content and process perspectives 1s to some extent exaggerated. Science
learning that consists of the accumulation of isolated scientific facts is
unlikely to lead to any durable internalisation of science constructs.
Without procedures to select and employ relevant knowledge and adapt
it to new situations the knowledge itself haslittle value. Simply rote lear-
ning the periodic table without a deeper understanding ofits significan-
ce for the properties of elements has no particular virtue. Similarly, pro-
cess skills cannot be taught in a vacuum. Problems have to be meaning-
ful and directed towards real problems if problem solving skills are to be
applied to them. But there certainly remains a question of balance bet-
ween the approach and it is widely argued that too much of what passes
as science education in practice is dominated by the acquisition of facts
that are not coherently related to conceptual frameworks -- consequent-
ly this learning proves fragile once the immediate need for it is taken
away.

14. Values and attitudes orientation

Any review of secondary science programmes introduced over
the last two decades will show increasing emphasis on aims and
objectives related to values and attitude changes. There are several
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reasons for this. First, the view that science as a school subject is some-
how value free has become unfashionable. This of course follows on
from the more academic discussion amongst philosophers and historians
of science concerning the ways in which values enter into the activities
of scientists (Jevons, 1973; Ravetz, 1971). Though there are aspects of
science that appear universal in terms of understandings of the natural
world -- the kinetic theory of gases as useful in predicting the behaviour
of gases in the United Kingdom asit is in Zimbabwe -science does have
values embedded in it and scientists as human beings have values. The
things which are identified as of interest to science are partly culturally
determined as the history of science shows very clearly; the uses to
which science is put are very much influenced by the values of scientists
and others. In the areas where science interacts with politics and religion
values emerge as important.

Second, it has been increasingly recognized that the motivations
and interests children bring to science education and develop through
studying it are important in the extent to which they achieve in the sub-
ject. Head (1985) explores this in depth arguing that students subject
choices are heavily influenced by social psychological factors bound up
with the development of self identity during adolescence. He also
reviews the literature on the images that students have of science and
scientists. This displays strong stereotyping which attributes scientists
with having to work long hours, being competitive at work, not being
very sociable and having a conservative life-style -- attributes that may
not appeal to many adolescents in the United Kingdom. Entwistle and
Wilson (1977) found that successful science students at university were
more syllabus bound, more conservative and less neurotic than students
from the humanities and the social sciences. Personality factors do seem
important in attracting students to, or alienating them from, science.
Some have seen this understanding as creating opportunities to make
science more appealing to students by changing its presentation to take
advantage of aspects that are attractive to particular groups. This has
been a theme in the literature on girls participation in science some of
which makes suggestions as to how to make the teaching of the subject
more 'girl friendly' (Kelly, 1981). Duncan's study of gender-typing in
Botswana [1989] found that school science was perceived as a masculi-
ne subject and that gender typing is considerably more salient in the
achievement process for girls than for boys, through its influence on
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attitude to school subjects. Her study also found that girls who favor a divi-

ded family role and have a feminine self-image are more inclined to see

science as a male area of activity and have less positive attitudes towards

school science. Lin and Crawley (1987) studied attitude differences in rela-

tion to gender, ability group and school socio-geographie location among

rural and urban junior high school students in Taiwan. In this case percep-

tion of learning environment was independent of gender or ability group.

Students in metropolitan schools reported more positive attitudes towards

science, but also reported highly competitive learning environments. Rural

students were just as interested in careers in science as their metropolitan

counterparts.

Third, science is seen in many curricula as a subject which can pro-
mote rational analysis and inductive and deductive reasoning. It repre-
sents par excellence a field of study in which evidence can be collected
and interpreted according to explicit principles. To encourage this is to
place a value on the development of these skills in the population -- and
by implication to subscribe to some of the ideas of modernisation theo-
ry (Inkeles and Smith, 1974) . These stress the importance of changing
individuals values in traditional societies from the parochial, the ego-
centric, and the concrete to those which involve seeing other points of
view, which are universalistic, and are abstract and not bound by the
experience of the present.

Fourth, although many programmes introduce affective elements
into the objectives for science programmes few articulate this in ways
that assist classroom teachers in converting these general aims into spe-
cific learning experiences. The danger is obvious -- that the cognitive
aspects of learning science take precedence on a day to day basis and
that the cumulative development of attitudes relevant to science is igno-
red or down graded. It i1s important here to distinguish between those
values that might be thought directly part of science -- e.g. scepticism,
curiosity, open-mindedness, critical scrutiny of evidence; and those that
might be promoted through the teaching of science but which also have
a more general character -- honesty, respect for others, tolerance.

Important problems in relation to values and attitudes seem to cir-
culate around two themes in particular. For a number of commentators
'western science' carries with it embedded value assumptions that are
culturally bound. These values are thought to inter-relate with social and
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economic aspects of development and thus carry 1mp11cat10ns for what
science should be taught and how. 'western science' is variously catego-
rized as being concerned with the problems of rich countries, funda-
mental science rather than that with direct utility, 'big' science not 'small’
science. The implications ofthis need careful consideration in any deve-
lopment activity based on the adaptation of materials from one country
to another.

In addition many studies in developed countries seem to show that
children's attitudes towards science deteriorate as they move through
school to higher grades -- and circumstantial evidence suggests this may
well be the ease in many developing countries. Thus in the United
Kingdom physics and chemistry show steep declines in popularity from
grades 9 to 11 (Whittield, 1979). Biology increases marginally in popu-
larity as a result of increased interest amongst girls. This mirrors similar
findings on attitudes to school which also show deterioration. This also
seems to be a particular problem for girls (whose attitudes to physics and
chemistry are much less favourable than boys in the United Kingdom).
Insofar as children antagonistic to science will not be motivated to study
it, this creates a problem for science education. The more values are seen
as a cross curricula concern and the product of experience in different
subjects the greater the challenge 1s to explore how discussion of values
may be introduced into science education, and how substantial a dimen-
sion of the curriculum engagement with value 1ssues should be.

15. The broadening ofthe science curriculum

The final aspect of this discussion of aims and objectives of scien-
ce education concerns the broadening of the curriculum. Many countries
have embarked on programmes to provide a more balanced diet of scien-
ce to secondary school students. This has several elements and is reflec-
ted in at least three types of development. These are concerned with
movement towards broad balanced science; the inclusion of science and
society 1ssues and the incorporation of environmental perspectives; and
the introduction of technology into the curriculum.

First, complementary to the adoption of more subject integration
already noted there has been a general movement towards seeing scien-
ce as a whole and giving more equal emphasis to its component parts.
Historically a good number of systems have emphasized the physical
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sciences at secondary level and given less emphasis to the life sciences.
With the increasing importance of developments in bio-technology and
the growth of agribusiness the case for redressing this balance has been
strengthened. In those countries where choice between subjects is per-
mitted it has generally been the case that biology has been preferred by
girls and boys have opted for the physical sciences. The consensusin the
science education communlty has moved towards considering this pat-
tern unbalanced. The 'science for all' movement has embraced the idea
of broad and balanced science, as have many developments of national
curricula (e.g. in the United Kingdom). 'Science for an' has formed part
of basic policy in science education in a number of developing countries
(see e.g. Goswami 1984 [India] and Deutrom and Wilson 1986 [Papua
New Guinea]) and is generally associated with the idea of balanced
science. So also are programmes which stress 'scientific literacy.'

Second, it has been increasingly common to find science and
society material appearing in secondary science curricula. This has been
an accelerating trend though it has proved unpopular with some scien-
ce teachers and policy-makers who have taken the view that this dilutes
the science that is taught. Several reasons for this seem influential. The
work on attitudes has suggested that environmental concerns are popu-
lar amongst children and introducing more of this material has been
used as a device to attract more students to study science. Growing
public concern with environmental issues has played a part as public
participation in the debate over these has grown in a number of coun-
tries (e.g. Ziman, 1980). Attempts to increase the relevance of school
science to students, especially those who leave school during or after
secondary education, have also led in the direction of including more of
this kind of content. The Discussion of Issues in School Science Project
(DISS) based at Oxford has been running for two years in the United
Kingdom and is one example of the many programmes designed to
contribute to increasing the public understanding of science which have
been introduced in many countries. In a number of developing countries
pressing environmental problems (erosion, deforestation, desertifica-
tion, etc.) have resulted in the inclusion of environmental science in the
curriculum (e.g. Environmental and Agricultural Science in Zimbabwe
and Man and the Environment in Malaysia). Sawyerr (1985) has argued
for increased environmental aspects to the science curriculum in Sierra
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Leone. Ahmed (1979) also argues that in developing countries the social
objectives of education must take precedence over those concerning the
development of the individual student. With respect to science education
this means greater emphasis on environmentally-based integrated scien-
ce. Knamiller (1984) suggests the development of issues-based biologi-
cal education in schools can help bridge the gap between purely acade-
mic schooling and education for relevance.

Science and society issues, though much broader than environmen-
tal concerns, have increasingly penetrated new science curricula and
most innovations now include material ofthis kind. The development of
environmental education has also been stimulated by realisation of glo-
bal interdependence as issues like the depletion of the ozone layer have
become prominent. Thus a number of authors have argued like
Knamiller (1981) that mutual interests between the industrialised North
and the developing South are satisfied by extending the environmental
orientation of science. Concerns for more widespread scientific literacy
have been repeatedly voiced (see e.g. Klopfer, 1985). This has been defi-
ned in terms of a basic understanding of science in order to make infor-
med decisions in daily life and to function eftectively as a citizen which
can be subdivided into (1) survival needs in a physical environment per-
vaded by science derived products, machines and devices; and (i1) the
need to participate responsibly in formulating policy and making deci-
sions concerning public issues having technological components which
involve a basic understanding of science.

Third, and perhaps most significantly for the next decade, there has
been a resurgence of interest in technology as a school subject.
Sometimes this has been expressed in terms of technologizing the scien-
ce curriculum, and sometimesit has been seen as a separate subject. This
perspective has been stressed in several recent publications (Layton,
1978, British Council, 1990) and it seems to have a growing momentum.
'Pr1v1leg1ng the practlcal' 1s one of the catch phrases used to encapsulate
the thinking behind this. Many have argued the central importance of
science with a technological dimension for development (e.g. Kurnar, et
al 1987). Technological skills take the process of problem solving from
conceptualisation, through consideration of alternatives, the design of
proto-typing and their testing, to the development of artefacts to meet
needs identified. It is thus very much concerned with the tasks of putting
to useful purpose the skills towards which many science education
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programmes are directed towards. In principle, it provides an answer to
critics who see academic science education as a sterile theoretical exer-
cise that develops arcane intellectual skills but does not result in useful
skills of making and doing. Technological education is differentiated
from the older practical subject traditions -- woodwork, metalwork,etc.
-- since it encompasses a broader range of intellectual skills and is
concerned with a wide spectrum of types of problem. It may approach
textile design and production as readily as it addresses the problems of
water pump design. And much ofthe knowledge and skills which under-
lie it are scientific in character -- fair tests of performance of prototypes
have to be developed; scientific knowledge ofthe properties of materials
1s important; physical and biological principles are likely to influence
design. Technology also has an aesthetic dimension since good design
also incorporates ideas of elegance, attractive and functional products,
and aesthetics which widen the attractions ofthe subject to a larger group
of students. It may therefore be a mechanism to encourage more students
to acquire some science concepts. It is also consistent with increased
integration between subjects and the need for this has been explored in
a variety of curricula situations (Commonwealth Secretariat, 1985).

16. Implicationsforplanners

In short, the issue at the policy level is the development of a clear
view of the role science and technology play in national development
strategies so that implications for science educational policy can be iden-
tified. This has a qualitative dimension, as has been argued above, and is
not simply a problem of getting the numbers right in filling available and
anticipated occupational niches. New balances may need to be struck
between emphasis on design and discovery, and maintenance and incre-
mental improvement that reflect strategic choices in economic and edu-
cational policy for science education. Implications can be identified for
the planning process in relation to science policy, the impact of austeri-
ty, and the definition of aims for science education.
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17. Implicationsfor science policy

From the above several issues for planners can be identified.. These
are concerned directly with national science policy and requires the iden-
tification of those aspects of policy that have direct implications for
science education These need to be analysed in terms of how these have
been changing to reflect developments in labour markets, the technolo-
gy of production in science based industries, and in the markets for the
products of such industry. It may then be possible to arrive at some
reconciliation between developing an indigenous science and technolo-
gy base and maintaining efficient access to science and technology deve-
loped elsewhere.

Some dimensions of the policy problem with every likelithood of
being relevant are:

»  What are the basic assumptions ofscience and technology policy?
Is 1t directed towards establishing science based industry as a whole
or in selected fields?
Is innovation seen to flow from basic research or from borrowing
and adapting ideas?
How important is the design and control of new technology seen to
be and how realistic are aspirations to achieve these things?
How, if at all, are the developments of new technologies seen to
aftect policy and the needs for changes in the education and training
systems for science and technology?

»  What is the policy orientation for science and technology?
Is it that of the 'leading edge consumer' which allows the use and
adaptation of technology developed elsewhere; or is it an orienta-
tion towards new insights from fundamental research that will have
spin offs that will increase agricultural and industrial productivity?
Is there any evidence from the recent past that the policy employed
has resulted in developmental gains or losses? If so why?
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How is overall policy on science and technology related to educa -
tion and trainingpolicy?
Is it logically consistent?
Have changes in the pattern of provision for science and technolo-
gy education at school level been a result of strategic decisions or
have they reflected other considerations unrelated to macro policy
e.g. social demand for places?

18. Responding to austerity

Many developing countries have suffered from the impact of global
recession, especially in Africa. The general characteristics of this pro-
blem need no repetition here and are the subject of an earlier book
(Lewin,1987:a). Science and technology education at all levels tend to
be amongst the most expensive curricula areas to resource. Many coun-
tries continue to suffer from a lack of scientific and technological per-
sonnel. Shortages at the highest levels of qualification are often matched
and exceeded at intermediate levels and these may compromise the
impact of expensively trained professional staff at graduate level on
development problems. Even where the numbers of graduates stand in a
satisfactory relationship to demand the quality of individuals' capabili-
ties in science and technology is often considered a problem. The exi-
gencies created by austerity require a reappraisal of priorities. This needs
to explore whether conditions of budgetary stringency can be accommo-
dated by new approaches to education and training in science and tech-
nology that would make better use of scarce resources and the pool of
talent that exists within a given population. Possible options include:

»  greater attention to equitable and efficient selection of those who
may benefit most from science and technological education;

»  assessing the feasibility and desirability of concentrating resources
in well founded institutions when it 1s impossible to provide these
tfor the whole student population;
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«  re-examining the structure of incentives that may make it difficult
to attract and retain science students in employmentrelated to their
special skills;

»  exploring reasons for aversion to the study of science (especially
amongst females, rural students and other disadvantaged minori-
ties) where this is a problem;

»  establishing more efficient ways of developing science based skills
in the education system and through job related training;

» ensuring that opportunities to acquire science based literacy and
numeracy in the population as a whole are not over shadowed by
the needs of the minority who acquire specific high level skills in
science.

19. Reconsideration ofthe aimsfor science education

The 1ssues that arise for planning from the discussion on aims and
objectives of science education can be summarised in terms of the need
for:

» clear appraisal of the purposes of the science education curriculum;
this needs to specify whatis to be achieved, by which group ofstu-
dents, for which purposes. Only then can choices be made between
curriculum delivery strategies;

» recognition that aims and objectives may not be shared by all the
participants in the science education process in equal measure;
without a degree of consensus on these implementation will be pro-
blematic;

» there are different pay-offs involved in selecting different emphases
on aims and objectives; different mixes may be appropriate for dif-
ferent groups though the over-riding trend is towards common spe-
cification for all students -- at least at the lower secondary level,

»  shifts towards integration, more recognition of the needs of those
who leave school, the importance of attitudes and values, and the
broadening of the science curriculum all carry resource implica-
tions that need careful consideration. These depend in part on peda-
gogical and epistemological questions about the nature of science
and the nature of learning.
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Chapter 3

Factors affecting achievement in
science education

This chapter reviews the literature on the achievement of students.
It explores some of the methodological problems involved in school
achievement studies, and reviews the various factors that have been
advanced as explanations for variations in achievement and comments
on their significance. The IEASecond International Science Study is dis-
cussed drawing attention to some of its findings in as much detail as
space allows. A concluding section comments in particular on some
aspects of gender difterences.

The four main questions addressed in this chapter are:

 

1. Whatis the general background to attempts to identify the fac-
tors associated with school achievement?
What can be learned from recent school effectiveness studies?
Which findings from the IEA science study are of most inter-
est to the 1ssues raised 1n this review?

4. What insights can be gained from studies on gender disparities
in science education in developing countries?

o
[
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1.  Background to research studies on achievement

There are now a very large number of studies on the factors that
aftect school achievement. Most of the earliest examples of these were
conducted in the USA and the United Kingdom and were initiated by
concerns to understand why children from unfavourable socio-economie
backgrounds failed to achieve comparable levels of performance to their
more favoured peers. They were thus heavily influenced by sociological
analytical traditions and borrowed varieties of production function ana-
lysis from economic theory to partial out the influence of different fac-
tors on a dependent variable generally defined in terms of some combi-
nation oftest results (e.g. Coleman, et al 1966, Jeneks, 1972). These stu-
dies were accompanied by a developing literature which offered a cri-
tique of the methods used and which also became entangled in the
debates about nature and nurture and socio-economic background in the
development of intelligence, school achievement and subsequent suc-
cess in the labour market (Bowles and Gintis, 1976, Little, 1975). Much
of the concern wasto explore to what extent meritocracies functioned as
such and to what extent educational achievement behaved as an interve-
ning variable explaining why in these societies socioeconomic status of
children continued to be linked closely to parents' socio-economie status
(Halsey, 1977). These studies tended to show that schools were less
important determinants of scholastic success than home background tfac-
tors. It was, however, misleading to draw the conclusion, as some popu-
larisers did, that this implied that not much of importance went on in
schools. It was differences that were being studied not absolute effects --
as a weary commentator observed "students don't imagine algebra".
Neither do most of them independently establish Newton's laws of
motion.

Subsequently, studies have began to appear which extended the
analysis offered to a whole host of in-school factors and these began to
demonstrate that school effects were important (e.g. Rutter, et al 1973).
The studies also began to be extended in significant numbers to develo-
ping countries where the initial results seemed to confirm that school
effects were more important than had hitherto been anticipated (e.g.
Heyneman; Loxley, 1983).
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2. School effectiveness studies

Heyneman and Loxley's (1983) study of science achievementin 16
developing and 13 industrialised countries examined a range of school
variables and regressed science achievement scores against them (obtai-
ned largely from IEA instruments). lilis study found relatively little
variance explained by school factors in the industrialized countries but
much larger amounts explained in the developed countries (27 per cent
of the variance in achievement explained by school quality in Indian
children and only 3 per cent by social class; 25 per cent by school qua-
lity in Thailand and only 6 per cent by social class). Note however that
the total variance explained in the cases studied was typically around the
20 -30 per cent level leaving much that was not explained. A prior1 fin-
dings that school eftects are important might not be wholly unexpected
in science since it i1s a subject which is removed from everyday expe-
rience and its systematic study is often only accessible through schools.

The very large literature that now exists on school effectiveness is
difficult to summarise. More than 50 multi-variate or experimental
school effect studies now exist relating to developing countries. Fuller's
(1987) comprehensive review identifies several studies which have used
science achievement as the dependent variable (e.g. Heyneman and
Loxley, 1983; Morales and Pinellsiles 1977; Arriagada 1983; Comber
and Keeves 1973. However most school achievement studies use other
subjects or a combination which includes science. We will consider the
Second IEA Science study separately below.

The studies are methodologically diverse; vary in terms of the spe-
cification of the dependent and independent variables, use a range of
sampling techniques, and have been undertaken in very differently struc-
tured education systems. The problems involved in research on factors
which affect school achievement are well known (see Fuller, 1987).
They include problems with the cross-cultural transferability of notions
like social class (even if this 1s portable, few studies grapple with the
problems arising for comparability from the constrained range found in
weakly differentiated societies where wealth and education are concen-
trated in small elites); the difficulties in specifying the dependent
variable 1.e achievement- (should the level of analysis be individual or
school level? which type oftest results are reliable and valid? how does
this type of achievement reflect the full range of curriculum goals?); the
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realization that often large parts of the total variance remained unexplai-
ned after the effects of independent variables have been accounted for,
and the rarity of studies that are capable of controlling for the entry cha-
racteristics of students. Not surprisingly a universally applicable set of
conclusions does not emerge from this literature.

Synthetic reviews like Fuller's (1987) and that by Schiefelbein and
Simmons (1981) have additional problems of aggregation that make it
difficult to decide what importance to give to findings that appear true in
some systems and not in others. What can we conclude from the 11 ana-
lyses cited of school expenditure and achievement, six of which confirm
a positive relationship, and five do not?; or of Hanushek's review of
more than 150 studies which concluded that there was no systematic
relationship between expenditures and student achievement; attitudes
and drop-out rates and reduced class sizes and more trained teachers
were also unlikely to make much difference to achievement (Hanushek
1986)? Commonsense suggests that, in the limiting cases (of close to
zero, or at levels comparable with industrialised countries), level of
expenditure must have some relationship to achievement; nevertheless it
1s unlikely to be a sufficient condition alone. And perhaps those studies
that failed to demonstrate a link were in circumstances where systems
were already well resourced and additional expenditure was at the mar-
gin. Lying behind these difficulties we note that in any case these were
not parallel studies; many of the parameters varied simultaneously bet-
ween them. One of the earlier studies (Thias and Camoy 1973) conclu-
ded that there was no relationship between expenditure per pupil and
achievement at primary level but that there was at the secondary level.
The latter was such that they claimed raisingnational examination scores
by 5 per cent would require a 50 per cent increase in expenditures per
pupil. This serves to illustrate the limitations of this kind of analysis.
There are many ways of increasing achievement and each will have a
different cost structure. Simply redistributing existing resources towards
the least favoured schools (which would have little or no direct cost) is
likely to have a much bigger effect on those schools and little or no effect
on those which already enjoy surpluses of qualified teachers, materials,
etc. The incremental rate of return on investment to raise achievement in
schools which have no books or facilities will be much greater than simi-
lar inputs in well-funded institutions.
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Another example of the kinds of problems that arise from taking a
macro view of school effectiveness studies can be illustrated by the well
publicized literature on the effect of textbooks on school achievement.
Fuller's review indicates that 16 out of 24 studies show positive effects
of texts and reading materials on achievement -- not perhaps as overw-
helming a trend as might be expected from the fashionable wisdom on
this subject. Again, though the general measure was textbooks/student
the independent variables that were controlled for in the studies varied.
But perhaps more important is the lack of insight into whether the stu-
dies related to the first pieces of reading material available or the addi-
tions to an existing stock (though one study (Heyneman et al 1983) does
show no gains resulting from a change in the pup1Vbook ratio from 2:1
to 1:1); neither is the qualitative relationship explored between the types
of reading material and the demands ofthe tests used to measure achie-
vement -- do comics have the same effect as well constructed reading
materials? Some of the violence done in the search for global generali-
zations 1s illustrated by the finding that the improvement in achievement
attributable to book provision in the Philippines (Heyneman, et al 1983)
1s twice the impact that would be gained by lowering class size from 40
to 10 students. But this finding uses evidence from an experimental
study in the Philippines and data on class size effects from the USA. This
presumes that the range ofvariation in class size considered and teaching
methods are indistinguishable between the two systems which is unlike-
ly to be true. Interestingly a more recent study (Lockheed et al 1989)
fails to find any relationship between class size and student achievement
in primary science in the Philippines.

3. Possible influences on achievement

Fuller and Heyneman (1989) have attempted to identify eftective
and ineffective factors that influence school achievement. These turn out

to be:
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Per cent of studies
showing positive effects

Effective parameters 86%
Length of instructional programme 839/

- . 0

Pupil feeding programmes .
Schoollibrary activity 83%
Years of teacher training 71%
Textbooks and instructional materials 67%

Ineffective parameters
Pupil grade repetition 20%
Reduced class size 24%
Teachers salaries 36%
Science laboratories 36%

Simple conclusions of this kind are dangerous. The effects of repe-
tition on academic achievement are difficult to measure for a number of
reasons. In many systems repeaters have a disproportionate tendency to
drop out. The medium-term eftects of repetition are then difficult to
ascertain. Since in most systems repetition implies just that -- repeating
the same material often with the same teacher without any special treat-
ment -- it might be surprising to find strong effects from repeating an
experience of failure. Since few if any of the achievement tests are age
corrected maturation effects will further complicate the interpretation of
any achievement gains. As a policy issue repetition is not a serious pro-
blem if it only affects the marginal student with particular learning disa-
bilities. It represents a serious inefficiency in systems where repetition
averages 20 per cent or more and this is really the policy issue, not what
effect it has on achievement.

It may be that within a wide band achievement 1s not related to
class size but this does not mean there are no limits. Intuitively the signi-
ficant factor 1s when teaching practices change -- practical group work is
difficult when class sizes exceed 40; it may not be practised below this
number; a lecture is likely to be as eftective with 20 students as with 80
if the space is available. And class size does interact with other variables
-- 1f textbooks/pupil are correlated with achievement large class sizes
given a fixed stock of books (which is a realistic assumption in a rapid-
ly expanding system) will diminish it.
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Teachers' salaries, at the level of individual teachers, are unlikely to
be directly related to achievement for the simple reason that achievement
1s unlikely to be the result of the teaching of a single teacher -- students
will experience several teachers over their careers in school. Moreoverit
cannot lead to the conclusion that paying teachers better is unlikely to
have an effect on achievement -- it may be that the most effective tea-
chers do not get the highest rewards in a given education system; it may
be that all teachers are paid so poorly that what variation there is is not
reflected in performance. Given the fairly universal belief that income
should be related to effectiveness the challenge is to change the reward
structure so that they are.

And the obvious comment to make about the effectiveness of labo-
ratory provision is that if science achievement tests do not test the skills
developed in laboratories (which frequently they do not) it should sur-
prise no-one that they do not have a large impact on achievement mea-
sured through pencil and paper tests that often emphasise recall and the
abstract application of principles. The reasons for incorporating practical
work in science have been thoroughly explored by Haddad and Za'rour
(1986) who argue its henefits whilst recognising the difficulty of measu-
ring its impact. A study of university entrance examinations in China
(Lewin and Wang,1990) illustrates how the science papers do not assess
experience of practical science in much depth. The most recent PEA
study (Rosier and Keeves 1991) is complex to interpret on the subject of
practical work and achievement; it does suggest that where students'
views of teaching indicate more practical work probably takes place
there 1s a positive relationship with achievement in five out ofnine cases.
The weight of opinion seems to lie with those who are sceptical about
the measurable benefits of laboratory science for achievement as
conventionally measured, and who stressits high costs (Wallberg, 1991).

The First IEA Science study noted positive effects of reported
laboratory use in three of the four developing countries in their sample.
Heyneman and Loxley's (1983) study found no such effect. Lockheed
et al (1989) did find positive effects arising from teaching primary
science in laboratories but note that the magnitude of this was much
less than the effect of frequent group work and of frequent testing. That
those who are tested frequently perform better on tests is perhaps not
surprising. Whether the reasons why younger teachers make more fre-
quent use of group work than their elder colleagues in an attempt to
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offset difficulties encountered by large classes, as is claimed, or whether
it arises from other considerations remains an open question in the study.
A Nigerian study by Okebukola (1987) which examined achievement in
chemistry did find that participation in laboratory activities was an
important factor in determining achievement. In order of importance,
student attitude towards chemistry, teacher attitude towards laboratory
activities and availability of chemistry laboratory materials made signi-
ficant contributions to the variation in achievement. Mutsune's (1983)
study of the correlation between the practical and theory components of
the Kenya A-level Biology examination found low correlation between
practical and theory achievement which is attributed to lack of coverage
of practical work by many students.

On the positive side length of time spent on instruction is reported
widely as having an impact on achievement. Heyneman and Loxley
(1983) note this in relation to general science in India, Thailand and Iran.
Fuller (1986) counts 12 out of 14 analyses supporting this proposition..
There are wide ranges between countries in the amount oftime allocated
to science at different levels -- by a factor of two or more in the SEA
countries. Comparisons between countries are dubious since so many
other factors vary simultaneously so the more useful comparisons are
within the same system. The difficulty with this 1s that the largest varia-
tions generally stem not from official policy but from practice in the
schools. In some countries as much as 30 per cent ofthe official teaching
days are not utilized for their intended purposes as a result of teacher
absenteeism, school functions, excessive examination practice, natural
events and casual holidays. Given that science is taught in lessons, clear-
ly the more lessons there are the more is likely to be learned, but there is
no reason to suppose that the relationship 1s necessarily linear and the
most recent PEA data, whilst supporting the general proposition that
time studying science is related to achievement, recognises limitations in
its data that make more precise statements of the relationship difficult. It
may well be, as Wallberg (1991) observes that 'Mathew effects' operate
in education -- such that initial advantages are multiplied.. He argues that
improved instruction (including greater time allocations) may benefit all
students but will benefit the more able most.
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Feeding programmes are an established way of enhancing enrol-
ment and increasing retention. A priori they will serve this purpose for
science as much as other subjects. School libraries also offer the pros-
pect of providing more relevant sources of information for teachers and
students though the existence ofthese in relatively well endowed schools
must not simply lead to the conclusion that they have a causative rela-
tionship with achievement. Those studies which relate use of the library
to achievement do seem to indicate that frequent users benefit from the
access they enjoy.

Pre-service teacher qualifications and training do show up in many
studies as positively related to achievement. The magnitudes of the
effects are often moderate however. They are in any case difficult to
measure -- children experience different teachers -- should recent trai-
ning be given the same weightas training ten years ago? -- and the num-
ber of years of schooling completed before training may be at least as
important as the training itself. One recent study (Lockheed et al 1986)
suggests that other inputs i.e textbooks can be substituted for additional
training since textbook use and training did not interact in their data and
the effects of textbooks were greater Very little evidence exists on the
effectiveness of in-service training. Those studies that do exist are gene-
rally positive but often have no means of controlling for the effects of
training as opposed to the traits of the teachers who choose to take
advantage ofit -- those involved are generally the more motivated and
skilled in the first place. Of course it is also likely to matter what tea-
chers are being trained to do and what kind of students they are teaching
though this also is largely unresearched.

There 1s little doubt on the margin that textbooks do have a major
impact on achievement in most subjects, and probably in science more
than most since they are likely to be the only source of authoritative
information relevant to achievement tests in poor school environ-
ments. Unfortunately, beyond the level of their existence in reasonable
quantity there is little research to indicate at what point additional
written material ceases to have an effect (the Philippines study men-
tioned above is an exception); or what the relative impact of different
types of material is -- teachers' guides, student texts, worksheets, refe-
rence books. And every teacher has opinions, often well founded,
about 'good' and 'bad' books. Every textbook is not the same --
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some have inappropriate reading levels, some are poorly structured,
some contain factual errors, some are produced with poor quality and
uninteresting design.

Four other observations are pertinent before moving on to discuss
the Second IEA Science Study. First, in an interesting study in Zambia,
Mulupo and Fowler (1987) compared achievement, understandings
about science and the scientific attitudes of learners at the concrete and
formal levels of cognitive development. Subjects were an equally
weighted sample of concrete and formal reasoners in 11th grade che-
mistry classes assigned to one of two teaching method groups for 10
weeks. Results showed that among formal reasoners discovery method
teaching was more effective than traditional methods on understanding
science; for concrete reasoners the mode of instruction made no diffe-
rence; overall the traditional group out-performed the discovery group in
achievement but the discovery group scored better on attitudes.. This
draws attention to the way the characteristics of learners are likely to
influence the effectiveness of different inputs which 1s largely lost in
most school achievement studies. Second, Hamilton (1982) draws atten-
tion to how the attitudes to science of 11th and 13th grade Jamaican stu-
dents influence achievement. Attitudes appeared to play a vital role in
achievement, particularly as far as girls are concerned. This it is argued
demonstrates the need for more role models for science achievement for
girls and reinforces findings in industrialised countries. The importance
of dispositions towards science is also rarely accounted for in the school
achievement literature. Third, Tuppen (1981) compares examination
performance of secondary students in ten high schools in Papua New
Guinea to an Index of Educational Opportunity (IEO) in the student's
province of schooling. The IEO is defined as the percentage of the age
group enrolled in high school. The study reports that the index, parental
education levels and interest in schooling are important in explaining
variation in examination scores. Some school factors were also found to
be important (staft qualifications, size, turnover). The study reports a
0.5-0.6 correlation between examination performance and internal
school assessment in English, mathematics and science perhaps sugges-
ting that the skills tested in different subjects overlap considerably.
Fourth, Maundu's study in Kenya (1988) explores student achievement
in mathematics and science and relates it to parental education and occu-
pation and to type of school. This study argues that socio-economic
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factors such as family background are important in determining student
achievement, but are reinforced by teaching and learning resources avai-
lable which are interactive variables.

4.The second international science study ofthe SEA

The most comprehensive data on science achievement are to be
found in the Second IEAScience Study (Postlethwaite and Wiley, 1991).
This includes data from 24 countries of which China, Ghana, Nigeria,
Papua New Guinea, Thailand, the Philippines, and Zimbabwe can be
clearly located as developlng countries. Hong Kong, Singapore, and
Korea might also be classified in this way albeit that their economic
development has reached a different level. The IEA studies have been
conducted on three populations, broadly speaking 10 year olds, 14 year
olds and those in the last year of schooling before university entrance.
Our interest in this review is in secondary science which falls within
Population 2 (14-15 year olds) and, to a lesser extent, Population 3 (final
year of formal schooling) of the IEA classification.

The interpretation of the IEA findings i1s very complex since
various asymmetries arise in sampling, curricula emphasis, test partici-
pation between the samples in different countries, etc. These preclude
the possibility of making simple comparisons between countries. At this
stage 1t 1s only possible to draw attention to some of the main findings
which seem to be of interest, especially as they relate to the developing
countries 1n the sample. Even this is tentative since the variations in the
data sets are important for any comparison between countries and all of
the overall findings should really be contextualised in detailed ways
which cannot be attempted here. Within country analysis is beyond the
scope of this review. We note also that what may be true in the lowest
scoring developing countries as a group 1s often not true in the other
developing countries in the IEA studies. This further strengthens our
concern that the most useful interpretations of this data are likely to be
at the intra-country level. With all these caveats some of the main fin-
dings are described below for the Population 2 data which are of most
interest to this review.

In terms of total score Ghana, Nigeria, the Philippines and
Zimbabwe have the lowest total scolds on tile science tests. This is true
in aggregate and in different subject areas. Other developing countries -
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e.g. Papua New Guinea, Thailand and China have means that are com-
parable with industrialised countries like England, and the USA.
Hungary and Japan score consistently well above most other countries.
In general there is a high inter correlation between scores at the
Population 2 level and those for Population 1 suggesting that low per-
formance 1s compounded through the system. Though there are conside-
rable changes in the ranking of mean scores by country at the Population
3 level, these are heavily influenced by the selection practices of diffe-
rent countries which, to a greater or lesser extent, concentrate resources
on the most able science students.

In general the proportion of schools scoring below the lowest
school in the highest scoring country (Hungary) was high in the low sco-
ring developing countries in the Population 2 sample (Ghana 64 per cent,
Nigeria 88 per cent, Philippines 87 per cent, Zimbabwe 80 per cent). In
these countries the performance ofthe lowest 20 per cent of students tes-
ted indicates that they have learned very little science. This is particu-
larly worrying when it is realised that the Nigerian students were from a
higher grade, and the Ghanaian students were from selective elite
schools. The LEA data suggest that the bottom 20 per cent of students in
Ghana, Italy (Grade 8), Nigeria, the Philippines and Zimbabwe are
'scientifically illiterate' and that the United Kingdom, Hong Kong,
Singapore and the USA are borderline cases. Interestingly the USA has
a higher proportion of schools scoring below the worst school in
Hungary than does Thailand.

Of particular interest is the finding that the teaching group or class
that pupils are in 1s of considerable significance to the scores that they
achieve in some countries. This effect is particularly prominent in Ghana,
the Philippines, Italy and the Netherlands. By contrast in Japan and the
Nordic countries at this level the effect is very low indeed at the
Population 2 level. This changes dramatically in Japan at the Population
3 level, probably because ofthe increase in the number of private schools.
One of the implications ofthis appears to be that in some countries diffe-
rences between schools are considerable and it does matter a great deal in
which school or class students study science, in terms of their achieve-
ment. In other countries school and class effects are much smaller and
have much less influence on achievement. This is not simply
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a function resource level; rather it seems to depend more on selection
and streaming practices and organisational features of education sys-
tems.

The TEA authors have developed a yield coefficient that modifies
the distribution of scores by the proportion of the age group in school.
This is intended to indicate how many children know how much scien-
ce. It highlights differences between countries and showsthat yield coef-
ficients tend to be much lower in those countries with the lowest pro-
portions in school which are mainly the developing countries at
Population 2 level. This raises a dilemma for countries with low yields
wishing to improve them -- should numbers enrolled be increased or
should low levels of achievement be improved first?

At Population 3 level in the IEAdata inter-country comparisons are
even more hazardous than they are at Population 2 level. There are wide
disparities in the percentage ofthe age group studying at this level (from
1 per cent in Ghana and Papua New Guinea to 89 per cent in Japan). The
average age of this population spans 23 months. There was a 2-year
grade difference in the level to which the tests were applied. The avera-
ge number of subjects studied varied from 3 to 9 or more with concomi-
tant variations in the time spent on science.

Generally the United Kingdom, Singapore and Hong Kong and
Hungary have the highest scores in Population 3 with some variations
between subjects in this. These countries also have small numbers enrol-
led and highly specialised curricula. In general the IEA found no rela-
tionship between the proportion studying science and She achievement
of elite students defined astile top 3 per cent ofthe age group. There was
no significant tendency for She number of subjects studied to influence
science achievement except in chemistry. Positive age effects were noted
wish older students scoring better.

5. Some additional evidence on science achievement of
girls

The IEA study demonstrates Chat sex differences greatly favoured
boys in the countries wish the lowest overall scores in terms of She per-
formance ofboth the bottom 20 per cent and She top 20 per cent. Though
in Hungary sex differences were minimal, in Japan, the other
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high scoring country, boys out-performed girls consistently at all levels
of ability. Typically sex differences in performance are greatest in phy-
sics and least in chemistry.

A review ofthe Papua New Guinea School Certificate Examination
reports [MSU, 1986-1990] shows significant difterence in performance
of males and females on the lower secondary science examinations. In
this case male scores are typically about half a standard deviation lower
for girls. The pattern 1s not universal however, in Trinidad and Tobago
girls perform consistently better Than boys in all types of schools and at
all class levels in science [Kutnick and Jules, 1988]. Similar findings
have been reported for African-Americans, and West Indians in She
United Kingdom [Duncan, 1989]. Analyses of O-level examination
results for Kenya, Zambia and Botswana demonstrate Chat girls perform
less well Than boys in almost all subjects, but particularly in She physi-
cal sciences. And unpublished evidence from Sri1 Lanka suggests that
differences in performance between boys and girls in science are gene-
rated largely from the performance differences between relatively low
achievers -- differences between high achieving students are small.

A number of factors have been suggested in an attempt to account
for gender disparities in levels of achievement in science. Duncan (1989)
and Eshiwani (1988) categorise These factors according to whether They
relate to She societal context, the attitudes and aspirations of students, or
to the school environment. The first group involves socio-cultural expla-
nations which are supported by the variations in magnitude of the dispa-
rities across countries, and socio-economic explanations such as social
class, family background and level of urbanization.

The second group of factors suggested to explain under-achieve-
ment of girls give rise to the hypothesis that girls hold less favourable
attitudes towards science and have lower aspirations for science-based
careers. This results in a lowering of motivation to work in science and
a consequent reduction in levels of achievement. Duncan [1989] in
Botswana found that only six girls out of her sample of 650 girls aspi-
red to technical occupations [outside medicine] which would require
academic science knowledge. Eshiwani (1988) cites studies which
show that in general girls find science more difficult than any other sub-
ject, a conclusion supported by the large number of girls who
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drop science at the earliest opportunity. Lack of self-confidence, parti-
cularly in laboratory work, was found to be a major factor contributing
to negative attitudes towards science.

A number of research findings maintain that the school environ-
mentis a significant factor in influencing and reinforcing gender dispa-
rities in achievement. The staffing structure of schools may contribute
towards gender stereotyping, especially in Africa where the vast majori-
ty of teachers in secondary schools, particularly in science, are men.
Furthermore, women head-teachers or principals are extremely rare. In
Nigeria women constitute a large proportion of the teaching force but a
negligible number of them are in headships and only then in low status
schools and girls schools. Of 150 secondary schools in Tunisia only 12
had female Principals and women were totally unrepresented in the ins-
pectorate [Davies, 1986]. Biraimah (1982) in her study of a Togolese
secondary school found that while the teaching staff appeared balanced
in terms ofnumbers, men occupied all the positions that exercised autho-
rity and women were assigned to domestic or secretarial roles. Biraimah
relates these disparities to a whole pattern of differential expectations
and attitudes and arguesthat they convey female subservience especial-
ly to girls who view women teachers as role models. Gender stereoty-
ping 1is also reinforced through teaching materials and textbooks of
science which may rarely provide female characters or situational
examples with which girls can identify.

The type of school appears to be a significant factor affecting the
performance of girls. Eshiwani (1988) reports that in secondary schools
in Kenya there were very limited opportunities for girls to study scien-
ce, with several girls' schools having their laboratory facilities in nearby
boys’ schools. Co-education is not necessarily the answer to this problem
as Kutnick and Jules (1988) report that girls attending single-sex schools
scored higher than girls in parallel co-educational schools. Similar fin-
dings are reported by Eshiwani (1983) who demonstrates that girls in
single-sex schools in Kenya performed better in science than both boys
and girls in mixed schools, and suggests that:

"any intervention strategyfor the improvement ofscience edu -
cation among girls should steer clear ofco-education”. (1983,
p-47).
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It is not uncommon to find single sex schools out-performing
co-educational ones. Often this is partly a result of selected intakes -such
schools are disproportionately drawn from those with a long history,
established reputation, and elite urban catchment areas as, for example,
in Malaysia. This in itself does not constitute a case for single sex
schools in general. It should also be remembered that sex differences in
performance exist in other subjects and movements away from co-edu-
cation may be detrimental in performance in these for boys or girls. In
any case decisions on co-education should not be determined by science
performance alone. Great care should be taken to establish whether, in
particular systems where single sex schools perform well, this is the
result of intervening variable unrelated to sex.

6. Implicationsforplanners

It has proved very difficult to review the literature on achievement.
It is massive and frequently contradictory. It often exists at a high level
of generality with little accessibility to the detailed specification of
which effects are being compared to which dependent variables.
Aggregated reviews deepen the confusion by mixing together wide
ranges of studies as if simply counting the direction of findings tell us of
something ofvalue to policy. All the school quality indicators used in the
various studies -- material mputs, teacher quality, teaching practices,
classroom organization, and school management practices -are measured
in ways which prevent easy comparison or aggregation. The research
results really only take on meaning in the context of the particular sys-
tems -- what1s ofcritical importance for achievement in one part of one
school system may or may not be elsewhere and that is what is of most
direct concern to policy-makers in science education. While the sinceri-
ty of the researchers who have painstakingly constructed the studies is
not in doubt there must be reservations about the wisdom of attempting
to package all these kinds of findings into easily digestible 'bind alleys
and promising avenues' (Lockheed, et al 1990) as if they were global
prescriptions that are context free.

For the reason outlined above it is not possible to arrive at a list of
universally valid generalisations concerning the factors that affect scien-
ce achievement. It should be clear from this review that there are many
different factors that, in different circumstances, seem to have
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causal relationships with achievement. Which ones are significant will
depend on which characteristics of the particular system, school, tea-
chers, students are of interest. Thus we can conclude that the kind of
insights that come from achievement studies are important, but have to
be approached with caution and full understanding of their derivation.
They may carry important implications for planners if rigourously esta-
blished and able to point the way to more and less cost effective strate-
gies towards enhancing science achievement.
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_Chapter 4 o
Implementation and organizational

i1ssues

This chapter briefly considers some of the literature on the imple-
mentation of educational innovations. Much of this is not specific for
science education but is nevertheless relevant to the main concerns ofthe
review. Further implications for effective innovation are distributed
throughout the other chapters. The second part of the chapter explores
patterns of curriculum organization for the delivery of science education.
It considers one ofthe most striking trends -- that towards the integration
of science teaching -- in some detail. Other issues touched on include the
inter-relationships with other subjects; the balance between the sciences
in the curriculum; the time allocation thought appropriate; the conditions
under which science is to be taught and which groups are to be taught
science are also considered. The final part of the chapter reviews issues
raised by different tracking and streaming policies for science education.

The chapter addresses four main questions:
 

1. What are the main perspectives on educational innovation in
developing countries ?

2. How have patterns of organization for science education deve-
loped ?

3. What are the key features of the organization of secondary
science ?

4. What variations are there in tracking and streaming policy and
what are the implications of these ?    
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1. Theories ofeducational innovation

There are many reviews of the educational change literature which
need no repetition here (Slater,1985; Fullan and Pomfret, 1977; Fullan
1982; Papagiannis, Klees and Bickel, 1982; Bolam, 1978; Dalin, 1978;
Hurst, 1978; Huberman, 1973; Hoyle, 1970). Much of the early work
developed in areas outside formal education systems and was based on
the experiences that were beginning to accumulate in development pro-
Jects which sought to promote planned change. Thus for example Rogers
and Shoemaker, (1971) explored social system innovations cross-cultu-
rally using many examples drawn from different fields in the develop-
mentliterature. American perspectives on innovation and the linking of
research and development with practitioners were heavily influenced by
the development of the Land Grant Universities and agricultural exten-
sion practices. Another strand in the innovation literature was inspired
by psychological studies with a utopian (Skinner 1948), group participa-
tory (Lewin 1947) or psychoanalytic basis (see Chin and Benne 1968).
Organizational psychology and sociology have provided other inspira-
tions (for example, the 1930s Hawthorne studies (Roethlisberger and
Dickson 1939), the Mayo Human Relations school (1945) Likert's work
on organisations (Likert 1966) and that of Katz and Kahn (1964).

The most accessible educational change literature relates to expe-
rience with education systems in industrialised countries. Thus much
seminal work (e.g. Gross et al 1971; Smith and Keith, 1971; Havelock,
1973; Huberman and Miles, 1984; Becher and Maclure, 1978) reflects
the organisational ecology and social system characteristics of educatio-
nal institutions in the North. Case study accounts (e.g. OECD, 1973) are
often drawn from industrialised countries. As Havelock and Huberman
(1977) note in their analysis ofthe problems of innovation in developing
countries:

"These problems (ofeducational innovation) have given rise to
a considerable theoretical literature in which research workers
have tried to explain change phenomena in order to help practi -
tioners better to organisefor change. However, most ofthis work
relates to industrialised countries, and tends to reach a degree of
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abstraction or complexity that reduces its applicability
........ the case study literature and the empirical research that
we expected tofind in rich abundance were not really there ...".

Recently more studies are becoming available which address the
problems of educational innovation in developing countries (Adams and
Chen 1981; Lewin with Stuart 1991) but the accumulation of experien-
ce based on independent evaluations of projects is still relatively thin.
Chisman and Wilson (1989) are the last in a long list of academics who
have commented on this lack of disinterested evaluation specifically
addressing their comments to science education projects. There appears
to be little or no independent development of theoretical perspectives
which relate to science education mnovations that is separate from that
of the bulk of educational innovation theory. Science projects may have
special features related to the nature of the subject but the reasons they
are judged to succeed or fail seem to fall largely into the categories that
apply to educational innovations as a whole. Further, when surveying the
embryonic literature on these problems in developlng countries it
becomes clear that few 1f any studies exist which chart the fates of a
variety of mnovations in science within the same systems where key
organisational, infrastructural and cultural factors remain broadly simi-
lar. Any attempts to compare the importance of factors across these
boundaries are problematic.

Many models have been developed for different phases ofthe inno-
vation process. At the most general level there are those which identify
over-arching theories encompassing initiation, development, implemen-
tation, and evaluation of outcomes. The models which have most cur-
rency in the literature and are most widely quoted are those related to the
work of Havelock (1969), and Chin and Benne (1969). The former ini-
tially identified three dominant patterns in approach -research, develop-
ment, diffusion; social interaction; and problem solving. The latter clas-
sified innovation strategies into rational-empirical; normative-re-educa-
tive; and power-coercive. This has led to several subsequent formula-
tions and attempts at synthesis (Havelock and Huberman, 1977). Lewin
(1980) in his work on science education development in Malaysia and
Sri Lanka traces the innovation process through five key phases the (1)
project initiation;
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(11) contextual constraints, (111) course development process, (iv)
implementation strategy, and (v) examining and assessment policy.
Decisions and events in all these areas influence the way innovatory pro-
grammes are introduced into the schools and the extent to which they are
put into practice as intended. Different styles are identified in the two
case studies -- internal and external initiation, science for all students or
science for selected groups, writing groups involving extensive consul-
tation and those nvolving little, phased implementation with a gradual
build up or national implementation 1n all schools simultaneously, exa-
mination reform to reflect new curricula goals or minor adaptation of
existing examining structures. These are used to develop some explana-
tions of the effectiveness of implementation. In a later development of
this work. Lewin with Stuart (1991) identify six approaches to innova-
tion with distinctive features. These can be characterised as systems,
bureaucratic, scientific, problem solving, diffusionist, and charismatic.

Systems approaches which view educational institutions as sub-sys-
tems which are part of a wider system that has formally specified goals.
Innovation from this point of view is initiated as a result of a commit-
ment to achieve these goals. The goals are generated by systems (politi-
cal or otherwise) outside the education system and the innovators role is
to design and implement programmes that will achieve these goals. Poor
goal achievement requires remedial action to ensure that elements in the
system behave as intended.

Bureaucratic approaches to innovation are directed by goals iden-
tified at the system level and are related to systems approaches. Unlike
a systems approach they tend to have static rather than dynamic charac-
teristics. In particular, directive circulars, rules and regulations, agreed
procedures, and legal obligations provide the benchmarks against which
innovation is judged and the needs for it are identified.. As these chan-
ge, innovations may be appraised against criteria which are more admi-
nistrative than educational. Innovation then takes place to satisfy appro-
val processes where the regulatory process is given prominence.

Scientific approaches to innovation claim that research and evalua-
tion on the needs of reamers, the learning process, and curriculum eftec-
tiveness are at the centre of the initiation of change. The curriculum
developer in this model must undertake basic and applied research on
teaching and learning to arrive at the more effective design
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of learning materials and curricula. More sophisticated versions of this
model have feedback built in to them so that formative experiments fea-
ture prominently and developmentis planned as a meticulous process of
trial, evaluation and revision.

Problem-solving approaches offer a fourth alternative. In these
'organisational pain' and individual dissatisfaction are important. A pro-
blem may be experienced within educational institutions and the mno-
vators' first task is to find out what problems have arisen and what their
causes are. Alternatively problems may be recognized by individuals in
their own practice. The problem-solver diagnoses the difficulty, searches
for a solution which may or may not involve innovation, and then offers
it to the organization, or applies it to their own practice for trial and refi-
nement.

Diffusionist approaches place the stress on the processes through
which innovations are disseminated and adopted. This is seen characte-
ristically as the result of social interaction between actors existing within
networks of communication that provide access to information. This
model assumes that behaviour is heavily influenced by the social net-
works which actors are linked to; that position in these networks is a
good predictor of acceptance of innovation; that personal contacts are
central to the spread of innovation, and that diffusion of new practices
win follow an S-curve of growth with early adopters and laggards.

Charismatic approaches are difficult to classify since their nature
makes them unique to individuals and circumstances. Strong beliefs,
convincingly articulated by those in influential positions, are often the
initiating activity. When they succeed in carrying other people with them
they can generate development activity which reflects their educational
philosophy. Their motivation comes from conviction rather than resear-
ch; their goals may not be those of the organizations in which they work
but which they may seek to change.

Examples of an these approaches can be found in descriptions in
the literature on science education innovations. Commonly elements of
more than one approach coexist. Though lip-service is often paid to
scientific and problem solving approaches, these are rarely used in a sys-
tematic way, with research and development and problem diagnosis
often being short-circuited by the exigencies of political demands for
rapid change. Systems views of education systems tend to dominate
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much public decision making on policy despite wide recognition that
system malfunctions may be so common that there is a wide gulf bet-
ween what is intended to happen and what actually does. Bureaucratic
structures are often very powerful in explaining the events that take
place during implementation when responsibilities for change more
from professional developersto the administrators with day-to-day res-
ponsibilities for school systems. Many science education projects can be
linked to charismatic 'curriculum entrepreneurs’ who play key roles,
especially in the initiation process. Much actual change takes place as a
result of the planned and unplanned diffusion of ideas through the social
and professional networks of practising science educators.

There are a number of studies of aspects of implementation in
science education which raise important issues. These include the work
by Lillis and Lowe (1987) in Kenya. Early difficulties identified in the
School Science Project (SSP) were seen as staff rather than course rela-
ted. SSP was never truly localized because 1t did not begin with a needs
analysis but assumed transfer from a western context and produced an
inherent role conflict between the heuristic approach implicit in the cur-
riculum and the rote-teaching norm in African classes. There was insuf-
ficient sensitivity to the interface between culture and knowledge and
between culture and pedagogy:

"curriculurn development in the third world over the last
two decades has assume(d) complete transferability in content
and methods ...an atmosphere of cultural neutrality is assur -
ned." (Lillis and Lowe, 1987).

Wart (1978) earlier argued that there was a need for more effort to
adapt science teaching to the classical ways of learning of the indige-
nous populations, so lessening the contrast between science and tradi-
tional culture. At a national level there is a mismatch between educa-
tional objectives and development activities; there is little merit in
imparting a technology more rapidly than it can be absorbed into the
economy he asserts. Ingle and Turner (1981) reinforce this view sug-
gesting that school science education in some developing countries has
been closely modelled on that in the United Kingdom and USA. The
wholesale adoption of syllabuses and textbooks also implies the trans-
fer of objectives, yet these may be inappropriate to the environmental,
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employment, cognitive and pedagogical situations into which they are
implanted. Ogawa (1986) takes the problems of science education inno-
vation cross culturally to another level suggesting that science education
in most developing countries is a foreign culture to most non-westerners.
He presents a model to explain conflicts between traditional views of
man and nature and ways ofthinking and the science education view. He
goes on to suggest one of the aims of science education in non-western
society should be to compare the traditional and scientific views of man
and nature and ways of thinking, and to explore similarities and diffe-
rences between them. There are a number of other studies reported later
in this review that also argue that science education innovation has suf-
fered from inadequate cultural adaptation (Maddock, 1981, 1983;
Collison, 1976; Ogunniyi, 1988; Hornett, 1978; Eiseman, 1979; Watson,
1980; Swetz and Merah, 1982; Pottinger, 1982).

Amongst other studies on science education innovation are those
which highlight human and physical resource availability problems, trai-
ning inadequacies, gaps between intentions and curriculum reality, and
the paucity of timely and insightful evaluation. Thus Lutterodt (1979)
describes the evaluation planning undertaken for the Project for Science
Integration in Ghana, which highlighted the limitations arising from
characteristics of teachers, students, authors, materials, and finances.
Jegede (1982) evaluated the Nigerian Integrated Science Project and
found that teachers were not favourably disposed towards some parts of
it though the majority of students had positive attitudes. Low achieve-
ment was attributed to problems with textbook readability and lack of
training to teach integrated science which were compounded by equip-
ment shortages. Brophy and Dalgety (1981) scrutinised the implementa-
tion of a new science curriculum in Guyana. They found that there was
a wide gap between practice and officially stated intentions. For instan-
ce, what were intended to be student-centred, laboratory-based activities
were 1n practice teacher-centred and textbook oriented. In-service tea-
cher education involving the use of distance education methods was
being used in attempts to improve the situation. Vulliamy (1988) dis-
cusses the lessons that might be learned for other developing countries
from the Secondary Schools Community Extension Project (SSCEP) in
Papua New Guinea, which included science curriculum development as
part of an attempt to increase the relevance of secondary schooling to
rural development. This work emphasized the importance
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of appreciation of cultural differences, the potential for using the exami-
nation system to support desired teaching and learning strategies, and the
necessity for a careful planning and monitoring. Chisman and Wilson
(1989) in their review ofthe experience of 25 years of attempts to inno-
vate in science education single out more effective evaluation as possi-
bly the most important factor in improving implementation ofnew scien-
ce curricula.

As might be expected the international literature includes other stu-
dies which focus on the role of external change agents. Thus Nichter
(1984) discusses some of the problems faced by technical advisers
implementing projects for the improvement of science education in
Africa. Reasons for these problems include institutional under-develop-
ment, underestimating the process of reform inadequate finances, perso-
nality conflict and lack of motivation, and opposition from key groups.
Lillis (1981) focused on expatriates and curriculum change in Kenya and
explores curriculum interdependence; the complex inter-relationships
between local and metropolitan actors; and the assumptions of universa-
lity. He uses three perspectives -- the adoption perspective, the imple-
mentation perspective, and the politico-administrative perspective to
reflect on the Africanization of formal decision-making, curriculum
decision-making and of the curriculum itself. Maybury (1975) reviewed
a range of science curriculum projects which have involved international
aid through the Ford Foundation. He argues the most successful have
been those where the foreign specialists were resident in the country and
had acquired a wide knowledge of local political, social, economic and
educational conditions. Crucial to success is the ability of the members
of curriculum development groups to discern the world-view held by
children, particularly those from the more deprived sectors of society.
These kind of findings cannot be seen as definitive -- if only because
there are successful projects supported by international donors that do
not involve foreign specialists on a large scale. There 1s very little litera-
ture that explores in depth the tensions that arise in technical co-opera-
tion and assistance related to science education and not much in general.
Leach's (1991) recent study 1s an exception which highlights the kinds of
perception gap that may develop, the different organizational and proce-
dural assumptions of key actors, and the strategies that project staff
develop to accommodate these. In so doing she illustrates that
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many projects develop goals that go beyond those formally negotiated
and these may have more importance for the actors involved than suc-
cessful goal achievement of that originally agreed. Zainal (1989) notes
that in the reform ofthe science curriculum in Malaysia decision-making
at the adoption and adaptation levels involved a very small group of key
actors who were influenced by external change agents. The latter mobi-
lized arguments to suggest that the planned changes would meet needs
for continuity, feasibility and relevance. However, at the implementation
stage, none of the planned innovations were fully implemented by class-
room teachers. Pedagogical aspects in particular were heavily modified
or rejected. whilst content changes appeared more durable. The centrali-
zed decision-making system failed to appreciate fully the extent to which
this would happen as teachers adapted the intended curriculum to reflect
needs and constraints of particular teachers in particular schools.

2. The historical context ofthe organization ofscience
curriculum

The debate on the organization ofthe sciences in the curriculum has
a long history (Jenkins, 1979). This is intermingled with the history of
the development of scienceitself. In brief, it was only in the nineteenth
century that science beganto strongly differentiate into what are now
recognised as the three main sciences -- physics, chemistry and biology.
Since the 1950s other specialities began to emerge at University level
and filter down into schools systems which were sub-divisions or exten-
sions of these three sciences. Additionally the more prestigious science
became as an activity in the curriculum the more substantial became
attractions of making more scientific other disciplines. Thus geography
and earth science increasingly became seen as sciences suitable for study
at school level and environmental studies curricula moved towards envi-
ronmental science.

In terms of the origin of the science curriculum three broad pat-
terns can be traced. First, the classical tradition of pure science reflec-
ting the development of the separate subjects and to a degree rivalry
between them. Historically physics, closely allied mathematics had
the earliest claims to be considered the core of science. The natural
philosophers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries used
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mathematical and scientific concepts with their roots in antiquity to
explore the physical world and it was these that largely defined science.
This was a period when the nature of the cosmos provoked sharp debate
(the Galilean controversy) and much scientific effort was directed
towards problems of navigation and warfare. Subsequently the
successful development of chemical concepts in the eighteenth and
nineteenth century opened a new window on the world through the
systematic understanding of the properties of elements and the ways in
which they combined with each other. The economic implications of this
became important as it became possible to synthesise new materials,
starting most notably with synthetic dyes whose properties could be
predicted. Chemistry became respectable and lost its alchemist's image
(Isaac Newton, it appears, was both a supreme rationalist, when
developing the laws of motion and mathematical calculus, but a part
time alchemist and quasi-mystic when delving into the properties of
materials). Later the biological sciences grasped the popular imagination
in the Europe of the nineteenth century as the travels of Darwin and
Wallace revealed the wealth of flora and fauna on the planet and began
to developed theories with far reaching implications. The economic
advantages of understanding how biological resources could be
exploited by colonialists played an important supporting role.
The second tradition was utilitarian. There was a long tradition of useful
science removed from academic science in the elementary schools ofthe
United Kingdom. This always remained of much lower status than the
real science which had more classical than utilitarian origins. Thus the
'Society for the Effusion of Useful Knowledge' in the nineteenth century
in the United Kingdom was an early precursor of the general science
movement ofthe mid twentieth century and the science for all movement
ofthe late twentieth century. In this tradition the ideas of science were to
be made available to a broad cross-section of society to assist them in
their occupations and in everydayliving. Thus elementary science was
to be more concerned with the science of everyday objects and simple
skills of observation, measurement and experiment, mixed with a
modicum of basic scientific knowledge, than with the more profound
investigation of the scientific laws, the nature of matter and evolution of
species.
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The third tradition that can be traced is technological. It appears
most strongly in the nineteenth century in Germany as well as the United
Kingdom and USA. The development of large scale industry and the
infrastructure that depended on sophisticated engineering skills created
a need for the technological skills of making and doing in the cause of
new products and structures to serve particular purposes. Systematic
knowledge of the strength of materials was required, design became
important, and though trial and error remained an important feature of
technological development with many economically significant deve-
lopments depending on a certain amount of serendipity (Goodyear repu-
tedly discovered vulcanization of rubber by trial and error wed in advan-
ce of any molecular theory that explained why it worked), there were
comparative advantages to those who used scientific ideas to create tech-
nological artefacts. AU this stimulated the growth of technical institutes
and schools, often of lower social status than academic institutions, that
taught practical knowledge related to engineering skins.

All these three traditions have their current analogues in the deve-
lopment of science education internationally and have had an influence
on the development of science curricula. Dominant have been the aca-
demic and classical traditions since these in the majority of school sys-
tems have continued to occupy the high ground of teaching in elite ins-
titutions which yield access to the most attractive jobs. Science for an,
with its utilitarian emphasis has come to new prominence as more and
more school systems teach science to most if not an of the school popu-
lation. The intrinsic difficulty and lack of relevance of fundamental
science to the majority of school populations has forced curriculum
developers to consider providing more accessible science related to the
experiential world of students. Most recently technological approaches
to science have become fashionable as a way of teaching economically
useful skills that takes advantage of some of the strengths of both of the
other two approaches.

3. Patterns oforganization in science education

The overall trend over the last two decades is clear. Most lower
secondary science teaching has become integrated, at least in the sense
that science is treated as a whole and not as separate subjects. UNESCO
has been instrumental in encouraging this trend (see Richmond, 1970,
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1973, 1974; Cohen, 1977, Reay, 1979). The same trend exists at upper
secondary though less pronounced. It is uncommon at the pre-university
level. There 1s some evidence that these tendencies have been less pro-
nounced in Francophone countries than in the rest of the world (UNES-
CO, 1986). It 1s also the case that the physical sciences are more com-
monly integrated than are all three traditional sciences. The IEA data
(Postlethwaite and Wiley, 1991) also support this picture and shows that
integrated or combined courses are most common below grade 9 in the
23 countries sampled. Above this single subject teaching becomes more
common.

There 1s no single commonly accepted definition of what consti-
tutes integration beyond the practical consideration ofwhether science is
time-tabled as one subject. Integration can be conceived of as thematic,
taking themes like energy transformations and examining them from
physical, chemical, and biological perspectives; it may be topic based
choosing a topic like water and similarly treating it from the three disci-
plinary perspectives in a coherently inter-related way; science may be
conceptually integrated by stressing science process skills which are
common to the three sciences and emphasizing these in the teaching of
content located in the three disciplines. Examples of an these approaches
can be found. What lies behind them are the philosophies of science edu-
cation and curriculum development that are discussed elsewhere 1n this
review.

There are practical reasons why integrated science has become
more common as wed as those based on changing epistemological and
pedagogical perspectives. Lower secondary school systems almost eve-
rywhere have expanded rapidly and schools have become less selective
as greater proportions of the age cohort are enrolled. At the same time in
many systems more subjects have been introduced into the compulsory
curriculum squeezing the time available for science. Rapid expansion
also creates severe problems of teacher supply. The attractions of inte-
grated science in these circumstances are clear -textbook production and
teacher training can be simplified by concentrating on producing scien-
ce teachers and materials rather than three varieties for each of conven-
tional science subjects; science taught as three subjects is generally
thought to require four to six periods a week for each subject -- totalling
about 15 in all. This time is unlikely to be available if there are seven or
more other compulsory subjects.
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Integrated science is usually allocated four to six periods a week.
Integration might also be thought to reduce overlap in teaching between
the three sciences and economise on scarce resources Laboratory space,
equipment, trained teachers).

De facto, therefore, integrated patterns of science teaching are
becoming the norm at lower secondary level, with similar trends at upper
secondary in many countries. The literature contains few examples of
attempts to compare the effectiveness of teaching science in an integra-
ted way with the teaching of separate subjects. It is generally very diffi-
cult to find comparable groups that have a choice between single subject
and integrated programmes; where they do single subject science is inva-
riably allocated more time. Other common problems of this kind of
research (e.g. variable teacher effects, inter-school differences,
non-parallel learning objectives) makeit elusive to reach simple conclu-
sions. It does appear true that, for example, students taught in integrated
science are less aware of the differences between the sciences, but this
kind of finding does not contribute much to decisions on whether or not
to adopt integrated approaches. The decisions are usually made for other
reasons like the advantages noted above. It must be remembered that the
relative attractions of single subject teaching rests largely on hearsay,
casual empiricism, and the attachment of teachers to the disciplines that
they were trained in (Gunstone, 1985). They are most frequently advan-
ced in relation to students who may subsequently follow careers with a
science base for whom in-depth knowledge is thought essential and who
are in a minority. The IEA Second International Science Study does sug-
gest that the performance of those studying single subject science is not
related to the overall percentage enrolled in secondary education, and it
is negatively related to the proportion enrolled in science subjects. The
latter might be expected as the size of the cohort following science
increases and selection becomes weaker.

The epistemological and pedagogical arguments for specializa-
tion into separate subjects become more convincing at higher acade-
mic levels. Here, if conventional assumptions are retained about the
depth in which scienceis to be studied, more time 1s required and some
selection is inevitable. The differences in achievement across groups
of students become wider and more prior knowledge is assumed to
have been mastered. If it has not, learning at the level of meaning
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becomes extremely difficult in science since the subject is cumulative in
nature. At lower secondary level however, the cognitive skills and
assumptions of antecedent knowledge should not be seen as a barrier to
integration. There -are examples of successful integrated science pro-
grammes up to and beyond upper secondary school and there have been
many initiatives with inter-disciplinary degree courses. The reasons why
they have not become a dominant mode of provision probably owe more
to the entrenched conservatism of science educators and organizational
limitations on resources, than to inherent epistemological or pedagogical
weaknesses.

Curriculum organization in secondary science has many other
aspects in addition to the debate on integration. These include the
inter-relationships with other subjects; the balance between the sciences
in the curriculum; the time allocation thought appropriate; the conditions
under which science 1s to be taught and which groups are to be taught
science. Practice varies widely on all of these.

It is not difficult to find examples of curricula planned with scant
regard to the mathematics curricula on which some abstract manipula-
tion and data analysis are likely to depend. It is rare to find science cur-
ricula, except those with a conscious science and society orientation, that
make direct connections with learning in history, social studies or lan-
guages. This is not a problem specific to science since similar things can
be observed in relation to other subject areas. Its significance 1s that
where there 1s some inter-dependence (science and mathematics)
co-ordination 1s obviously desirable; and where few links are made bet-
ween science and other subjects the separateness of science is emphasi-
zed and this may discourage some children and reduce the appeal of the
subject.

Policy varies on science subject emphasis. If tentative generalisa-
tions can be made then biological content is more heavily emphasized at
the lower levels and physical science at the higher levels. There 1s no
great universality to this pattern however. To talk of emphasis at higher
levels 1s to be confounded by the complexities of option choice where
different numbers of students take different subjects often in an unk-
nown pattern of overlap, and this is further complicated by the differen-
tial allocation of study time to the different subjects. In an exception to
the common pattern in China biological sciences were virtually elimina-
ted from the secondary curriculum at one time -reflecting perhaps the
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influence of Russian orthodoxies on content selection. Physical science
has been given most emphasis at secondary level for many years (Lewin,
1987:b) though this is now changing. But in many countries emphasis is
more equal. It is also true that the only science subject that many girls
study at upper secondary level is biology in those systems where a choi-
ce is available.

The time allocated to teaching of science varies greatly as the IEA
data show. But so does total instructional time. If there is any consensus
it appears to be that science should occupy between 10 and 20 per cent
of curricula time for most secondary students -- any less and it will be a
shallow learning experience, any more and the competition for curricu-
lum time with other subjects will become fierce but there is enormous
variation in practice (UNESCO, 1986).

Most systems have ideal images of the conditions under which
science should be taught characterized by graduate science teachers,
well-established science laboratories, adequate textbooks and enlighte-
ned teaching methods. Many of the studies cited in this review indicate
these conditions are not met in the majority of schools in developing
countries. One consequence 1s that whatever the policy on streaming and
tracking (see below) the common reality 1s effective science education
for the few under appropriate conditions, and relatively poorly executed
science for the majority.

4. Tracking and streaming policy

Tracking and streaming policy have both resource and pedagogical
implications since it will determine how many students study science to
which levels. It will also influence what types of science students expe-
rience in schools. This chapter outlines some of the most common
options and discusses some of the consequences of adopting them.

There 1s an extensive body of research on the effects of different
methods of grouping students. Most ofthis research has focused on pri-
mary and the lower reaches of secondary education where practice has
varied widely within and between countries. Much less work relates to
upper secondary where commonly some selection takes place, either as
a result of student choice or as a result of schools deciding to treat more
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and less able children in separate groups. First we should consider the
range of options that exist in organising groups of students at any given
level. These cover a spectrum broadly defined by the following prac-
tices.

5. Optionsfor grouping students

streaming and tracking by ability

»  children are segregated into different institutions depending on
achievement scores and/or

»  children are divided into groups on the basis of their achievement
and grouped into classes accordingly.

Setting

Groups of children electing to follow a particular subject are placed
in teaching groups which are streamed so that sets in the same subject
are of recognisably different achievement.

Banding

Groups of children electing to follow a particular subject are placed
in teaching- groups that are broadly comparable in terms of achieve-
ment.

Mixed ability

Children are randomly assigned to schools and class groups inde-
pendently of their ability and the full range of ability 1s represented.

6. Grouping and achievement

The extent of homogeneity in achievement in teaching groups
reduces from the first to the last of these options. The reasoning used to
defend each of these practices difters. In its simplest form the argument
in favour of streaming suggests that the narrower the ability range the
more the class can be taught as a whole without losing contact with the
very able or very slow. Opponents of this view argue that this is not
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convincing as all classes are mixed ability in some sense and that tea-
ching methods can be devised that allow students to progress at different
rates.

What evidence there 1s generally fails to show consistent achieve-
ment gains for children in streamed classes over and above what would
be expected ofmore able children in any case. In particular some studies
draw attention to the negative consequences for low stream teaching
groups on achievement and suggest that, if a view of achievement is
taken which includes effects on the cohort as a whole, any gains that may
accrue for the best students are likely to be compensated for by deterio-
ration in performance of the least able. The phenomenon of the 'sink set'
1s a part of teacher folklore in many countries -- failure reinforces itself
as motivation falls and peer group sub-cultures begin to develop
anti-school attitudes (Lacey, 1970).

Another consequence of streaming which is widely recognized is
that schools that stream students often stream teachers too. That is, the
most well qualified, senior and effective teachers tend to teach the most
able groups and the older students most of the time. This might partial-
ly explain the deterioration in performance of low stream groups. It
seems undesirable unless the philosophy behind teacher allocation is
unashamedly elitist. A recent study in Zimbabwe (Lewin and Bajah,
1990) confirmed that teachers of Environmental and Agricultural
Science of the lowest grades generally had the least number of years of
formal schooling and the lowest level of science achievement. Those
with the highest professional qualifications were concentrated in the
highest grades. Where classes are streamed it is also often the case that
the better qualified and more experienced teachers teach the most able
students. An on-going research study in Malaysia also suggests that this
pattern prevails. Though this ensures that the more demanding science
constructs are taught by the most scientifically competent, it creates a
situation in which the most competent teachers may spend a conside-
rable amount of teaching time trying to overcome the effects of poor
quality teaching in lower grades.

Streaming by ability creates another dilemma since it always
implies a mechanism to separate the more from the less able. Though it
may be more fashionable to take a genotypic view of human abilities
than was the case a decade ago it 1s still widely recognized that chil-
dren's achievement 1s complex and not necessarily stable or
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unidimensional. Thus any selection process will risk misclassification --
learners develop at different rates, especially during adolescence in the
secondary school, and may be misclassified; the type of achievement on
which selection 1s accomplished is usually based on a number of core
subjects and/or attempts to tap an underlying general ability factor (the
G of the intelligence test constructors) which may or may not correlate
closely with science achievement. As we have seen there is little unani-
mity as to what kind of attributes are especially suited to science educa-
tion since the question begs the issue of what kind of science education
we are talking of.

Whilst there appear to be no convincing educational arguments that
can be made across the board about the benefits of streaming for achie-
vement there is more convincing evidence that streaming by ability has
social consequences, at least in the industrialized countries where studies
have been completed. Thus rates of delinquency, truancy and misde-
meanours appear to increase amongst low ability children when they are
grouped together. The peer group sub-cultures that form are antipathetic
to school norms and to status acquired through school achievement.
Admittedly these effects may not be the same when projected cross cul-
turally and where the calculus of reward for school achievementis very
different to that in societies where alternative opportunities are available
to those without educational qualifications that provide reasonable stan-
dards of living.

There 1s a considerable amount of research on the interaction bet-
ween teachers expectations of pupil's abilities, pupils self concepts and
actual achievement. From this emerges a consensus that teacher's images
of children are likely to create 'self fulfilling prophecies' which enhance
the performance of favoured students and suppress that ofthe less favou-
red, though not perhaps in the simple way implied by Rosenthal and
Jacobson (1968). This is not the place to enter into this literature in
detail, but it 1s worth highlighting some findings that emerge from
research on grouping practices (which are themselves a source ofteacher
expectation). Pidgeon's analysis of the IEA pilot tests in 1970 showed
that standard deviations on test scores tended to be higher in England
and Wales than in other countries. This he attributed to streaming prac-
tices more prevalent in these schools than in those of other countries.
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The most recent IEA science study also notes that the proportion of
the variance attributable to the class and school attended is much greater
in some of the developing country samples than it is in most industriali-
zed countries though there 1s considerable variation in this. Where it is
high e.g., Nigeria and the Philippines (Population 1 data) and Ghana,
Italy, the Netherlands and the Philippines (Population 2 data) it suggests
that the class and school attended make a considerable difference to
achievement in science. A well known United Kingdom study (Rutter et
al 1979) compares performance amongst 12 secondary schools on an
aggregate measure of scholastic achievement. This study indicates
strong school effects after verbal reasoning score on entry and socio-eco-
nomic background have been controlled. The effect is so strong that the
most disadvantaged students (lowest verbal reasoning, lowest socio-eco-
nomic background) in the most successful school are as successful as the
most advantaged students in the worst school. There 1s no reason to sup-
pose that these effects are not reflected in science in particular though
evidence on this i1s not presented.

If generally true, these kinds of findings suggest that where there is
a significant range in institutional types (as is the case where institutio-
nal tracking exists) there may be improvement of students in performan-
ce in favoured institutions, but this is accompanied by deterioration in
performance of similar students in unfavoured institutions. This of cour-
se ceases to be an immediate problem from the point of equity if the
achievement of concern (e.g. science) is not available to those selected
out of elite institutions, i.e. the mass of the Population do not compete
for similar levels of achievement in science. In such cases equity tends
to be defined more by fair competition for entry into selective institu-
tions than by equal participation in curriculum options.

The Second IEA Science Study indicates that the performance of
elite students (the best 3 per cent) is unaffected by the proportion of the
age group studying science, when examined cross-nationally. This sug-
gests that elite students do not suffer in general from broader access to
science. To what extent this may be a result of particular grouping stra-
tegies 1s, however, not explored.

There 1s another dimension to the streaming debate that turns to two
strands of argument for its defence. On the one hand it is argued that
some subjects have relatively high 'entry prices' and are cumulative.
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That 1s to progress with them to ideas that are of interest and can be
applied, a certain amount ofpersistence and systematic study is required.
Since some learning has to be sequential -- 'y' cannot be understood until
x' has been mastered -- it follows that the subject itself requires diffe-
rentiation of students since they will not all progress through these
sequences at the same rate, nor will they have the motivation to do so. If
the view of some psychologists is accepted, namely that what really dif-
ferentiates learners achievement is not itrinsic inabilities to master
concepts but differences in the length of time that it takes to acquire
them, 1t follows that student groups should be sub-divided to reflect
these differences. For some students the length oftime will be so long as
to be unavailable and they will never master the ideas -- but this has dif-
terent educational consequences than a view which holds that they could
not do so under any circumstances.

On the other hand cognitive development studies are cited in scien-
ce (Shayer and Adey, 1981) which show that in school populations only
a minority of students consistently perform at Piagetian levels of formal
operations whilst in secondary education. If the view is taken that
concrete reasoners find formal thought intrinsically unavailable to them
this limits what kind of science can be taught effectively. Many of the
ideas of science require formal reasoning. This then reinforces the pre-
vious argument that science students should be grouped to reflect their
rate of progress towards the acquisition of formal reasoning skills. This
1s an 1ssue we will return to in discussing teaching and teaming.

7. Implicationsforplanners

Implementation issues

One of the reasons why it is difficult to tease out common factors
that lead to problems in implementation is that perspectives on what
these are depend very much on the analytic framework employed and
the nature of the innovation attempted. Thus those within a functiona-
list sociological tradition will take a very different view of the nature
of problems, there causes and the action necessary to overcome them
to those within the traditions of conflict theory in organizational ana-
lysis (Lewin and Little 1984). What may look like the failure to com-
municate the purpose of an innovation in science education requiring
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better public relations from one perspective could be interpreted as the
inevitable result of conflict in interests between different groups expec-
ted to implement the innovation which is not based simply on ignorance
of purpose. The six approaches to curriculum development identified --
systems, bureaucratic, scientific, problem solving, diffusionist, and cha-
rismatic -- all have different implications for implementation strategies
and their likely effectiveness which will be context specific.

At the risk of over-generalization, some of the most important
implications for planners arising from the analysis seem to be:

»  The careful consideration of the source(s) of innovation. Why is it
needed? -- system dysfunction? administrative fiat? basic research
findings? problem diagnosis? diffusion of new ideas on practice?
charismatic enthusiasm? What the status of these are carries impli-
cations for the most appropriate development and implementation
strategies.

« The 1dentification of information needs to improve
decision-making as the innovation takes shape. In particular, a tena-
cious pursuit of antecedent assumptions on which the implementa-
tion strategy may depend. Are they demonstrably sound?

»  The systematic appraisal of options to achieve desired ends, using
wherever possible, realistic pilot projects that are capable of exten-
sion to scale.

»  Flexible adaptation to evolving goals as events unfold and the limi-
tations and possibilities of implementation strategies become appa-
rent.
Serious commitment to the aftercare of innovations designed to
support durable changes and discourage regression to previous pat-
terns of provision.

8. Organizational issues

Organizational questions are clearly of importance to planners
since they carry implications for resources and some options will be
more expensive than others. However, from what has already been
argued it 1s clear that the number of possible permutations is very wide
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and cannot be reduced to simple algorithms. This is because organiza-
tional decisions have to take into account existing traditions, and the
established deployment of resources, as well as the nature of the goals
towards which science education is directed. Often there are real choices
to achieve the similar ends at different costs but inevitably not all pat-
terns of organization are appropriate to different circumstances.

In planning science education the resource implications, as well as
the pedagogical ones, must form an integral part of the decision-making
process. Relevant questions are likely to include:

What are the resource implications of moving from single subject
to integrated science curriculum patterns?
How can best use be made of the existing trained science teachers
stock? What curricula patterns will enable this?

« How can the facilities for practical science be utilized in ways
which maximize opportunities for at least some students to expe-
rience practical work in which they are directly involved? How
extensively should these opportunities be made available given the
costs of so doing?
How should science be time-tabled to allow the sequential deve-
lopment of the subject over the secondary school cycle for all stu-
dents?

9. Tracking and streaming

Tracking and streaming policy in science education has implica-
tions for costs and internal efficiency. The evidence suggests that early
selection does not have very substantial impact on achievement --
especially when gains for the selected group are balanced against pos-
sible deterioration amongst those not selected for special treatment. The
behavioural consequences of streaming seem a matter of concern, at
least in those developed countries where these have been shown to be
negative in character. At higher academic levels some forms of strea-
ming and tracking are inevitable for several reasons -- the increased dif-
ficulty of the science to be learned, the preferences of students to study
science, the difficulties of resourcing science adequately. What
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form this should take has no generally appropriate prescription and must
be examined at the country- and school-levels. Key questions for plan-
ners include:

«  On what basis should science education resources be concentrated
on selected groups as opposed to being distributed across all stu-
dents?
What range of unit costs are justified in teaching science to selec-
ted groups or in selective institutions? o '
How will selection be accomplished reliably, efficiently and equi-
tably?

*  How will the quality of science education for those not selected to
study science to high levels be protected?
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Chapter 5

Examinations and assessment

This chapter reviews the nature of public examinations for science
education. It discusses technical aspects of the quality of examinations
and comments on analysesof the content of science examinations. The
status of practical examining is reviewed. The effects of patterns of
public examining on teaching and learning are explored, and the poten-
tial and problems of adopting continuous assessment are debated. The
last part of the chapter uses data from Papua New Guinea to reflect on
relationships between internal and external assessment.

The six questions addressed in this chapter are:
 

1. What are the most common forms of public examining for
secondary science?
What do content analyses of examinations in science indicate?
What 1sthe status of practical examining in science?
What is the evidence from studies on the effects of examina-
tion orientation?

5. What has been experience with continuous assessment sys-
tems?

6. What can be learned about the relationship between internal
and external examination results in Papua New Guinea?

B
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Examinations and assessment

1. The nature ofexamination systems

The form and structure of examination systems are widely recogni-
zed as key determinants of educational practice. Well known expositions
of the reasons for this can be found in Dore (1976) and Oxenham (ed.
1984). Many others have commented on the significance of examina-
tions for educational development and quality improvement (e.g.
Fletcher, 1973; Heyneman, 1987). Wherever opportunities to enter
modem sector employment are scarce and the rewards of doing so are
great, selection mechanisms will adopt great importance in the minds of
teachers and Reamers. Most commonly educational qualifications are
used to regulate flows into career jobs and science 1s often a key subject
for selection. In China the examination system is known as the baton
which conducts the schools (Lewin and Lu, 1988) and this is a common
perception in many other developing countries.

The industrialized countries often exported and imposed their own
national examination systems on their colonies and the traditions esta-
blished by these boards linger on. However, most developing countries
now have their own examination systems without any apparent lowering
of standards at least as determined by the percentages of candidates pas-
sing the examinations each year (Kellaghan and Greaney, 1989). Thus
West Africa, the Sudan, East Africa, Malaysia, and more recently Cyprus
and the Commonwealth Caribbean have instituted regional or national
Public Examination Councils. Local examiners have been substituted for
expatriate ones. The World Bank has shown a particular interest in the
recent past in the use of examination reform to improve academic achie-
vement and has invested in the strengthening of examination systems in
a number of developing countries (World Bank, 1988). As long ago as
1973 Fletcher warned 'the musicians were changed not so the music',
suggesting that localization of examination boards would not of itself
overcome the criticisms of their effects on teaching and teaming.

Typically secondary level tests do not appear to cover the range of
educational aims and objectives that are usually associated with secon-
dary science courses. There may be both structural reasons for this and
those which are concerned more with traditions within subjects as to
what is examinable and what should be examined. The first observation
1s that since assessment in most secondary school systems in science 1s
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undertaken through written test this immediately places boundaries
around what can be assessed. Further, much testing is constrained by the
use of multiple choice formats which are very limited in the extent to
which they can assess powers of expression, communication skills etc.
In addition multiple choice items may have a counter productive effect
on teaching if the assessment pattern of the classroom mirrors that of the
examination (de Souza Barros and Elia, 1990) rather than that ofthe cur-
riculum and its goals.

The reasons assessment 1s often limited to written papers and to
multiple choice items are practical as well as pedagogic. Written exami-
nations and multiple choice in particular offers relative reliability, objec-
tivity, economy, and ease of administration over most other methods.
These are also the methods that many teachers, pupils and parents have
become familiar with. The restrictions placed on assessment of curricu-
la goals by written examinations are well known and need no extensive
development here. It is worth noting that some rather more subtle pro-
cesses are at work 1n electing for such formats.

Multiple choice examinations as conventionally constructed from
pre-tested items, select items which have proven reliability, a restricted
range of facility values, and which discriminate between students posi-
tively in terms of overall score. They will also be selected using a table
of specifications that tries to ensure coverage of a range of topics
across the curriculum tested at different levels of cognitive demand.
Reliability is essential if confidence is to be placed in results for selec-
tion and the associated error score will be minimized in part to achie-
ve this. Atechnical reason for restricting the range of facility values for
items is to ensure that discrimination remains high since the two inter-
act -- very easy or very difficult items cannot discriminate highly.
Moreover, in selecting only those items that discriminate well the
assumption is made that the attribute being measured is uni-dimensio-
nal -- 1f an item measures an attribute on which performance does not
correlate with overall score it will be rejected, though it might be a
valid measure of that attribute. Without delving too deeply into the
technicalities of examining the point to be made is that different selec-
tion criteria for items could produce different patterns of performance.
They could also convey different messages back to teachers as to what
constructs and capabilities in science were most important.
Emphasizing discrimination emphasizes those things where
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there are the largest differences in performance between candidates, not
those things which may be most useful or fundamental to the understan-
ding of science.

To putthings more concretely there is evidence from internal stu-
dies by various examination boards that both facility values and discri-
mination indices for items vary between sub-populations. There may be,
for example, some items which are completed relatively well by rural
students despite the fact that their overall performance is inferior to that
of urban students. And so for boys and girls, linguistic minorities, etc.
This 1s important since it implies both that a different mix of items might
produce different patterns of performance, and because it illustrates that
differences between groups may not be stable across the curriculum as a
whole but the result of particular difficulties in certain curriculum areas.
Ifthe latter is so, planned intervention to improve performance and redu-
ce disparities would be well advised to focus on those areas where dif-
ferences in performance are most marked. And it also acts as a reminder
that in principle, it should be curriculum goals, not assessmentcriteria,
that should define the curriculum in action and that the assessment sys-
tem fails in an important sense if it does not reinforce the full range of
curriculum goals to which teaching and learning is intended to be direc-
ted.

2. Examination content

There is little in the literature specifically on science examinations
in developing countries. Kellaghan and Greaney (1989) provide a study
of the examination systems of five African countries -Ethiopia, Lesotho,
Malawi, Swaziland and Zambia. They identify a number of key issues in
examination reform such as improving the efficiency of examination
administration; improving the quality of examinations by reflecting
more of the curriculum objectives; providing information regarding exa-
mination performance both for policy decisions at regional- and natio-
nal-levels and as a diagnostic basis for classroom teaching. These wri-
ters also discuss the implications for examination reform.

In the early 1980s as part of the ILO Jobs and Study Skills
Programme for Africa school examination papers were analysed in eight
African countries -- the Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia, Sierra Leone,
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Somalia, Tanzania, Zambia, and (ILO 1981). These studies used the
Bloom taxonomy to classify the skills tested in public examination
papers in different subjects. The results yield insights into what were
then common examining practices in science. Though practice may have
changed in some countries since these reports were produced evidence
from the literature suggest that many of the basic findings remain valid.
The general picture that emerges is of examining in science dominated
by recall items that test the ability of candidates to reproduce factual
knowledge about science. This 1s overwhelmingly the case for the lower
secondary examinations analysed, and strongly but less emphatically
true of the upper secondary papers. Other features of the examinations
worth noting are the extensive use of multiple choice items in the format
of public examination papers. These are by far the most common
approach used and few countries now examine science at secondary
level without their use. Despite there being many excellent examples of
multiple-choice items testing higher order skills there is evidence that
they are perceived as being more associated with the testing of lower
order skills. Lewin (1981) reports that 58 per cent of a sample of
Malaysian students agreed or strongly agreed with the statement "to do
well on objective tests all you need 1s a good memory ". A number of
other formats are used which include blank filling, shorter answer items
that require brief explanations or comments and interpretation, longer
answer items that require substantial written responses for example
describing experiments but these generally have declined in popularity.
Across all the papers analysed in the ILO study it was the exception
rather than the rule to find many items which directly draw on life
experiences, especially those of rural children, in their construction and
situation. It is characteristic of most national examinations in science at
secondary level that few if any attempts are made to measure affective
outcomes. Yet affective objectives are included in most new secondary
science curricula and are sometimes argued to be as important as
cognitive ones.
The ILO examination analyses showed that it was generally biology that
had the highest number of recall based items, reflecting the way this
science subject i1s often interpreted in the curriculum. The more
descriptive the treatment the more likely that its assessment will favour
the recall of information. Physics tends to be the least recall dominated
of the sciences, though this may be partly because the mathematical
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demands of it are generally more extensive. Most items that have a mathe-

matical component are likely to require more than recall for their success-

ful solution. Health science, agricultural science, home science and other

electives appear in the examining systems of different countries. These sub-

jects also tend to have a high proportion of items that appear to be directed

at the level of recall. h a minority of countries trends to reduce the number

of recall based items have been apparent. Thus the proportion of higher

cognitive level items in the science certificate of primary education did

increase from about 17 per cent to more than 70 per cent over the period of

the 1970s in the Kenya Certificate of Primary Education. So also did the

number of items with a rural bias which used material familiar to rural chil-

dren as a vehicle to assess science learning outcomes. A recent analysis of

secondary science examinations (grade 10) in Papua New Guinea showed

that in recent papers more than 25 per cent of items were intended to ope-

rate above the level of comprehension and test higher process skills; the

majority of the remaining items were testing comprehension, not simple

recall (Ross 1990). Possibly foreshadowing a contrary trend Deutrom and

Wilson (1986) expressed concern about academic standards in Papua New

Guinea which seemed likely to lead to greater emphasis on more traditional

science content in examinations. Low academic standards at grades 10 and

12 are attributed to the deliberate policy of 'containing' traditional science in

grade 11 and above, and giving grades 1 to 10 a 'science-for-all'.
A Brazilian study (de Souza Barros and Elia, 1990) of university

entrance physics exams found that the level of attainment, as indicated
by item facility indices, was very low (23 per cent-32 per cent), over a
seven year period. This analysis revealed an over-emphasis on mecha-
nics problems and little attempt to present problems in an everyday
rather than scientific context. It was also found that mean facility follo-
wed the hierarchical order for the taxonomy level dimension of analysis,
with recap items showing the highest facility values and therefore being
easiest for most students. Items which used a concrete context had
higher facility values than those with an abstract scientific context.
Lewin (1981) found average facility values in the Malaysian LCE/SRP
Science examination of 60 per cent, 56 per cent and 52 per cent for
knowledge, comprehension and apphcatlon items, respectively,and com-
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ments that these differences were less than he had been led to expect
from assertions that more higher level items could not be included since
they would reduce mean facility values to unacceptable levels. In ano-
ther study of Chinese entrance university entrance examinations (Lewin,
1991) it seems clear that recall questions are common even at upper
secondary level, though less so in physics than in the other sciences.

Other types of item are still used in science examining in addition
to multiple choice. These include various kinds of short answer and
structured items, with or without graded difficulty within them, essay
questions, and still on occasion the traditional description of an experi-
ment followed by the calculation of some results. Of the newer types
perhaps the most widely used are short answer items with structured sti-
muli -- graphs, diagrams, tables of results, photographs, etc. -- and tasks
to undertake based on the stimuli. These can test a wide range of skills
though they are often time-consuming to construct.

Though, with imagination and investment of suitable resources in
training and development it is possible to test a much greater range of
learning outcomes than is typically assessed in public examinations, the
format itself is inevitably restrictive. This may be one reason to encou-
rage the growth of school based assessment where there are no
contra-indicators that suggest that such developments will overburden
teachers who do not have the skills or motivation to operate such sys-
tems effectively.

3. Pratical science examinations

Practical examinations are no longer a feature of much public exa-
mining at secondary level in science. The costs and logistic difficulties
of maintaining practical examinations have proved beyond the capabili-
ties of many countries. Items are used in some countries which describe
experiments and ask students to comment on what has been described in
terms of the conclusions that can be drawn and/or the flaws in the expe-
rimental procedure described. Where practical examinations remain they
are generally only held at the highest levels of the school system prior to
university entry where numbers are smaller. The recent movement
towards more school based examining opens up the possibility of more
assessment of practical skills. However,these developments are much
more common 1n industrialized countries than in those developing coun-
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tries with highly centralized examination systems. There are some alter-
natives to practical science examinations (the use of slides, photographs,
thought experiments, critiques of experimental procedure, etc.) and there
has been a lot of small-scale experimentation and many ideas about the
best ways to test practical skills. They have not been widely adopted
however since they generally require individual or small groupworking
situations and multiple sets of equipment and are time consuming.

Fairly typical of many developments i1s the Zimbabwe Junior
Certificate Examination which is locally set. Although there is no prac-
tical examination the syllabus emphasizes practical experiences -there
are 29 such objectives, e.g. demonstrate how to wire a 3-pin plug -to be
learnt by arranging an extensive range of simple practical experiences
for each student in the laboratory. The new Zimbabwe O' level (1987)
was to have included a practical examination consisting of a series of
short practical exercises testing specific science skills with instructions
provided to candidates and a circus style of test administration (with stu-
dents moving around several experiments).

"Examiners are lookingfor evidence that candidates can apply
basic skills such as handling apparatus, recording observa -

"tions and displaying data in graphicalform "

By circulating around a set of tests a balanced coverage of skills
was planned and the possibilities of using teacher assessment are being
investigated. (Sibanda, 1990). However, the practical examination has so
far not been implemented.

The university entrance examination in China (Lewin, 1990) does
not have a practical component in science. It does include a small num-
ber of items which describe experimental procedures and ask a series of
questions about the reasons for the methods used and pose questions
about the reasons for anomalous results. Practical work by students is
uncommon in Chinese schools and it is generally only in well resourced
'key-point' schools that there 1s sufficient apparatus to allow individual
experimentation. Even in these most experimental work appears to be
undertaken through teacher demonstrations.
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Where there are practical examinations, it is commonly the case
that performance on them accounts for a small proportion of total marks
-- rarely more than 15 per cent. Moreover, the variance in students scores
that arises from practicals is generally smaller than that on test scores as
a whole. Thus they tend not to contribute much to the discriminating
power of the test as a whole and may actually reduce it. Strategically
practical examining is important since in its absence it 1s likely that tea-
chers would arrange even less practical work than they currently do.

4. Examination orientation

Life chances depend on educational qualifications in developing
countries to a much greater extent than in industrialized countries.
Because employers in the labour market use educational qualifications in
the recruitment and selection of personnel students and teachers will fol-
low strategies of learning and teaching which will maximise their
chances of gaining the qualifications which will secure them a job, 1.e.
students and teachers will become exam-oriented. Based on a secondary
analysis of the 1971n2 IEA Survey of Science achievement data, Little
(1978) reports on differences in exam-oriented teaching styles between
countries. She reportsa greater tendency in developing countries to view
the education system in terms of examination orientation towards jobs in
the modern sector, and discusses the historical reasons for this. Schools
themselves belong to the modern sector resulting in a greater disjunction
between what goes on in school and what goes on at home. High exa-
mination orientation is characterized by frequent use of standardized and
objective tests and greater importance of external exams and official syl-
labus as teaching criteria. The analysis revealed that the four developing
countries in the study (Chile, India, Iran, and Thailand) ranked in the
first 6 out of a total of 15 countries on the frequent use oftests indicator,
and 1n the top half on the exam/syllabus indicators. For many teachers in
developing countries examinations appear to be very important even at
the primary stage.

A hypothesized link between examination orientation and teaching
which emphasized rote learning was investigated by analyzing
sub-scores on the IEA achievement tests. Rote-learnable items in the
tests tended on average to be easier than those testing higher order skills
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but the difference was insufficient to justify concentration by teachers on
rote-learnable items. Although recall items may not be that much easier
for students to answer they are easier to teach towards, to revise for and
to practice. The overall finding of the analysis is that factors affecting
problem-solving sub test scores affect simultaneously rote-learnable
scores. This suggests further thoughtis needed about the balance bet-
ween rote and problem-solving items in exams given the likely backwa-
sh effects on the curriculum of the types of learning outcome emphasi-
zed in public examinations.

The Student Learning Orientation Group (SLOG) is investigating
the hypothesis that highly examination dominated schooling induces in
students certain values and attitudes which influence behaviour in the
workplace. Six countries (India, Japan, Malaysia, Nigeria, Sri Lanka, the
United Kingdom,) were involved in the study. The initial study was
directed towards developing measures for describing profiles of learning
orientation and planned to follow up with developing measures for
workplace behaviour. Questionnaire items were developed to measure
orientation to assessment, task interest, personal development, achieve-
ment and significant others of form 4 and form 6 students. At the
intra-country level of analysis assessment domination was clearly evi-
dent in Malaysia and Sri Lanka but less so in India and Nigeria. At the
inter-country level of analysis three main dimensions ofmotivation were
evident: orientation to examination and assessment results, orientation to
the task of learning for personal development, orientation to the expec-
tations of parents, teachers and peers. The relative distinctiveness of the
three dimensions was found to vary by country. (SLOG, 1987). These
findings point to the need for more research on the classroom observa-
tion of science teaching to understand more comprehensively the nature
of the link between teaching and learning orientation and achievement.

5. Continuous assessment

Continuous assessment spreads out school-based assessment
over a period of years and can thereby enhance the validity of
assessment, improve the integration between the curriculum, peda-
gogy and assessment. It can also cover a broader range of assessable
outcomes. Several countries have introduced various forms of
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continuous assessment into secondary schools to allow schools to play a
greater role in assessment procedures and to take more control over the
single most important determinant of teaching and teaming. Pennycuick
(1990) reports on the continuous assessment policies of Papua New
Guinea, Sri Lanka, Seychelles, Tanzania, and Nigeria and finds a varie-
ty of practices including the total replacement of external exams, paral-
lel and separate systems of continuous assessment and external exams,
and systems where continuous assessment forms a component of final
results, together with examination results. In all the systems teachers are
much more directly involved in assessment than in conventional public
examining. But there has been a wealth of difference between the sys-
tems as planned, and the procedures adopted in practice as the Nigerian
experience illustrates (Nwakoby, 1988). She highlights major problem
areas 1n the introduction of continuous assessment as inadequate concep-
tualisation by teachers, doubtful validity of test items, and inadequate
structural and administrative support. Though the planned system looks
in many respects laudable its operationalization has been hampered by
many unsatisfied conditions that are necessary for its effective imple-
mentation, not least the time for teachers to understand and absorb new
practices and the timetable time to make it feasible to operate them.

As well as teacher inexperience and increased workload
Pennycuick (1990) identifies technical problems related to moderation.
Three moderation procedures are identifiable -- statistical, visitation and
consensus -- the selection choice depends on context. Statistical mode-
ration, for example using national test results to moderate school based
ones, 1s probably the simplest assuming data are collected in a timely
fashion since it can be accomplished centrally in an examination depart-
ment. Visitation and consensus require negotiation and agreement which
may be both expensive in time and travel costs and may not be easy to
achieve. School based examining moderated by national examinations
has been tried in Papua New Guinea and this offers one possible solution
to the problem of reconciling the need to locate assessment in schools if
it is to be closely linked to curricula experience and the need to ensure
comparable standards between schools. In this system continuous
assessment occurs over the year and the national end of yeartest is used
to moderate the continuous assessment scores, which count for 50 per
cent of the final marks (see below). The extent to which
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school scores differ from rankings produced by national exams may
illustrate that a wider range of attributes are being tested in school based
examinations (Ross, 1981).

Attempts to introduce continuous assessment schemes in other
countries have floundered in the face of practical problems and the oppo-
sition of groups seeing few real benefits emerging and much extra work
(e.g. in Sri Lanka continuous assessment has now been abandoned in the
face of widespread dissatisfaction with increased workloads and inade-
quate infrastructure to maintain the reporting system).

If school-based assessment related to the particular characteristics
of curriculum at the school levelis to flourish then its relationship to the
national examination system has to be carefully considered. It does
imply a degree of curriculum diversity, and local control over the curri-
culum,that is not common. Its advantage is that it can be more valid, and
it can support local curriculum development and adaptation to make
science more attractive and useful to different groups of students.
Mathews (1985) distinguishes between the assessment of common crite-
ria determined nationally, and particular criteria determined by indivi-
dual schools. As Mathews points out:

".. public examination boards as we know them will find it
extremely difficult to promote both national standards in the
curriculum and an individualization ofthe curriculum".

In some national circumstances where a common curriculum is
seen to be of over-riding importance, substantial variations at the school
level in what is taught and assessed will not be attractive. Neither will it
be where levels of teacher expertise are such that designing learning
experiences in science and appropriate assessment tasks are beyond the
reach of most teachers. But where it is possible it offers one avenue to
reduce the adverse effects of examination backwash on teaching and
learning.
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6. Continuous assessment and science examinations in

Papua New Guinea

Papua New Guinea provides an interesting example of a country
which has recently introduced several examination reforms. It 1s relevant
to examine this in a little more detail. In 1982 the lower secondary exa-
mination system changed from one based exclusively on internal school
assessment moderated by external examination scores to one which
combined moderated internal assessment scores with national examina-
tion scores. As part of the changes the syllabus-free items which had
been used in the moderating examination were replaced by items which
were based on the science syllabus objectives.

Internal assessment data are moderated according to school perfor-
mance on the School Certificate Examination (SCE), held at the end of
grade ten, and the results of both components are combined in equal
weighting to give an aggregate score which determines final SCE rating
on the basis ofthe national rating allocation; distinction grades are awar-
ded to the top 5 per cent, credit to the next 20 per cent, upper pass to the
next 25 per cent, pass to the next 40 per cent and fail to the bottom 10
per cent. Since the examination 1s norm-referenced the standardized
score determining the various grade cut-off marks varies from year to
year.

Table 1 shows basic statistics on science exam performance over
the period 1984 -1990, compiled from information provided in annual
SCE Reports (MSU, 84:90). The maximum score in each exam is 50.

It is not possible to estimate changes in standards of achievement
since the abilities of the population of candidates in each year cannot be
assumed to remain constant, and the specification of papers varies consi-
derably each year. The cut-off mark range for Upper Pass is between 50
per cent and 60 per cent. Detailed examination reports provide schools
with school and provincial level results (a 'league table' often criticized
by teachers) as well as analyses of the largely multiple-choice exam
papers. However, there is little centrally organized follow-up to the
report findings such as teacher in-service work on areas of weakness
identified by the exam, largely due to lack of resources.
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The annual Examination Reports published by MSU provide no
information about the quality of school assessment, although correlation
data are provided to show the relationship (Pearson r) between the exam
scores and internal assessment scores. The values for 't' show wide varia-
tion across the country. For example in 1989, values for 't' ranged from
0.54 to 0.87. Each year well over half of the schools have coefficients
greater than 0.71, 1.e. where variance in the school's internal assessment
marks accounts for more than 50 per cent ofvariance in the school's exa-
mination marks. A high correlation, say of 0.8 or more, might suggest
that a school had internally tested similar areas of content and skill to
those tested by the national examination, perhaps even using similar
forms of assessment such as written multiple-choice tests, or even old
exam papers. This can be explored a little more by a further analysis of
the inter-correlations for different schools grouped by overall achieve-
ment.

A a rating index (RI) can be used as an indicator of overall school
performance in science. Rl is defined as the percentage of students in a
school who obtain SCE grades of Upper Pass or better on a nationally
examined subject. At a national level 50 per cent of students can be
expected to obtain Upper Pass grades or better in science. Thus an indi-
vidual school with RI of 50 has performed at the national level, while
those with RI greater than 50 and less than 50, perform better and worse
than average, respectively.

Schools at the extreme ends of the exam performance spectrum
were categorized as high performance and low performance on the basis
of rating index in science, as shown in Table 2.

High performance schools are defined as those whose Rating Index
in Science is 70 per cent or more, indicating that 70 per cent or more of
the students in these schools were awarded ratings of upper pass or bet-
ter. In 1985, 11 schools were in this category. Similarly, low performan-
ce schools are defined as those with rating indices less than or equal to
30 per cent; in 1985, 14 schools were in this category. Inspection of
Table 2 shows that in each year except 1989 the low performance
schools exhibited higher levels of correlation between the external exam
scores and internal assessment scores. Graph 1 further illustrates the
relationship.
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Table 1. School certificate examination (SCE) performance
1984-1990.
 

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
 

Candidates 8423 8 846 9432 9508 10021 10163 10120

Mean examination

score 251 28.2 25.0 24.0 229 23.7 27.0

Standard deviation 5.2 6.6 6.8 6.1 77 7.0 8.2

Reliability[Horst]  0.67 0.82 0.78 0.74 0.83 0.81 0.84

 

Upper pass range

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

49.4-56.9% 56.0-65.1% 49.8-59.4% 47.5-56.0% 44.9-56.5% 46.5-56.8% 53.8-66.19%

Table 2. Average correlations for high perfonnance and low
perfonnance schools.
 

 

 

 

High performance schools

Year 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

RI>=70 percent 11 12 15 16 14 13

Average

correlation 0.70 0.69 0.67 0.62 0.73 0.69

Low performance schools

Year 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

RI<=30percent 14 8 12 11 8 11

Average

correlation 0.71 0.75 0.71 0.74 0.70 0.76
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It can be seen that school performance on SCE Science appears to
be inversely related to the strength of intemal:extemal correlation.
Higher performance schools tend to exhibit lower correlation.

The evidence from this analysis suggests that the more closely a
school's assessment pattern matches that ofthe national examination, the
less likely the school is to perform well overall. It is possible that schools
in the high correlation group (and low performance) concentrate their
efforts on the lower taxonomical levels using items from the national
exam in classroom assessment.

Graph 1. Mean internal external correlation versus performance
group on SCE Science, 1985-1990.
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Those schools which provide more practical work in science and
provide more opportunity for a more analytical command of subject mat-
ter may test internally a different range of outcomes than those tested by
the external examination.

If this 1s true it suggests that teachers who test a variety of content
and skills using different types of assessment techniques obtain better
overall student results than teachers who confine assessment (and tea-
ching) to the items which appear in public examinations. These obser-
vations are tentative since it has not been possible to verify through
school case studies whether internal assessment does vary in the way
suggested.

Papua New Guinea provides its science teachers with considerable
assistance in the construction of classroom tests in science by including
item banks of suitable test material in the curriculum package, teachers'
guides for classroom assessment techniques, and a degree oftraining in
assessment for teachers participating in annual item-writing workshops
for the national examination. The examination reports provide schools
with detailed information about item performance and overall examina-
tion performance each year at the system level. Over the past decade a
considerable effort has been made to ensure a closer matching of curri-
culum objectives and the examination items. The science examination
now samples more of the content of the curriculum than it did ten years
ago, within the restrictions imposed by its written and fixed-response
format. There 1s much greater teacher participation in the final certifica-
tion of students than there ever was as a result of the continuous assess-
ment.

Yet, many problems remain. It is becoming more and more diffi-
cult to generate good quality multiple-choice items testing at the higher
process level, written multiple-choice items reflecting the needs of
school-leavers are difficult to design and are often rejected because
they trial badly; the final selection of examination items after trials
have be undertaken is still determined more on the basis of psychome-
tric principles than on the basis of curricular validity; marking of
open-response items 1s unreliable, and this limits the cognitive level at
which such items can be set; opportunity to learn varies widely across
schools; teachers have limited and training in assessment; the
norm-referenced nature of the examination precludes its use in the
monitoring of standards of achievement in science. Although teacher
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assessment contributes 50 per cent of the final student assessment in
science the national centrally set examination still has a dominating
influence on what is taught and what is assessed in the schools.

7. Implicationsforplanners

Examination systems represent low-cost levers for educational
change. Experience from Kenya (Somerset, 1982, 1988) and elsewhere
illustrates how curriculum reform can be reinforced by changes in exa-
mination items which closely reflect learning goals that are stressed by
the curriculum. Conversely overlooking examination reform in imple-
menting innovations in science education is likely to be counterproduc-
tive since, at least at those levels where there are public examinations,
curricula in action are likely to reflect the demands of the examination
for learning outcomes rather than the learning objectives contained in
curriculum materials. There are several avenues that can be explored to
increase the match between examination systems and the curricula they
assess and introduce positive feedback that reinforces teaching and lear-
ning objectives. These have been explored in the various publications of
the Institute of Development Studies Education Project (see Oxenham
(ed.) 1984), and are listed below.

. Curriculum sensitive item writing
There 1s a need to balance technical criteria for item selection with

curriculum goals. Item writing 1s a highly skilled task which should
involve teams of curriculum and examination specialists working close-
ly with experienced teachers to develop item banks of examination mate-
rial. The task 1s hampered where curriculum goals are poorly defined and
where there is a rapid turnover of staff. Properly resourced examination
development groups are essential to improving the quality of assessment
instruments.

*  Provision ofdiagnostic information
Examination performance analysis at the individual item level

should be fed back to schools to indicate what types of items students are
performing badly on. It 1s insufficient to merely distribute examination
reports to schools which only contain data at the highest level of aggre-
gation. Analysis of performance characteristics of low scoring
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schools and low scoring students can identify which elements of the cur-
riculum are most difficult. It can be used in designing intervention pro-
grammes (in-service courses, enrichment materials, etc.) targeted at
areas of special need.

*  School based examinations
The introduction of school based examining can extend the range

of types of performance assessed, particularly if combined with an
appropriate moderation system. This requires careful appraisal of the
antecedent conditions which need to be satisfied for this kind of innova-
tion. The additional demands on teacher time and competence should not
be underestimated. If statistical moderation is employed examination
boards need resourcing for this purpose.

. Regional examination groups
The possibilities of supporting regional examination systems are

worth exploration, especially in larger countries. This might reduce
some of the difficulties associated with centrally set written examina-
tions which by their nature cannot reflect regional variations in educa-
tional experience. Even where there is a national curriculum, in practice
there will be variations in how it is implemented and which material 1s
most valuable to different groups of learners. This could be reflected in
different mixes of assessment items which could draw more heavily on
the real life experiences of students and enhance curriculum relevance.
The additional costs of moving in this direction are significant, but
would be small compared to other recurrent costs. The benefits could be
considerable.

o Standards
Norm-referenced national examinations can provide little informa-

tion on changes in standards of achievement in science. There is a need
to develop systems for monitoring standards using a more criterion-refe-
renced approach to assessment. Re-analysis of national examination
data, where data are retained from year-to-year, has considerable poten-
tial in assessing the impact of attempts to improve quality and access in
science education.
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Chapter 6

Teaching and learning in
science education

There are many different approaches to the teaching and learning of
science and a massive literature on the subject. This chapter selectively
explores research studies starting with a review of different perspectives
on science education since these are central to any teaching and learning
strategy.

Cognitive development research on science education is considered
and juxtaposed with constructivist views of learning. Different
approaches to the teaching of science in developing countries are then
considered and a section developed on the role of practical work. A sepa-
rate section addresses work on the cultural contexts of science education.

The five main questions addressed in this chapter are:

 

1. What are the major perspectives on science education ?
2. What are the implications of research on cognitive develop-

ment ?
3. What do constuctivists have to say about the teaching of scien-

ce ?
How in science taught in developing countries ?
What insights does research on the cultural contexts of science
education provide ?

s
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1. Perspectives on science education

Central to problems ofteaching and learning is the issue ofwhether
science education should emulate science practice. We have touched on
this in the earlier discussion of aims and objectives. Yoloye and Bajah
(1980) argue:

"Science is an activity carried out by scientists. As a result, any
modification of the approaches used in the schools that were
alreadyfound wanting was to be taken by scientists .... Science,
the architects of the APSP (African Primary Science
Programme) approach maintained, should be taught in the way
scientists operate”.

And Bruner (1961) is often quoted for his view that:

".. intellectual activity anywhere is the same whether at the
frontiers ofknowledge or in the third grade classroom .... the
difference is in degree, not in kind. The schoolboy learning
physics is a physicist, it is easierfor him to learn physics beha -
ving like a physicist than doing something else".

As already noted, even if it were easy to identify which kinds of
scientist we had in mind when basing teaching and learning on the sorts
of things that they do, we would still have difficulties in arriving at a
clear view of their activities. The argument continues as to whether
science 1s an essentially creative exercise where divergent thinking
should be encouraged and this is what defines successful science, or
whether it is essentially convergent and rule bound. This dilemma was
neatly put by Medawar (1969):

"According to the first conception science is above all else
an imaginative and exploratory activity, and the scientist is
a man taking part in a great intellectual adventure.
Intuition is the mainspring of every advancement in lear -
ning, and having ideas is the scientist's highest
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accomplishment; the working out of ideas is an important and
exacting but lesser occupation. Pure science requires nojusti -

fication outside itself, and its usefulness has no bearing on its
valuation".

The alternative conception nuts something like this. Science is
above all else a critical and analytical activity; the scientist is pre-emi-
nently a man who requires evidence before he delivers an opinion, and
when 1t comes to evidence he 1s hard to please. Imagination is a catalyst
merely: it can speed thought but it cannotstart it or give it direction; ima-
gination must at all time be under the censorship of a dispassionate and
sceptical habit of thought".

Some studies of children seem to indicate that it is convergent
rather than divergent thinkers who are attracted to science subjects. Thus
Hudson's (1963, 1967) well known work illustrates how senior school
students in the United Kingdom differentiate between the personalities
they associate with science and arts students and are themselves diffe-
rentiated into 'convergent' and 'divergent' thinkers. Science students are
relatively 'convergent' (i.e. excelling in dosed ended reasoning tasks,
practically orientated, conventional in behaviour, relatively unimaginati-
ve and more fluent with numbers and patterns than in the use of langua-
ge) when compared to arts students.

Two kinds of implications arise from this work. First, the balance
between creative and critica/analytical views of science is relevant to
decisions on educational purposes and on science policy. The kind of
curriculum that may promote the one is not necessarily the same as the
kind of curriculum that will promote the other. Second, if students are
predisposed by individual psychological traits to be attracted to science,
and 1f the study of science requires these traits, then there are conside-
rable implications for curricula and for selection policy.

2. Science education and cognitive development

Many science programmes have implicitly or explicitly adopted a
view of science education based on emulating the activities of scientists.
Some of the problems this has led to have been widely
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researched insofar as they arise from mismatches between the level of
cognitive development of students and the tasks that they are asked to
perform. Indeed one of the major developments in research on the tea-
ching of science has concerned the application of cognitive development
schema to understanding the acquisition of science concepts. An
example ofthis 1s the well known work by Shayer and Adey (1973). This
work developed from the Concepts in Secondary Mathematics and
Science Programme at Chelsea College in London. In summary it takes
Piagetian schema of cognitive development and uses them to classify
different aspects of secondary science teaching in terms of their cogniti-
ve demand. Amongst other things, this work confirmed the view ofmany
teachers in the United Kingdom that the first generation of Nuftfield 'O'
level curricula were likely to be too demanding of students too early and
that a number of specific concepts, like the Mole in chemistry, were
shown to require reasoning that was unlikely to be accessible to most of
the students that the programmes were intended for. Indeed when scien-
ce reasoning tests were applied to a sample of the British school popula-
tion it transpired that even at the age of 16 years the majority of students
were performing at late concrete operational rather than formal opera-
tional level in Piagetian terms. This observation reinforced the need to
look again at the reasoning levels required in science curricula to ensure
that difficulties were not arising from teaching material that was too
demanding too soon.

A lively debate has ensued as to whether it is possible to accelera-
te progress through Piagetian levels through the use of specially desi-
gned intervention strategies which encourage students to make leaps in
their thinking. This research has not been very conclusive so far. It has
exposed some problems superficially interpreted as developmental
which may be determined as much by language and familiarity as with
terminology. Thus students may understand the meaning of a variable in
an experimental context without being able to use the correct terms to
explain what they are doing.

The 1deas behind the research have been of significance interna-
tionally and many similar studies have been conducted in other coun-
tries (Archenold, et al 1980). Adey (1979) extended his work to the
Caribbean and confirmed that science curriculum development in the
Anglophone West Indies has been largely an empirical process, lacking
a theoretical psychological framework which might explain low
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achievement and guide the selection of curricular activities and objec-
tives. His analysis of the West Indies Science Curriculum (WISC) deter-
mined the stages of cognitive development that seem to be necessary to
succeed in each ofits activities. The data revealed that few of the stu-
dents reached the stage of formal operations before the fourth year of
secondary education, whereas many WISC activities seem to demand
formal operational thinking. Nyiti (1976), working in Tanzania with
children in the 8-14 age range on conservation tasks on substance,
weight and volume, found that while performance improved with age,
surprisingly formal schooling had no independent effect. This could be
as much a comment on the effectiveness ofthe schools attended in assis-
ting the development of science constructs as on the stability of the
underlying developmental process.

Some cross cultural studies illustrate how concept acquisition may
take place at different rates between populations. Dasen (1975) worked
with children aged 6-14 years old from Canadian Eskimo, Australian
Aborigine and Ivory Coast African cultural backgrounds. He found that
nomadic, hunting, subsistence-economy people develop spatial concepts
more rapidly than do sedentary, agriculturalist groups, whereas the latter
attain concepts of conservation of quantity, weight and volume more
rapidly than do the former. Shea (1985) reviewed research dealing with
problem-solving abilities amongst Papua New Guineans using indivi-
dual intelligence tests, group intelligence tests, achievement tests,
conservation measures, classificatory skills, and formal operational thin-
king. Comparisons are made with the performance of Papua New
Guinean children and adults with people elsewhere, and with foreigners
resident in Papua New Guinea. Shea notes important differences within
Papua New Guinea related in particular to schooling and language cul-
ture-group. By contrast to some previous conclusions about the cogniti-
ve skill development of Papua New Guineans, he concludes that while
there are differences between some Papua New Guinean groups and
groups from English-speaking countries in problem-solving performan-
ce, developmental patterns appear to be similar. Thus, educated Papua
New Guineans achieve the highest levels of formal thinking though not
necessarily at the same rates.

Otaala and Ohuche (1980) accumulated research on the cognitive
development of African children and Petersen (1981) reports on a
South East Asian project to establish patterns of cognitive
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development in the region. Others have examined science process skills
and cognitive preference styles in Singapore and Malaysia (Hong and
Yeoh, 1987; Dekkers and Allen, 1977), spatial ability (Cox, Bryant and
Agn1hotr1 (1982) and depth perception amongst Nigerian secondary stu-
dents (Ross, 1977) and the mental maps ofJamaican children (Webb and
Brissett 1986) to name but a few studies with links to the literature on
cognitive development and science education.

3. The constructivist view ofscience education

The other prominent strand in research on teaching and learning
develops from the work of 'constructivists' who argue that science edu-
cation should start from the child's understanding of natural phenomena,
not from attempts to emulate the reasoning of professional scientists,
who have developed adult understandings of causality, formal reasoning
etc. The strategies and antecedent experience scientists bring to problem
solving are unlikely to be the same as those mobilized by lower secon-
dary children. Most ofthe research on students learning science suggests
that students bring their own conceptions of science to explaining the
natural world (Driver and Erickson, 1983, Gilbert and Watts, 1983,
Tiberghien, 1986, Osborne and Freyberg, 1985). Ausubel's (1968) theo-
ry of cognition argues that:

".. the most important single factor influencing learning is
what the learner already knows".

The conceptions that students bring to science education are often
misconceptions. Moreover it seems that they are often resistant to direct
experience which contradicts them and therein lies the challenge to tea-
ching and learning. By way of example we might consider some com-
mon misconceptions that are held by many children -- and adults.
Metals, glass and stone are generally thought to be colder materials than
wood and fabrics with a lower surface temperature because they feel
cold; pressure in liquids and gases is thought to act 'downwards'; electri-
cal currents are thought to be 'used up' by devices in a circuit. The falla-
cy ofthese ideas is easy to demonstrate and many people who hold these
views have seen this done. They have often also been taught the "correct'
facts but the beliefs continue to exist because underlying
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structures are resilient enough to resist change. In a recent evaluation of
an environmental and agricultural science project in Zimbabwe one of
the most difficult units identified was that which dealt with the Sun and
the Cosmos. Why wasthis so difficult for most teachers? Part ofthe rea-
son seems to lie in unfamiliar terminology; but another lies in strength
of everyday 'commonsense' beliefs drawn from traditional cosmology
that simply do not utilise the same frameworks to explain the changes of
the seasons and the disposition of the planets.

What the alternative conceptions of students are in different coun-
tries remains to be fully researched. Some literature already exists and is
discussed in relation to cultural contexts. Few countries have anything
approaching a comprehensive research base that would be sufficient to
design curricula that built outward from students existing understan-
dings. It would be dangerous to assume these are the same everywhere
though there are likely to be commonalties between countries. The
constructivists have a powerful argumentthat this kind of research needs
to be undertaken widely if learning difficulties in science are to be bet-
ter understood and more effective teaching and learning strategies plan-
ned.

4. Approaches to science teaching

Statements of desirable approaches to the teaching of science can
be found in many different official publications. Typical of the last two
decades are statements like the following taken from teaching notes for
an environmental science curriculum in Africa. Science should:

"... develop an attitude ofself reliance ...based on understan -
ding skills and confidence in man's ability to solve problems
himself. It is not the purpose ofthe course thatpupils should be
made to learn large numbers offacts, though basic knowledge
is important. It is much more important that pupils develop an
active and enquiring attitude towards their environment and
this is only possible if the pupils do experiments, keep records
of observations and draw conclusions from clear discussion
sessions".
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But equally commonly criticisms are made concerning the persis-
tence of recall dominated teaching and learning that stresses factual
knowledge and largely ignores higher levels of cognitive outcomes.

"Those ofus who are concerned about education in Africa and
indeed in the third world countries in general, recognise rote
learning as our greatest set back in educational transactions”.
(Kamara, 1983)

The intended stress on practical activity, on enquiry, on process
skills and problem solving is clear. Avalos and Haddad (1981) in their
reviews of research on teacher effectiveness in developing countries
claim that discovery learning approaches are likely to have a significant
effect on higher levels of cognitive outcomes. Also of relevance is the
finding from teacher effectiveness research that didactic methods oftea-
ching seem to be appropriate for low level cognitive skills whereas dis-
covery or problem-solving approaches are better for higher cognitive
skills (Dove, 1986). If these things are so, there are important implica-
tions for science teaching. There have been a number of attempts to
research the use of discovery approaches in developing countries, and
much discussion on the appropriateness of such methods in the context
of preferred teaching styles, cultural norms and availability of resources.
Little of the research seems to consider the relationships between tea-
ching method used and the content of the science lessons however, nor
1s it usually able to reach firm conclusions about its relative effectiveness
since adequate control groupsare rarely available. Even where it appears
effective, the generalisability of the experience is often in question since
most frequently it is selected groups of teachers who are involved in
undertaking experiments with teaching methods. Some relevant studies
relating to the relative efficacy of guided discovery and activity based
teaching approaches are summarized below.

Mulopo and Fowler (1987) compared achievement, understan-
dings about science and the scientific attitudes of learners at the
concrete and formal levels of cognitive development taught with diffe-
rent approaches in Zambia. Subjects were an equally weighted sample
of concrete and formal reasoners in 11th grade chemistry classes assi-
gned to one of two teaching method groups for 10 weeks. Results sho-
wed that among formal reasoners discovery method teaching was
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more effective than traditional methods for understanding science; for
concrete reasoners the mode of instruction made no difference; overall
the traditional group out-performed the discovery group in achievement
but the discovery group developed what were judged more favourable
attitudes to science. Okpala and Onocha (1988) used experimental and
control groups(fifth year secondary) and ascertained that students taught
physics concepts through active enquiry have less difficulties in learning
the concepts than students taught the same concepts through vicarious
enquiry methods. The authors recommended more active involvement of
students in laboratory practical work.

An interesting gloss is placed on these findings in a Nigerian study
by Ehindero (1980) which argues that the lack of formal operational
thought in students might be due to a similar lack in teachers, compoun-
ded by expository styles of teaching. A sample of pre-service secondary
science teachers were grouped into formal and concrete operators and
observed. Judgements were made on how well concrete and formal ope-
rational sub-groups realized their teaching intentions in lessons invol-
ving concrete and formal concepts. The study found no significant diffe-
rence between the groups with respect to the teaching of concrete
concepts but found significant difference in favour of formal operational
student teachers on the teaching of formal concepts.

Looking across 14 countries Kelly (1980) used scales derived from
student responses to describe the science learning environments of 14
year-old students. He found that the best science achievement occurred
in countries which combine exploratory and authoritarian teaching
styles. Within countries, exploratory styles were again associated with
high science achievement although the relationship was less strong.
These tentative findings, the author cautions, need confirmation in an
experimental study since there is a question over the reliability of the
reported styles.

Despite these apparently promising insights Williams and Buseri
(1988) paint an all too familiar picture of contemporary science tea-
ching. They analysed 54 science lessons in Nigeria using the Science
Teaching Observation Schedule (Egglestone et al 1975). It was found
that an expository style dominated. An 18 category explanation apprai-
sal schedule was developed -- an instrument for the analysis of teaching
eftectiveness in the expository mode. Lessons were analysed in two clus-
ters: the fast pedallers and the slow pedallers. The fast pedaller
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lessons displayed high incidence of what were judged ineffective attri-
butes such as discontinuities in argument and vagueness in explanation,
and were considered to be less coherent and less effective at exposition.
The lessons analysed had previously been shown, using the Science
Teaching Observation Schedule, to reflect a homogeneous style. All les-
sons were held to be low on explanation and high on assertion. In the
view of the authors, the study confirms

"... the acceptedpicture ofscience teaching in Nigeria as being
highly expository, teacher dorninated, short on explanation but
high on assertion and totally lacking in planned opportunity
for students to exercise initiative".

Other examples of studies of teaching and learning are easy to find.
For example, Aminah Ayob (1990) examined the use of group work in
science teaching in Malaysia. She found that although group work is
widely advocated and is often practised, there is little careful considera-
tion of its purposes, and active management of classrooms, to ensure its
effectiveness. As a result talk within groups was mainly task-oriented
and at a low cognitive level and interactions were usually between two
students, not amongst the groups as a whole. Those who took the most
active roles were higher achieving.

Conflicts between the need to ensure that adequate content 1s mas-
tered on the one hand and that problem solving skills are developed on
the other recur. Razali's (1986) Malaysian study has argued that chemis-
try teachers feel that mastery of knowledge in chemistry was the most
important aspect influencing students to continue to study chemistry; in
contrast college instructors viewed the acquisition of traits such as study
skills and strategies for learning as the most important factor. Adi's
(1986) survey of Indonesian teachers, administrators and teacher educa-
tors regarding the in-service needs of science teachers reports that while
teachers and teacher-educators perceived 'mastery of subject area
content' as most important, administrators perceived 'use and manage-
ment of laboratory teaching for teaching-learning process' as the most
important.

Mehl and Lockhead's (1987) report on a study designed to investi-
gate the learning problems of disadvantaged South Africans suggests
that selective attention to particular concepts that are poorly
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understood 1s a teaching strategy that can pay dividends. The study was
motivated by concern about the large numbers of students who were
poorly equipped to meet the academic requirements offirst-year univer-
sity courses in science related disciplines. An analysis of interviews yiel-
ded a list of deficient cognitive capabilities. Techniques were developed
to compensate for these deficiencies; the strategy required for the use of
a specific concept was developed as the concept was taught. The new
approach was trailed on a controlled experimental group of first year
university physics students. Results for the use of the concepts showed a
30 per cent improvement in favour of the experimental group. The study
concluded that there seemed to be three effective approaches to teaching
scientific thinking: (1) teaching thinking free of specific content; (i1) inte-
grating thinking skills with content by providing thinking strategies to
give more meaningful access to the content of a discipline; (i11) determi-
ning the requisite thought processes for understanding using concepts
and laws, and then making these explicit in the development of relevant
curriculum materials. All seemed to have some merits.

Two other studies, chosen fairly randomly, give the flavour of the
extensive literature that reports on teaching experiments. Chiang (1986)
studied effects on achievement and growth of scientific ability of
Taiwanese eighth grade students who were taught physics using an indi-
vidualized instruction (II) format as opposed to those taught using
conventional instruction (CI). Data were gathered using an IQ test, a rea-
soning ability test, a physics aptitude test, mid-term and final achieve-
ment tests, and a follow-up test on the growth of scientific ability.
Results indicated that IT was superior to CI on mid-term and final achie-
vement measures and in the growth of scientific ability. Merebah (1987)
compared the effects of a co-operative learning method called
Teams-Games-Tournaments (TOT), and Traditional Teachercentred
method (TTC) on science achievement, attitudes and social interaction
in random sample of classes in intermediate schools in Riyadh. It was
found that TGT was more effective than TTC in enhancing science
achievement and that this was independent of ability grouping.

The problems with drawing conclusions from the literature are
obvious. Without knowing a great deal more than is usually reported it
1s difficult to know how much confidence to have in the findings.
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Further what may be the case in one school system/school/classroom or
with one teacher and group of students is not necessarily replicable in
other circumstances. Which is not to say that nothing can be learned
from the examples above, but rather to urge caution, and the constant
need for validation of findings for the circumstances under which it is
hoped to apply them.

5. Practical activity in science education

One of the most comprehensive international reviews of the role of
practical activity in science education is that by Haddad and Za'rour
(1986). The extent to which practical activity has been seen as an inte-
gral part of most new science programmes in developing countries is
clear from the reports of the 9th and 10th International Clearing House
on Science and Mathematics Curriculum Development (Lockard, 1975,
1977). Haddad and Za'rour reached a number of conclusions amongst
the most prominent of which are that practical activities in science are
important, especially at primary level, and with less able students, and
that they have a specific and limited role to play in the achievement of
the broad objectives of science education found in most curricula. They
argue that practical activities need to be selected and restricted to those
areas which cannot be treated by more cost effective methods; that acti-
vities do not generally require highly sophisticated equipment and exten-
sive laboratory facilities; that there are some teaching strategies that can
substitute in part for some of the practical activity currently undertaken
(narration of experimental activities with discussion of the reasoning
involved; case histories; simulations). Not all these observations are
uncontentious. Thus there is evidence (Lewin 1981) that less able stu-
dents in Malaysia do not find practical activity nearly so attractive as
more able students and that it fails to motivate them. This in itself does
not demonstrate that particular types of practical work could not be help-
ful in this respect, it does seem to suggest that the experience of practi-
cal work less able students have is not of a kind that stimulates them.
Nevertheless, many of Za'rour and Haddad's suggestions are well made.

In countries which have severe resource shortages practical acti-
vity in a conventional laboratory environmentis generally unsustai-
nable. For example, Mhlanga's (1984) study of 12 secondary
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schools in Malaw1 found that because of the acute shortage of laborato-
ry equipment about half of the practical work is carried out by the tea-
cher and the other half by students in groups; classes are too large to see
what 1s happening in teacher demonstrations and the groups are too big
to allow everyone to have an opportunity to handle the apparatus. And
this is in a system with one of the lowest transitionary rates from prima-
ry into secondary schools in Africa where total enrolment is a small pro-
portion of the cohort. Where resources are more generously provided
under-utilization is not uncommon. It 1s not difficult to find upper secon-
dary laboratories in use for a minority of the school day, for reasons
divided between the availability of consumable material, the serviceabi-
lity of equipment, and the willingness and capability of teachersto orga-
nise practical work. And to compound the difficulties much of what
constitutes practical work is reduced in practice to demonstration, or
large group experiments with very limited participation by most stu-
dents, directed towards the completion of laboratory accounts in stan-
dardized form which require very limited intellectual input.

It is self-evident that practical activities have high costs compared
to classroom based teaching both in terms of equipment and time. These
costs are both capital (building and equipment costs may be many times
the cost of ordinary classrooms) and recurrent (for consumable items and
the maintenance of equipment). It is also obvious that the effectiveness
of practical activity will depend greatly on the educational outcomes to
which 1t is directed as well as the manner in which it is conducted. If
assessments do not test the skins which are likely to be developed (and
most national examining does not test practical skills directly or extensi-
vely) this does not mean that nothing is achieved. On the other hand litt-
le may be achieved if practical work is reduced to the ritualistic follo-
wing of instructions to replicate well established results. Under these cir-
cumstances much of the value of practical activity may be lost if its pur-
pose collapses into simply verifying expected outcomes. Students may
learn to play the game of getting the right answer for the experiment
rather than appreciate anything about the design of tests of hypotheses
and the sources of error that need to be understood and eliminated befo-
re test results can be confidently accepted.
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One aspect of practical activity to which much attention has been
directed is the various forms of low cost provision of materials and sour-
ce books of 1deas for improvization, often using science centres to pro-
mote this approach (Krasilchik, 1979, Low, 1980, Maddock, 1982,
Swift, 1983). These have been developed and tried in many countries
with some measure of success. Howeverit is still the exception rather
than the rule to find large proportions of the equipment used produced
by improvization. The reasons for this are related to teacher motivation
and access to suitable advice. They are also linked to problems of finan-
cing that often make it difficult to find even small amounts of non-sala-
ry funds at the school level. Where this is so and teachers' salaries are
low it 1s difficult to stimulate much improvization if the costs fall on
individual teachers. Other low cost options, like the Minilabs available
in Sri Lanka, provide lower cost options than fully found laboratories,
which enable a considerable amount of practical science to be taught.

6. Cultural contexts

The cultural contexts for science education differ substantially and
there has been a considerable amount ofwork on how science and scien-
tific ideas are perceived in different cultures. Much of the earlier work is
summarized by Wilson (1981). Many studies on different aspects of cul-
ture are reviewed covering economic, social, political, religious and phr-
losophical differences and their implications for the curriculum. This
valuable bibliography accumulates material on variations in the assump-
tions and practices of science education that are to some degree cultu-
rally bounded. There is no intention here to attempt a synthesis of this
work and that which has been added to the field since 1981. Some
important features are worth outlining, however.

In a seminal paper Horton (1967) has explored the inter-relation-
ships and misunderstandings that exist concerning the relationships bet-
ween traditional and scientific belief systems in African societies. This
thought provoking piece argues that the differences between African
religious thinking and 'Westem' theoretical reasoning are often not near-
ly so great as they appear to some who mistake a language distant from
their own as no language at all. Horton identifies key differences in rea-
soning which he locates around the concepts of closed and openness.
These he elaborates in terms of:
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"(i) differences connected with perception ofalternatives,
le:
*  magical versus non-magical attitude to words;
. 1deas bound to occasions versus ideas bound to ideas;
» unreflecdve versus reflective thinking;

mixed versus segregated motives, and

(ii) differences linked to the interpretation of threats to an
established body ofknowledge i.e.:

protective versus destructive attitude towards;
established theory;
divination versus diagnosis;
existence versus non-existence of experimental method;
confession versus non-confession of ignorance;
coincidence, chance and probability;
protective/destructive attitude to category systems;
passage of time as bad or good."

These differences he argues are characteristic of different cultural
perspectives that infomm different ways of viewing the world. Their
existence is of obvious significance to science teaching, since much cur-
riculum development is predicated on the assumptions of a Westem
rationalist perspective on the various dimensions. To the extent that this
1s not held by teachers and students, or at least not held consistently,
there are likely to be misunderstandings, different interpretations of the
same pieces of data, and diffficuldes in internalising concepts that
contradict widely held belief systems. Horton's work suggests these pro-
blems are not confined to traditional belief systems but may be exacer-
bated by them.

Another very readable investigation of culture and schooling is
provided by Musgrave (1982) though this is not specific to science.
This explores culture and thinking, the social basis for rationality, the
relationships between education and the social order and the implica-
tions on the curriculum. It demonstrates again how different belief sys-
tems can have profound implications on how curricula are received and
experienced by students who do not share the same world view as that
assumed in curriculum materials. Thus giving just one example
Musgrave argues that gemeinschaft societies (based on blood ties and
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sentiment) are very different to gesellsclut societies (based on contract
and calculation). In the former apparently 'irrational’ beliefs can flourish
since the mechanisms to undermine them are weak; in the latter reason
has more powerful tools to explore the natural world.

Adu-Ampona (1975) has explored the difficulties of bringing
Western science to African children whose traditional background places
emphasis on myth and superstition, and encourages unquestioning belief
in the statements ofpeople in authority. Sawyerr (1979) deepens this dis-
cussion in a study of the role of traditional beliefs in the teaching and
learning of science in sierra Leone. He suggests that traditional African
world views, on such matters as causality and animism, strongly interfe-
re with the learning of science and are widely diffused amongst secon-
dary school pupils in sierra Leone. Mundangepfupfu (1986) has exami-
ned the influence of magico-traditional scientific beliefs on science edu-
cation in an attempt to reconcile their existence with rational thinking.
She argues that students can learn science without rejecting magico-tra-
ditional beliefs, because science is understood through an evidential
belief system whereas traditional magic 1s understood through a non-evi-
dential belief system. Ogunniy1 (1987) has shown that literate and
non-literate Nigerians often hold both scientific and traditional notions
of the world and cosmos simultaneously. Holding both views was evi-
dent regardless of the status of the respondent, though persons who had
taken a course in the history and philosophy of science were shown to
have a preference for the scientific cosmology. Kay (1975) in his study
of curriculum innovation in Kenya notes that new curricula encourage
attitudes of individual initiative and personal decision-making which are
strongly at variance with the collectivism and consultation that is funda-
mental to Kenyan children's cultural heritage. He argues that very little
attention has been paid to this 'hidden conflict' by those responsible for
'modernising' Kenya's curriculum. Another aspect of learning conditions
that Maddock (1975) draws attention to where there may be cross cultu-
ral differences relates to the distance seen to exist between school know-
ledge and that in the community. High school students in Papua New
Guinea predicted scores for uneducated villagers which were signifi-
cantly lower than the scores actually obtained by the villagers. The stu-
dents also thought that village people were ignorant and could not be
expected to show a scientific approach to things. In later work Maddock
(1981, 1983) argues that Science curriculum reform in developing coun-
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tries must take a much more fundamental account of the cultural bases
of the societies which they are intended to serve. The adaptation of cur-
ricula originating in another country is unlikely to be satisfactory if the
cultural and linguistic gap between the two societies is too great. The
starting point must be the preexistent knowledge, practices and belief
patterns of the society itself.

Another aspect of teaching and learning that has a cross cultural
dimension and has received a lot of attention relates to language issues.
This has cross curricula and medium of instruction dimensions that run
beyond the scope of this review and also a concern with language in
science teaching. For example, Gardner (1976) investigated non-techni-
cal vocabulary difficulties among high school students in three regions
of the Philippines using word lists arranged alphabetically and by diffi-
culty-level to establish to what extent misunderstood words hampered
communication in science. Johnstone undertook similar work in Papua
New Guinea (1981) and Isa and Maskill (1982) researched differences in
science word meanings in Scotland and Malaysia where Scottish
Integrated Science had been adapted. Prophet (1990) attributes observed
discrepancy between curriculum-in-action and curriculumas-planned to
second language learning problems and cultural context in Botswana.

"The most striking aspect ofthe science lessons observed in the
schools was the passive nature of the pupils. The majority of
work involved 'teacher talk' using either a lecture technique, or
a simple question and answer routine that demanded only
basic recall from the pupils, often as single words or simple
sentences". [p.16]

Strevins (1976) surveyed the language problems encountered by
science educators and by learners when the language of instruction is not
the mother tongue, and describes a convergence of interest between (1)
science teachers who teach in a foreign language, and (i1) foreign lan-
guage teachers who teach learners whose principal aimsinclude the lear-
ningof science. He distinguishes between linguistic dissonances which
originate from the system of language, and socio-linguistic dissonance
(which originate from language as a social institution). Keats, Keats and
Rafael (1976) investigated the importance of language in the
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acquisition of the concept of weight with two groups of S-year old
Malaysian children, one group being bilingual in Malay and English, the
other in Chinese and English. The results support Piaget's contention that
language plays only a minor role in the acquisition of cognitive struc-
tures. The National University of Lesotho (1980) held a workshop
convened to analyse language problems faced in schools where pupils
whose mother tongue 1s Sesotho are learning in English. The report pro-
vides a Summary of the issues facing both teachers and pupils of scien-
ce and mathematics in the context of English as a second language.
Razak (1989) has explored language 1ssues in science education concen-
trating particularly on textbooks and reading problems. This illustrates
another strand of concern. His study attributes science learning problems
to widespread reading difficulties which are compounded by inadequa-
cies in textbook design, structure, vocabulary and editorial procedures.

Finally we note that gender, as opposed to sex, is cultural determi-
ned. Thus any discussion of cultural contexts should consider gender
issues cross culturally. The disadvantages girls experience in science
education, though fairly universal in their incidence, may not have the
same causes 1n different societies. An interesting study from Botwsana
by Duncan [1989] reports on the influence of gender stereotypes on
science performance among adolescents at the junior school level.
Botswana is in fact one of few countries in the developing world where
female participation rates are higher than male ones. Her nation-wide
survey of mid-secondary students in 27 schools supports her claim that
the school learning process not only encourages gender differences in
performance, but also operates different characteristics as it impinges
on girls and boys. School science appears gender-typed by both boys
and girls as a 'male' subject. This impinges on students' attitudes
towards the subject and as a result on their performance. Girls who
favour divided family roles and have a feminine self-image are more
inclined to see science as a male activity. Girls who see science and/or
school science as a male area of activity generally have less positive
attitudes to science and perform poorly. The study found that gender
typing was considerably more salient in the achievement process for
girls than for boys. The study found no significant differences in the
extent to which boys and girls in Botswana gender-type occupations.
Only 6 (less than 1 per cent) of girls in the sample aspired to technical
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occupations (outside medicine) whereas 18 per cent of boys aspire to
jobs requiring academic science knowledge. Two processes were clai-
med to influence occupational aspirations: socioeconomic factors which
influence job status; and gender which supports distinctions in job aspi-
rations. Duncan maintains that the gender dimension is more fundamen-
tal than class dimension and takes the view that male and female cultures
should be viewed as separate cultures, representing distinctive group
identities, adaptive patterns and world views. The implications that
Duncan draws from the study are that changes in science teaching prac-
tice are needed to favour more participation of girls particularly in prac-
tical activities in mixed classes, more relevance of curriculum to family
life is necessary and more encouragement has to be provided girls to take
up non-traditional roles if their participation is to be improved.

7. Implicationsforplanners

It is probably more difficult to generalise about teaching and lear-
ning in science education than about almost any other aspect. There is no
best way of teaching science, suitable for a multitude of different pur-
poses with students from radically different cultural and linguistic back-
grounds. There remain many areas where there are strong differences of
opinion amongst educationalists concerning which methods are most
likely to result in which outcomes. And always there is the problem that
what may work with a specific combination of circumstances may not be
generalisable at the system level across many institutions with all their
idiosyncrasies.

Nevertheless some implications can be drawn which planners need
to address from this review.

«  Whatever the variation between cultures the evidence there is
seems to suggest that cognitive development patterns are broadly simi-
lar. To the extent that this is true they place real constraints on the rate at
which students can be expected to master the basic ideas of science and
progress to more complex abstract teaming. The fact that some children
acquire these earlier than others challenges curriculum developers to
design pathways to understand science that are sufficiently flexible to
allow all children to progress at a rate appropriate to their level of
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cognitive development. It is the planners' job to ensure that this is fea-
sible and all science students are not locked into programmes that
contain too many ideas inaccessible to the majority at their stage of
development.

It is a compelling pedagogic stance to proceed from the mental
schema of the child to build science ideas from the explanations and
understandings that are already present, and to treat apparent errors as
possible misconceptions that have to be understood and resolved, rather
than mistakes that simply require rectification. To do this is time consu-
ming, especially if it is followed up at the individual student level by tea-
chers. The planners' problem is to consider how feasible this 1s and how
much strategic support for curriculum development and research on stu-
dents' learning can be used to improve quality and achievement.

 Innovations in teaching and learning can make a difference.
Encouraging some experimentation, and channelling resources towards
it, can offer motivational benefits to groups of teachers as well as achie-
vement gains for students. Practically, this wiU always be an activity for
a minority of teachers. But they, and the school structures (time for sub-
ject group meetings), the professional associations and informal net-
works that disseminate new practices can be supported at low cost.

»  The role of practical work needs careful examination. If it cannot
be provided in conventional form to the majority of students alternatives
should be considered. This is a difficult teaching and learning problem
for science teachers to address, particularly those without an imaginati-
ve approach to their teaching. It win always be difficult to attribute lear-
ning gains to the presence or absence of practical activity, especially
where the quality of that practical activity is not evaluated.
Pedagogically the case is strong, but far too little effort has been inves-
ted in linking learning outcomes to the kind of practical activity that is
realistically possible.
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The problems of teaching and learning in science education are
clearly bound to the cultural contexts in which science education takes
place. Thus, although the developmental aspects of cognition seem to
have widespread relevance to planning teaching and learning it is dan-
gerous to assume that research on these in one country is directly trans-
ferable to another. The conceptions and misconceptions that students
bring to the study of science will also vary from place to place. What
constitutes effective teaching methods will depend on the learning out-
comes which are desired -- it may be that the new methods detailed
above are better for certain students, under certain circumstances given
appropriate assessment of learning outcomes. But the didactic
approaches that seem most common also have their merits, not least that
they are the ones many teachers are demonstrably happiest to employ,
and 1t 1s clearly not the case that such methods can or should be abando-
ned indiscriminately.
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Chapter 7
Teacher education

This chapter reviews research on teacher education and training
and provides insight into the experience and qualifications of science
teachers. It continues with consideration of science teacher training and
its cultural context. The final two sections discuss issues in pre-service
and m-service education.

The five main questions addressed in this chapter are:

 

1. What can be learned from recent reviews of teacher education
?

2. What are main the characteristics of science teachers in deve-
loping countries ?

3. How do cultural differences impinge on science teacher edu-
cation ?

4. What issues are raised by experience with pre-service teacher
training ?

5. What issues are raised by experience with in-service support
for science teaching ?   
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1.  Reviews ofteacher education research

Over the past 15 years a great deal of research effort has been devo-
ted to consideration of whether the training of teachers makes any difte-
rence to teachers' performance or to pupils' achievement. Teachers are
the most expensive element in the recurrent budget for school systems.
It 1s therefore important to try to reassure policy-makers that money
spent on improving the quality of teachers 1s money well spent.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s influential reports such as the
Plowden (1967) and Coleman (1966) reports and IEA studies raised
some doubt about the value of teacher training in developed countries.
Surveys commissioned by the World Bank echoed similar concerns for
the developing countries apparently showing that teacher certification
and academic achievement were unlikely to be important determinants
of student achievement (Alexander and Simmons, 1975). An updated
study five years later conceded that teacher qualifications were only
important at upper secondary in some subject areas (Simmons and
Alexander 1980). These findings prompted a flurry of research activi-
ty (Husen, Saha and Noonan, 1978; Avalos and Haddad, 1981) which
appeared to come to opposite conclusions to the World Bank. For ins-
tance, the Husén review found that teacher credentials were particular-
ly important for subject areas requiring specialized skins and know-
ledge, such as mathematics and science. Heyneman and Loxley (1982)
re-examined the International Association of Educational Achievement
data on the relative importance of school and home influences upon
science achievement in high and low income countries. This re-analy-
sis revealed that the effects of school and teacher quality on science
achievement in developing nations were greater than previously
demonstrated and that home background was relatively less important.
Otewa (1983) investigated the contribution of professional qualifica-
tions to the teaching of Biology in 10 government and 10 Harambee
schools representing 44 per cent of the secondary schools in one dis-
trict of Kenya. The study used survey questionnaires administered to
curriculum developers, head teachers, biology teachers, laboratory
assistants and students in form four. Findings from the survey indicate
that the more professionally qualified the teacher in a given school the
better the performance of students in that school and the less difficul-
ty the teacher has with the curriculum material. However, since all the
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teachers in the Harambee schools were untrained the differences obser-
ved could be due to school effects. Guthrie's review of studies on the
effects of teacher education (Guthrie, 1982) criticized the research
methods used in the World Bank studies but notes that it did stimulate a
more careful analysis of teacher training than might otherwise have
taken place. Husén et al (1978) regarded the question ofthe value oftrai-
ning as having already been answered by the cumulative body of resear-
ch but

"... the question that remains unanswered is how, and because
ofwhat qualin'es and in what contexts do teachers make a dif -
ference ". (p.47)

The latest IEA data (IEA 1991) suggest that more post secondary
education, more preparation for science education, greater experience,
subject spec1ahzat10n membership of a professmnal association, and
reading science journals are all associated with teachers who can pro-
mote effective learning.

The most recent review of teacher education in developing coun-
tries notes that it is only recently that research has concerned itself with
the deeper question oil how the training process makes a difference to
teacher effectiveness (Dove, 1986). She posits that the reason there have
been few studies is because of difficulties with research methods. For
instance, with regard to social factors influencing teaching effectiveness
it is possible that what counts as authoritarianism in one context may not
be so classified in another (Dove, 1986). Avalos and Haddad (1981) call
for more research on the differences in social contexts within which the
teacher operates and for teacher effectiveness research which makes
fewer assumptions about the nature of the relationship between various
variables, and which makes more use of case study research methods.
Sharpes (1988) argues for a multidimensional approach to research on
teacher education which stresses the importance of economic, political
and social factors in understanding the relationship between teacher edu-
cation and national development. In an earlier paper he highlights the
special problems oftraining science teachers in some societies where the
spirit of scientific enquiry is at variance with the politics of social control
(Sharpes, 1986).
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Others see part of the problem as residing in the previous educatio-
nal experience of those who become science teachers. In their review of
scientific and technological education in developing countries Husén
and Postlethwaite (1985) contend that the discipline-centred, inward loo-
king curricula offered at university level in many countries have an alie-
nating effect on individuals with respect to the contribution they can
make to national development. This has serious implications for poten-
tial science teachers who take such courses. They identify some attempts
to include the history of science and the role of science in national deve-
lopment in science curricula at tertiary level to address this problem.
Trends in curriculum development at school level imply a stronger role
for teachers in the promotion of scientific literacy and environmental
education than in the past. This in turn has implications for the way tea-
chers are trained and the kind of science they study at higher levels.

The paucity of available research on teacher education 1s noted by
Dove (1986) in her review of teacher education in developing countries.
This 1s particularly critical in science. The bibliography to her review
contains 362 entries, only three which are directly related to the training
of science teachers. This is a particular cause for concern given the
widespread dissemination of new views of science education related to
deeper understanding of cognitive development and the interpretations
and mental maps that students bring to science learning. This new view
(Staver, 1989) isfiltering through the science education community and
influencing future directions amongst the professional community of
curriculum designers Without adequate infusion into the training of tea-
chers and sensitive adaptation and development within the constraints of
national systems there is a danger that the potential benefits will be lost
as half understood, or misunderstood, catchwords. Curricular implica-
tions will remain in curriculum developers' rhetoric, but not teachers'
practice.

2.  Experience and qualification ofscience teachers

The Second International Science Study (SISS) conducted by the
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
(IEA) is providing a wealth of data on science teaching in developing
countries which has implications for the selection and training of science
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teachers. Table 3 is derived from data in the Second International
Science Study of science achievement in 23 countries (Postlethwaite et
al 1991). The data refer to those teachers who were teaching at lower
secondary level where most students were aged 14:0 to 14:11 years at the
time of sampling (IEA population 2). Only data on China, Ghana,
Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and
Zimbabwe are shown in Table 3.

Most countries apart from China (45 per cent), Singapore (38 per
cent) and the Philippines (10 per cent) have a majority of male science
teachers, reaching over 90 per cent in Ghana. Science teachers are most
frequently between 30 and 40 years old, with between three and five
years post secondary education with up to four years of that specifically
focused on science. Teaching loads are about 14 hours per week, with
about 80 per cent of that time devoted to science teaching. Most of the
teachers surveyed had only about two days in-service training per year.
In most cases teachers claim to spend as much time on lesson prepara-
tion and marking as they do on teaching.

While over 50 per cent of science lessons tend to be taught in the
laboratory there is wide variation in the time allocated to practical work,
especially in those countries where lack of science equipment 1s repor-
ted. Length of teaching experience is greatest in Papua New Guinea
(14.8 years) and least in Ghana (6.3 years). Science teachers in this
sample have between 0.8 and 3.9 years of post secondary science edu-
cation on average.

There are a number of studies which provide further information on
the qualifications of science teachers. To cite just two, Jain (1977) pre-
sents an account of the qualifications of biology teachers in middle and
secondary schools in India. Middle school teachers are expected to hold
a first degree and a one-year education qualification; however only 10
per cent actually have such qualifications. A total of 75 per cent of secon-
dary biology teachers are either graduates or have post-graduate qualifi-
cations. Wilson (1990), using IEA data for the upper secondary level
(Population 3) notes that in 1983 the 'average' science teacher in
National High Schools is expatriate, male, between 30 and 45 years old,
with 10 years or more experience and tertiary qualification. These tea-
chers spent 94 per cent of their time teaching science.
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Most belonged to (foreign) science teacher associations. They teach
classes of about 25 students and set about 5 hours homework each week
(the schools are residential).

The most popular teaching methods used by these teachers are
reported as question and answer sessions and small group practical
work, the latter occupies about one third oftotal class time, and assess-
ment 1s largely by means of multiple-choice items. Thus there are wide
variations between countries in teacher characteristics and, it must not be
forgotten, within countries between schools and regions.

We should also note that the indications from the IEAstudy are that
there are generally more males amongst science teachers. However this
1s from a very small sample of countries and needs to be interpreted in
terms of the proportion of males in the teaching force as a whole.
Circumstantial evidence suggests that more often than not science tea-
chers are disproportionately male, especially in the physical sciences.
This follows from much smaller proportions of girls studying these sub-
jects to high levels. It has been the experience of a number of developing
countries that as economic development has taken place and created
more job opportunities teaching has become a more female profession.
Nevertheless,it remains a problem in encouraging greater female parti-
cipation in science that female role models are often in short

3. Teacher training and cultural interfaces

As we have seen there 1s a large body of research that draws atten-
tion to the cultural interface between teachers in the culture in which
they work. This raises issues of special significance for science educa-
tion teacher training since science education is arguably culturally alien
to the communities in many developing countries. Some significant
dimensions to these problems are identified by the authors cited below
and this extends the discussion of cultural contexts.

The first group of studies address the problems that arise from
conflict between rationale scientific belief systems and traditional ones,
and where teachers are expected to adopt teaching styles dissonant with
their traditional roles. Whittle (1977) contends that traditional tribal edu-
cation in Africa was primarily for the preservation of society. But
reforms in science education have meant that teachers have had to learn
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how to foster children's interest in science, and how to conduct an enqui-
ry-based experimental approach, which is at variance with their own
dominant role in the classroom that teachers, and the children, instincti-
vely expect from their tradition and upbringing. This situation poses a
major challenge to science education in Africa, he argues, which requires
some radical re-thinking of the cultural and environmental aspects of
science teaching. Similarly Sawyerr (1985) describes how the new
science curricula in sierra Leone required new teacher roles and instruc-
tional approaches which were not sympathetic to existing traditions.
Cole (1975), also working in West Africa, has pointed to the failure of
many government initiated development programmes to improve the
health and social conditions of their citizens. He attributes this to the
antagonism of the people, arising from conflict between traditional and
'scientific’ culture. He argues that it is essential to bridge this gap by tea-
ching science in a way that accepts, rather than seeks to discredit, tradi-
tional culture. And a recent study of Nigerian secondary students by
Jegede and Okebukola (1991) found evidence that science instruction
which deliberately involves the discussion of socio-cultural views about
science concepts engendered more positive attitudes towards the study
of science.

Rather than attempting to radically change traditional teaching
styles Guthrie (1983) argued for being more realistic about using exis-
ting teaching methods in a more creative way. His study in Papua New
Guinea on teaching styles, though not specifically concerned with
science, found evidence from interviews with secondary school ins-
pectors that a formalistic teaching style (highly organized with empha-
sis on rote learning and rigid teaching methods) dominated at secon-
dary level. He argues that there may be very sound cultural reasons for
this preferred teaching style and, if so, the style anticipated in new cur-
riculum materials should match the empirical reality of teacher beha-
viour, rather than the aspirations of curriculum developers and teacher
trainers orientated towards external value systems. In a paper revie-
wing science education developments internationally Lewin (1990)
argues for further exploration of teaching and learning with respect to
curriculum development, in particular a reexamination of the appro-
priateness of guided discovery approaches in the teaching of science,
and an improved understanding of the conceptual development of chil-
dren. He claims that approaches to teaching and teacher
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education in developing countries are more widely influenced by histo-
rical practices than by grounded research on teacher capabilities and
needs. An implication may be that radically new approaches should not
be introduced without very careful consideration of the consequences of
their misuse in terms of continued adherence to traditional teaching
methods.

There are political and religious dimensions to the problems of
science teacher preparation that merit consideration. McDonald and
Rogan (1985) describe the implementation of an innovatory science edu-
cation project in the Ciskei region of South Africa at a time in history
when the education department was held in disrepute by the majority of
students and teachers. The project raises the political as well as cultural
dimensions of change. In this case:

"Teachersfound themselves in a difficult situation, caught bet -
ween the demands of their pupils for political change, SEP's
advocacy of educational change and the government's resis -
tance to political change and suspicion ofhaving its authority
diluted by outside educational change agents."

From a different perspective Sharpes (1986) has considered the
training of science teachers in some Islamic societies. He argues that the
spirit of scientific enquiry is at variance with the politics of social
control in some Islamic countries. He suggests that the agnostic ratio-
nalism of Western science presents a threat to Islamic belief. In such
countries education and science must therefore be protected and rigou-
rously controlled through religious doctrine leading to possible contra-
dictions as seen from Western science educators perspectives. In his
review of the preparation of science teachers for the African environ-
ment Bajah (1975) argues the need for teachers who will become agents
of social and economic change. He discusses the implications ofthis for
the pre-service and in-service training of science teachers and how
these need to change to overcome embedded resistances to transforma-
tion. Brophy and Dudley (1983) explore how the shift in emphasis from
academic science to scientific literacy has met resistance from parents
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and teachers, partly as a result of perceived dilution of the academic cur-
riculum to strengthen its vocational elements. The paper discusses
attempts to overcome these problems in Malaysia and the Seychelles.

Yet another aspect of culture which impinges on teacher prepara-
tion 1s highlighted by Krishna (1988). He draws attention to the histori-
cal development of India's textbook culture which ties the teacher to a
prescribed textbook. He defines the term textbook culture as (1) teaching
in all subjects based on the textbook prescribed by the state authorities;
(11) the teacher having no freedom to choose whatto teach; (ii1) resources
other than the prescribed textbook not being available; (iv) student
assessment being based only on material in the textbook. Dominant
expectations of the role learning materials play in science education may
therefore also be in opposition to innovations that seek to place the lear-
ners understanding and needs at the centre of the lesson planning.

From this discussion it is clear that issues on the interface between
orthodoxies of science education and how to teach science, whether of a

conventional or innovatory character, need to be absorbed into the tea-
cher training process. Schools are generally associated with the modern
sector in developing countries and science has perhaps the greatest
potential of all school subjects to alienate students from their culture. If
teachers are to be effective it will be their job to bridge the gap between
value systems and interpret science ideas in a meaningful way to those
with other value systems. This is difficult when consciousness of the
problem is high, it win be unlikely to happen if training does not address
the 1ssues. This is not a new observation, the number of times thatit has

been made suggests it is still a problem that has not been solved. Thus
Dyasi (1977), as long ago as 1977, discussed the competencies needed
by science teachers, particularly for the implementation of innovative
curriculum projects associated with the Science Education Programme
for Africa. He argued that the science teacher should be concerned with
the relationship between the culture of science and the culture of the
child, and teacher education should therefore help him or her to develop
skins of operation in these cross-cultural encounters.
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4. Pre-service teacher education

There has been considerable criticism of college pre-service trai-
ning programmes in many countries. e.g. Stewart (1978). Amongst the
most common concerns are curriculum overload, inappropriate pedago-
gical models, irrelevance, and cost. In dlscussmg the trends in science
education in Africa over the last 20 years (Ogunniyi, 1986) notes that
rapid expansion has led to sharp increases in student populations which
have resulted in crash courses for the training of science teachers. At the
same time new school curricula imported and/or adapted from overseas
have been making extensive demands on the skins of science teachers.
Among the problems he identifies relevant to teacher education are:

» the poor preparation of teachers who teach the new pro-
grammes;

» the lack of motivation among teachers;
» the rapid rate of teacher transfer;
» the shortage of qualified science teachers.

He argues that the new science curricula demand teachers who are
capable of using instructional procedures that are supportive of the new
emphasis on 'science-for-all'. This implies less discipline-centred
pre-service training courses and less emphasis on university level quali-
fications. In Ogunniyi's opinion it would be better to prepare students for
teaching using more realistic and relevant science courses closely mat-
ched to the abilities of students and the demands of the school science
curriculum, than to staff the schools with drop-outs or those who failed
the more traditional science courses oftered by universities.

Kamariah (1985) also argues for closer collaboration between
science educators and science teachers and more emphasis on increasing
the relevance of training to teachers' needs. He compared needs expres-
sed by Malaysian secondary teachers and by trainers and found discre-
pancies were helpful in understanding problems that currently arise in
the training system.

In the same vein Ojo (1985) offers a critique from the perspec-
tive of a college lecturer which calls for a change in the organisatio-
nal structure of academic departments in universities and
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colleges in the direction of greater integration of instructional activity in
the training of science teachers to reflect a much wider interpretation of
science. Ojo 1s extremely critical of what he terms the parochial com-
partmentalization of teaching in many institutions and calls for less res-
trictive entry requirements and more emphasis on course systems based
on schools of study rather than subject systems based on faculty or
departmental training.

The debate on the balance between academic and pedagogic know-
ledge is extended by Guthrie (1983) who reports that secondary school
inspectors in Papua New Guinea rated diploma trained secondary tea-
chers high in instructional and classroom management skins but low on
subject knowledge; whereas degree holders were rated high on subject
knowledge but low on professional attitude. He reports much less attri-
tion from the diploma course which supplies the bulk of secondary tea-
chers, and argues for a modularized diploma course which could later be
upgraded to degree level (not specific to science). Bunker and Palmer
(1984) note a trend towards moving teachers away from single subject
training courses to more specialist training where science teachers can
specialise in more than one science subject.

Teachers not only have to have personal knowledge of subject mat-
ter but also they need to know how to represent that knowledge for
others. Wilson et al (1987) based on research in the USA, argue that
research on teacher knowledge has been inconclusive because of the
inconsistency with which teacher knowledge has been operationally
defined. These researchers are concerned with how subject matter is
transformed from the knowledge of the teacher into the content of ins-
truction. They call this the missing paradigm in research on teaching.
Hashweh (1985) examined the influence of subject matter knowledge on
pedagogical reasoning and found that knowledgeable teachers were
more likely to reject textbook explanations which did not match their
own understanding and were also more likely to detect student miscon-
ceptions .

Practical experience during pre-service training is very limited in
some countries. In China, Lewin (1987(b) identifies teacher training,
professional support, incentives and motivation of teachers among key
issues in science education if school level science is to meet the chal-
lenges presented by national policy. The study concludes Chat more
balanced training courses and less rigid discipline compartmentalization
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of subject matter are desirable. Training is currently heavily content
orientated and not much more than S per cent of time is allocated to trai-
ning in pedagogical skim Teaching practice 1s too brief and not supervi-
sed closely enough to ensure classroom skills are developed which are
an improvement on those already employed.

In an apparently contrary view Preece (1988) concludes That tradi-
tional concern of science teachers with the content of the curriculum,
rather Khan with teaching methods, is probably justified in view of the
small effects reported of differences in teaching style on learning achie-
vement. The positions are not necessarily contradictory since they must
be interpreted in context. Where subject achievement of teacher trainees
1s low, upgrading must be a priority, especially if science teaching mate-
rials require a lot of interpretation by teachers. Where subject knowled-
ge 1s adequate training in teaching methods and supported induction into
teaching strategies and effective classroom management assume greater
importance. In countries where entrants into science teacher training
have low scores on school leaving examinations (say more Than half a
standard deviation below the mean) understanding science will be a pro-
blem for prospective teachers. Where teaching is an unpopular choice of
profession such entry scores are not uncommon.

Context 1s Therefore important to strategies for teaching education
some strategies for which are reviewed by Fraser-Abder (1988) who
summarises research reported in over 300 papers on teacher education in
general from 17 Caribbean countries. Yoloye (1985) writing in a
Nigerian context, focuses attention on three particular problems faced by
teacher educators in the training of teachers of integrated science:

 the problem of organising individualized instruction in large
classes;

 the problem of selecting appropriate practical work which win
bring about an understanding of the underlying unity of science;

» the selection of appropriate evaluation strategies.

The author calls for a more unified approach in the training oftea-
chers to address these problems. Some possible new directions for tea-
cher education were identified by an APEID meeting in 1982 which
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reviewed science education activities with a view to developing compe-
tence and creativity amongst teachers of science. Among the issues dis-
cussed was competency-based science teacher education in Thailand
(APEID, 1982). Another meeting held three years later (UNESCO,
1985) discussed the concept of 'open-competence' and identified the
competencies and attitudes needed by science teachers and science tea-
cher educators to cope with changes in science education. The report
suggests strategies for designing and developing science teacher educa-
tion programmes at the pre-service, in-service and continuing education
levels, With focus on developing open competence. In a familiar refrain
Singh (1986), in commenting on science education in Asia and the
Pacific, reports that:

"... the pre-service training ofscience teachers does not always
match the demands ofnew curricula in terms ofthe needed tea -
cher competencies "

His call for much stronger links between curriculum developers
and teacher trainers echoes that of others and he suggests that the suc-
cessful implementation of 'science-for-all' curricula will have little suc-
cess without such links.

It 1s all too common to find that pre-service teacher education sys-
tems are the most conservative elements of the school system when it
comes to curriculum reform. There are many examples of the introduc-
tion of integrated science courses that have not been accompanied by
concomitant changes in teacher education. If they are there is often a
time lag of many years. Part of the reason lies in the stability and orga-
nization of teacher training staff who typically have themselves been
single subject trained at degree level and have no career incentives to
retrain. Separate subject science allows three heads of department, inte-
grated science has only one. Perhaps mostdisturbingly, though outside
the scope ofthis review,it is rare to find primary trained teachers in pri-
mary teacher training colleges the more so in science. This cannot be
beneficial to the science education system.

Pre-service education of science teachers is an under researched
area. Though not a complete backwater of neglect as this review shows,
there 1s a shortage, especially at the individual country level, of syste-
matic attempts to trace the products of science teacher education
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through into the schools and evaluate the adequacy of otherwise of their
training. It is also generally the case that what research is conducted on
teaching and learning science is not located in training institutions as
much as University departments. The gestation cycle of useful results
may therefore be long and understanding of learning problems and cur-
riculum issues may remain the level of casual empiricism in training ins-
titutions, not a good basis to adapt pre-service training to meet emerging
needs. All this suggests that pre-service training methods do require
re-appraisal at the country level. They tend to be expensive in facilities,
staff time and opportunity costs. They may not be less effective than
in-service and on-service methods, or at the very least a different mix of
full-time and part-time study than that which is current. There are many
possibilities, and many examples of different patterns of organization of
training that can be culled for possible alternatives for particular sys-
tems. The first step 1s to obtain a better understanding than is currently
demonstrated in the literature of existing pattems, their match with the
needs of trainee teachers, and the reasons why teacher training institu-
tions are so rarely centres of curriculum development and new insights
into science education.

5. In-service teacher education

Like pre-service training in-service teacher education comes in
many forms. These vary from short courses lasting from less than a day
to several days, to longer vacation programmes, to sandwich type arran-
gements over a year or more where training and teaching in schools are
concurrent. In-service training may be on site within schools (sometimes
called on-service), or in colleges or teacher centres. It may be part of
regular teacher support. More frequently it has a temporary existence
associated with the introduction of new curricula. There are several
attractions to in-service activity:

* It may be the only way to reach serving teachers with information
and training in support of new courses. Serving teachers will
always constitute the bulk of the teaching cadre, since new entrants
will be a small proportion of the total each year.
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» It is likely to be cheaper in most cases than full-time training if it
takes place with minimal interruptions to normal teaching regimes.

» It offers the prospect of reaching large numbers of teachers whose
initial training may have been many years previously.

» It can be often be arranged at the local level using facilities that
already exist.

An example of the use of in-service training to train new teachers
Chivore (1986) examined strategies used to attempt to solve problems of
the secondary teacher shortage in Zimbabwe following independence.
Rapid educational expansion created an unprecedented demand for tea-
chers. As a result, a 4-year teacher training course was introduced com-
prising of2 years resident in college and 2 years full-time teaching under
supervision. The course used distance teaching methods. Students chose
one major subject such as science or two minor subjects and were requi-
red to take other courses such as socialist ideology. This system had
considerable cost advantages over the previous 3 year pre-service colle-
ge model and was able to train large numbers of teachers in a relatively
short period. There appears to be no independent evaluation of the qua-
lity of the graduatesit has produced however.

In-service courses are commonly used to support the introduction
of new curricula. Brophy and Dalgety (1980) describe the implementa-
tion of a new science curriculum in Guyana. An in-service distance pro-
gramme for teachers accompanied the innovation and was evaluated by
questionnaire survey. This showed that there was an apparent gap bet-
ween the intentions of the curriculum developers and actual classroom
practices. What were intended as laboratory projects and student-centred
activities 1n reality became teacher-centred, textbook orientated
approaches. In another example, McDonald and Rogan (1985) report on
an in-service strategy employed by the science education project in
introducing its materials and methods into black South African schools.
The paper discusses the in-service tactics used in the Ciskei region of
South Africa. Teacher security is recognized as of paramount importan-
ce, and the importance of gradually increasing teacher freedom. The
Science Education Project sought to provide security by starting from
highly structured content and lesson plans and gradually relaxing
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the structure as teachers became more secure in their knowledge of
content. Contrary to orthodox practice the aims of the in-service pro-
grammes were formulated affer teacher involvement in the innovation.
It was found that teachers lacked the content knowledge required to
assist in the formulation of in-service aims. The importance of long-term
commitment to in-service education is recognized as well as the need to
ensure increasing teacher participation. The approach taken has been to
encourage teacher support through a zonal system of 'centres of excel-
lence' from which gradual diffusion can take place. These centres provi-
de a leadership role for above average teachers. The authors stress the
importance of support from school administration and inspectors for an
innovation.

Sustained support comes across as critical to many in-service ini-
tiatives. Once the initial need is met the motivation to continue support
sometimes evaporates. 'Exposure’ courses to new curriculum may beco-
me the only training that most teachers receive. Dock (1983) reports on
the establishment of science centres in-service courses, communications
with teachers in Zimbabwe as part of the ZIM-SCI project for lower
secondary introduced in the early 1980s. This system was apparently
very successful initially but its sustainability now seems in question
(British Council 1989).

In-service models which depend on cascading information and new
teaching methods from key personnel, through regional and district staff,
to the school level of in-service work are widespread and have been used
in Malaysia and Sri Lanka amongst many other countries. Their attrac-
tion 1s practical, in that this may be the only economic way to multiply
training over a short time scale to reach large proportions of the science
teacher population. The disadvantages revolve around the adequacy of
the training at each level (the trainers may not have much more exposu-
re or experience of the new programmes than the trained), and the risk
that whatever the initial messages were, by the time they have filtered
down through several levels they may become distorted. Good suppor-
ting materials can help reduce these problems where there is time to
create these.

Distance education techniques are used widely for in-service
support. Though they can be very effective and may be a relatively
cheap way of disseminating information and developing skills they
may also encounter problems. Thus Guy's (1989) general critique of
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secondary in-service teacher education in Papua New Guinea discusses
the Advanced Diploma in Teaching offered as a means of upgrading tea-
cher knowledge. The diploma provides a mixture of residential and cor-
respondence contact. Progress 1s affected by clashes between cultural
preferences for collectivism and the individualism of distance study. The
model has been reviewed in the light of these findings and the distance
component has been strengthened through more interactive materials
and increased levels of local support for course participants. A survey of
pre-service students in Zimbabwe, Chivore (1986) found that there was
a difference between the kind of training students expected of colleges
and the actual training which the colleges provided. Distance teaching
was rated by student-teachers as the least effective of 19 teaching
methods suggesting this aspect of programmes has to be carefully desi-
gned and supported

There have been attempts to develop structured methods of identi-
fying training needs amongst science teachers. Zurub and Rubba (1983)
report on the development and validation of an inventory designed to
identify the needs of science teachers particularly the Arab countries.
The instrument, Science Teacher Inventory of Need (STIN), consists of
83 items arranged under seven categories: (1) specifying objectives; (i1)
diagnosing and evaluating learners; (ii1) planning; (iv) delivering; (v)
managing; (vi) administering instructional facilities and equipment; (vii)
improving science teacher competence. Content and construct validity
was determined by a panel of judges and factor analysis, respectively.
Al-Mossa (1987) used an Arabic version of this needs assessment ins-
trument together with interviews to identify needs in Saudi Arabia.
Analysis suggested a significant relationship between the intensity of
professional needs of teachers and the location of their schools
(rural/urban), teacher nationality, attendance at in-service programmes,
and teacher educational level. Kamariah et al (1988) identified the most
prominent needs of Jordanian and Malaysian science teachers using
STIN. These fell into four categories: delivering science instruction;
managing science instruction; admlnlsterlng science instructional fac111—
ties and equipment; and improving one's competence as a science tea-
cher. The authors argue that there are similarities in terms of the nature
of science education in both countries. Despite espousal of
laboratory-based instruction in curriculum materials, teachers in both
countries continue to use didactic teaching methods.
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Given the diversities of purpose and and context in-service support
must be very varied in its forms. Some of the dilemmas are clear, the
solutions to them often less so. For example, a common difficulty in
organising in-service support is that the clientele is heterogeneous.
Teachers participating may include those with much experience and
those with little, male and female teachers with characteristically diffe-
rent areas of difficulty, those with good subject knowledge and those
with imperfect understanding ofthe subject. Treating all teachers in such
a group similarly risks boring some and exceeding the capabilities of
others. A second problem arises when course providers see themselves
as information givers, whilst course participants express their needs pri-
marily in terms of the new teaching skills that they need to acquire.
Describing new teaching methods is not the same as developing the
skins to use them. Whilst much can be achieved by suitable demonstra-
tions of technique and explanations of the ideas behind a teaching
method the in-service experience may be ephemeral for many teachers
unless it is followed up by supported practice and refinement in the cir-
cumstances of real classrooms with real students. It is continuing and
timely in-service support that is often the greatest weakness in in-servi-
ce strategies and it is in relation to this that most imagination needs to be
exercised in designing methods that are feasible and cost sustainable. In
practice this is likely to involve some institutionalization of staff deve-
lopment activity at the school- or local-level, through professional asso-
ciations of science teachers, departmental in-service days, peer group
support networks or similar arrangements.

6. Implicationsforplanners

This review shows that the composition ofthe science teacher cadre
varies considerably from country to country in terms of qualification
level, years of schooling, sex, and age. The significance of this is bound
up with other aspects of the development of the education system so no
simple conclusions can be reached. Science teaching probably does
require more systematic training than some other subjects that are closer
to the everyday experience of adults, particularly in those countries
where science and technology are recent introductions, but even this
kind of generalization depends on how science is to be taught and for
what purposes.
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Given the embryonic state ofresearch on teacher education in deve-
loping countries it is appropriate to end this chapter on a more discursi-
ve note than the previous ones in considering its implications for plan-
ners. These really stem from prior insight and understandings that have
yet to be established at a country level for most education systems. What
kind of teacher education system is most appropriate and efficient will
depend on the responses to the issues raised below.

»  There is some evidence that more highly qualified science teachers
produce better student achievement in science but clearly there are like-
ly to be interaction effects with school level factors. Given the com-
plexities of measuring both science achievement and teacher competen-
ce it 1s not surprising that some studies do not show strong effects rela-
ted to training for science teachers. It would be wrong to conclude from
this that training makes no difference for a number of good reasons.
First, the effects of training must be related to the quality of that training
and few attempts have been made to discriminate between different
types of training experience. Second, the mismatches noted throughout
this review between the emphases of assessment systems and those of
science curriculum might reasonably be supposed to dilute the training
effects that may exist (colleges that trained teachers to simply maximise
examination pass rates would justifiably attract criticism from most
science education communities). Third, those who have been involved in
teacher training, and who can stand at a distance from immediate
self-interest, can identify many ways in which systematic training can
shorten the learning curie for new teachers which simply working
on-the-job does not provide. Students are not expected to learn science
on their own initiative without support; we should not expect this for
science teachers.

*  Most of the studies examining teaching methods favour new styles
of teaching which make more use of discovery methods, practical work
and student-centred learning. Despite this, didactic approaches continue
to dominate indicating a preference amongst many teachers for them.
Some of the reasons for this reside in familiarity and convenience, some
may have cultural origins, some arise from resource constraints, and
some reflect lack of change in the attributes that are assessed which have
not changed as rapidly as advice on pedagogy. There is a need for
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more comprehensive research on the factors which influence teachers to
adopt particular teaching strategies and to ascertain how these can be
made more effective as well as to introduce gradually new methods.

Research on cognition seems to point to the need to match more
carefully the cognitive demand of science curricula to the capabilities of
teachers as well as students. If science teachers have not reached formal
operational levels ofthinking they are unlikely to be able to teach formal
concepts 1n science other than by rote. This could be another reason for
the preference for exposition. There is some evidence to suggest that
many science teachers may attach more importance to the content and
concepts of science rather than the processes used in scientific thinking.
This reinforces the need for teacher effectiveness research which exa-
mines teacher cognitive demand, and the understandings of science that
teachers bring to the teaching of science -- which can be used in desi-
gning more effective teacher training. This seems almost totally absent
in the current literature.

Because of the special role that science is perceived to have in
development, in many developing countries the science teacher 1s expec-
ted to be an agent of social and economic change. Governments keen to
vocationalize science curricula require science teachers to implement
plans which may be regarded with suspicion and as lacking in relevance
by parents and students, and which are outside the direct experience of
teachers as relatively successful academic scientists. This requires care-
ful thought about appropriate training and support. So also does the
emphasis on scientific enquiry skills in cultures unfamiliar with contlic-
ting expectations of pedagogic role and epistemological validation.
Prescriptive textbooks and teachers guides may be an asset for poorly
trained teachers and resource starved schools. The challenge is how to
encourage initiative and creative approaches to science teaching where
circumstances demand detailed guidance for those teachers lacking in
confidence and knowledge to go beyond it.

»  The pre-service education of science teachers has been the subject
of relatively little research and much debate. Whereas curriculum chan-
ge has been rapid in many school systems much less change seems to
have taken place in pre-service training approaches. Much teacher
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training is subject-based not pedagogically-orientated and moves
towards more competency based training that stresses teaching skills and
learning needs seem to have been slow to take root. The match between
training experience and the day-to-day demands of science teaching
could be improved in many systems. Similarly, in-service support
appears often to be piecemeal and unlikely to exist as part of a long- term
development plan; rather it is concentrated around periods when new
curricula are introduced and tends to be one-off in character with limited
or non-existent follow up. Yet the new skins teachers are expected to
acquire are often complex and demanding and require much longer ges-
tation periods. There is considerable scope to improve these support sys-
tems through creative use of new delivery systems like distance educa-
tion and correspondence courses, which may be cheaper than conventio-
nal residential programmes, and stimulate on a much more widespread
scale professional self-help groups of science teachers who can pool
expertise and provide mutual support and guidance at the school- or
local-level.
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Concluding remarks

This volume provides an overview of recent work and current
1ssues that are of relevance to the planning of science education. It has a
very wide scope and raises questions that need to be addressed in natio-
nal strategic planning as well as those relevant at the curriculum level.
From its scope and the varying purposes and conditions under which
science education is planned it is clear that singular conclusions are inap-
propriate. There is no one way to deliver science education effectively
throughout the developing world; what may be desirable arises from dif-
ferent national development strategies, different educational starting
points, and different desired outcomes. The most effective service this
review can perform is to raise the kind of questions that planners need to
consider based on the experience reported in the literature. The answers
to these questions only begin to have currency in the circumstances of
particular systems.

The questions that are most important to address in the process of
planning more effective provision in the future are collected here in sum-
mary form. They are organized to follow the chapter structure of the
review.

1. Context

Current policy 1s influenced by pedagogical traditions, establi-
shed infrastructure for science education (facilities, human resources),
historical links with curricula patterns in industrialized countries, and
emerging trends in the orientation of science education. In
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most countries there 1s no tabula rasa which allows planning ab Patio for
science education. The room to manoeuvre for new policy must take as
its starting point what already exists. The kind of planning questions that
are relevant revolve around dispassionate assessment of key features of
current provision which constitute the baseline. This important process
1s too frequently taken for granted and planning proceeds from what
ought to be, and not what is. Such assessments should include conside-
ration of:

the dominant traditions in science education (science for an elite
/science for all; curricula borrowing and adaptation/national curri-
culum development; exploratory child centred pedagogy/ didactic
pedagogy)?

flows of students through the science education systems (who stu-
dies which science to which level? how have flows been evolving)?

the quality of the existing stock of teachers and physical infrastruc-
ture (since this win put real boundaries around how much change
can take place over a given period of time).

the life history of previous attempts to improve access and quality
in science education (without this problems may be poorly diagno-
sed and reasons for ineffective implementation allowed to repeat
themselves).

the merits of increasing the effectiveness of existing practice rather
than attempting to replace it with new practices (system mainte-
nance and efficient support and supervision, rather than may be
more effective, though less glamourous, in extending access and
improving quality).

Nationalpolicy

National policy questions that need to be addressed have several
dimensions. First, there has to be a considered view taken ofthe role that
science and technology are to play in the development process in
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general. Centralto this 1s the extent to which national self-sufficiency is
aimed for in science and technology as opposed to mutual inter-depen-
dence. The kind of science education provision that may lead to inven-
tion and original invention across many fields may not be the same as
that which can service needs to adapt and borrow purposefully science
and technology developed elsewhere. Policy with respect to this will be
partly politically determined, butit is also constrained by the realities of
national development circumstances (e.g. small countries cannot gene-
rate suffficient concentrations of investment to support world-class
science in many fields).

Second, whatever the strategic judgement, planners have to consi-
der how best science education provision can meet the needs identified.
Almost certainly there will be more than one option in configuring pro-
vision, each with its own costs and benefits and each with its own orga-
nizational and pedagogical implications. What are the criteria that should
be used to choose from?

Third, technological changes and economic realignments create
new conditions for science education and the development of science
curricula. Tomorrow's opportunities need anticipation today -- the
micro-electronics revolution is transforming the skill mix in the work-
force in those countries most able to take advantage of it; science edu-
cation can offer support for the development of capabilities in technolo-
gical problem solving, design, creative maintenance of imported machi-
nery. It win only do so if planned change takes place in science educa-
tion provision to reflect new needs.

Fourth, in those countries suffering from austerity the planning pro-
blems for science education are acute and hard choices may have to be
made. This needs to explore whether different approaches to education
and training in science would make better use of scarce resources and the
pool oftalent that exists within the population. The kind of choices to be
considered will include greater attention to equitable and efficient selec-
tion of students to study science, exploring the possibilities of concen-
trating scarce resources in partlcular institutions, establishing whether
there are more efficient ways of developing science based skins through
training related to employment, ensuring that the needs for non-specia-
lists to acquire science based literacy and numeracy are not over-looked.
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3. Aims and objectives

The policy debate naturally leads on to questions of purpose and
ends in view. More specifically the science education community has to
articulate its educational goals with those of broader development poli-
cy. A series of questions need to be put:

»  Science for who -- which students should benefit to what level?
should the bunk of science education be deliberately terminal in
nature or preparatory for study at higher levels?

What kind of science -- should science education stress knowledge
of science, the development of scientific process skills, or some
mixture of the two?

How can the differing needs and capabilities of students be reflec-
ted in flexible learning objectives that may not be the same for all
students?

» To what extent should science education be broadened to incorpo-
rate technological teaming, environmental awareness and the social
implications of science?

4. Factors affecting achievement

The analysis ofthe literature on achievement provides the basis for
many hypotheses but it cannot result in unambiguous specification of the
most influential factors in enhancing achievement. The reasons at one
level are obvious. Achievement is not uni-dimensional and it is not,until
educational purposes have been clearly defined, that meaningful achie-
vement can be delineated. The kind of achievement that 1s valued will be
different in different systems, and might reasonably be expected to vary
for different groups of students with different occupational futures.

In general terms some school inputs seem likely to be more effec-
tive than others in enhancing school achievement, but it is clear that
these are not universal prescriptions since the conditions under which
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effects are demonstrated vary so widely. The best Fat can be concluded
1s that planners should indeed seek evidence of the relative cost-effecti-
veness of different types of investment, as indicated by data validated for
the system which is planned. There are likely to be variations in sensiti-
vity of outputs to inputs which provide a guide to policy but these have
to be seen in terms of agreed positions on purpose and the assessment of
outcomes. Thus, textbook provision may be a very good investment in
many countries butis not sufficient in itself to overcome many ofthe tea-
ching and learning problems that are apparent. Science laboratories are
expensive facilities that may not be fully justified by some patterns of
use. More especially practical activity will have limited impact on mea-
sures of achievement unless achievement is defined in terms of things
that practical work might reasonably be expected to contribute to. These
are curricula questions as well as investment issues. The under-achieve-
ment of girls, and other disadvantaged groups, should be a continued
cause for concern both on equity and efficiency grounds. since the rea-
sons for this are predominantly social not cognitive they are in principle
open to change if priority is attached to problems ofthis kind.

5. Implementation and organizational issues

The literature on the implementation of educational innovations is
extensive and heavily influenced by the experience of industrialized
countries. It produces many insights into the processes of planned chan-
ge, all of which have to be interpreted into specific organizational
contexts to be useful. Perhaps the most important question for planners
1s to require them to express their assumptions concerning the conditions
necessary to achieve the changes desired and critically examine these. A
suggested agenda would involve answering questions like:

Why is change needed?
»  Does the diagnosis stand up to analysis?

What assumptions are made about willingness to adopt new
methods?
What benefits and costs are involved for different partici-
pants?
How is the innovation to be explained and supported?
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What current beliefs are held about the problems which the
innovation is designed to overcome and what is the evidence
that these beliefs are valid?
What alternative options are there to achieve the same ends?
What plans are there for the after-care of changes that are to
be introduced?

*  Under what conditions will such after-care be sustainable?

The organization of science education provision has been the sub-
ject of much debate. The most recent trends at secondary level are to
treat science as a whole in lower secondary schools with separate subject
teaching remaining fairly common at higher levels. Organizational deci-
sions both reflect and impinge on pedagogical ones. Thus, there are prac-
tical constraints on how much time can be allocated, how many teachers
are available, and what kind of teaching styles can be adopted. However
key decisions -- integration of the sciences, the balance between physi-
cal and biological science, the inter-relationships with other subjects,
and the conditions under which science is to be taught -all require edu-
cational rationales that stand up to scrutiny and represent some level of
consensus amongst those with the responsibility of organising the tea-
ching of science.

Relevant planning questions, when organizational change is
contemplated, will include:

What are the resource implications of changing curriculum
patterns?

 How best can use be made of the existing stock of trained
science teachers?
What curricula patterns will facilitate this?

. How can the facilities for practical science be effectively uti-
lized at tolerable cost?
How should science be time-tabled to allow the sequential
development of the subject over the secondary school cycle
for all students?
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Tracking and streaming policy in science education has implica-
tions for costs and internal efficiency. The evidence suggests that early
selection does not have very substantial impact on achievement --
especially when gains for the selected group are balanced against pos-
sible deterioration amongst those not selected for special treatment. It is
a matter for conjecture whether these findings are cross-culturally trans-
ferable. At higher academic levels some forms of streaming and tracking
are inevitable for several reasons including the increased difficulty of the
science to be teamed, the preferences of students to study science, the
difficulties of resourcing science adequately. What form this should take
has generally no appropriate prescription and must be examined at the
country and school level. Key questions for planners include:

*  On what basis should science education resources be concen-
trated on selected groups?
What range of unit costs are justified in teaching science in
selective institutions?
How will selection be accomplished reliably, efficiently and
equitably?

»  How win the quality of science education for those not selec-
ted to study science to high levels be protected?

6. Examinations and assessment

Analysis of public examination papers in many countries suggests
that the full range of outcomes specified in science curriculum materials
1s rarely assessed. In particular,there is evidence that assessment over
emphasizes the recall of information and this continues to account for
most of the items used. This is likely to discourage teaching directed
towards higher level cognitive outcomes, and those in the affective and
psychomotor domain. These difficulties seem to arise from a number of
factors including the familiarity with recall based examining, the need to
stress reliability, discrimination and objectivity in assessment for selec-
tion rather than curriculum validity, and limited co-ordination between
examination bodies and those responsible for defining curriculum goals.
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Examining systems are low cost levers for introducing changes into
teaching and learning. Cost of improving their quality and relevance are
likely to be much lower than many other interventions which will effect
teachers' classroom practice.

At least five strategies may offer some promise in improving mat-
ters. These are:

(1)

(i)

(i11)

(iv)

(V)

Curriculum sensitive item writing where technical criteria for item
selection is balanced with curriculum goals. Extemal examinations
can then be more effective in reinforcing curriculum goals.
Greater provision of diagnostic information such that examination
performance analysis at the individual item level can be fed back to
schools to indicate on what types of items students are performing
badly. This can be used as the basis for designing intervention pro-
grammes (in-service courses, enrichment materials, etc.) targeted at
areas of special need.
More school-based examinations to extend the range of types of
performance assessed but only where the antecedent conditions
exist for this to be feasible. The additional demands on teacher time
and competence should not be underestimated.
Regional examination groups which allow regional variations in
assessment to reflect variations in educational experience again
only where antecedent conditions suggest this is feasible.
Systems for monitoring standards. Norm-referenced national exa-
minations provide little information on changes in standards of
achievement in science. A more criterion-referenced approach to
assessment could meet this need.

Teaching and learning

Our review shows how complex the issues relating to how best to
teach science are and how patchy existing understanding 1s of how stu-
dents learn science. There is no best way to teach since aims and
contexts vary so widely. The identification of effective teaching methods
requires investigation of the developmental psychological aspects of
concept acquisition, understanding of the ideas that students bring with
them to science education which represent starting points for
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learning, and analysis of the structure and organisation of learning
material so that it can be presented and developed coherently. These are
tasks for professional curriculum developers that cannot easily be short
circuited since language and culture are likely to play a significant part
in these understandings. Research needs to be based on the populations
to whom science 1s to be taught and not simply extrapolated from
findings elsewhere. Some implications can be drawn from this review
which planners need to address.

Whatever the variation between cultures the evidence there is
seems to suggest that cognitive development patterns are broadly
similar. If true this places real constraints on the rate at which students
can be expected to master the basic ideas of science and progress to more
complex abstract teaming. The fact that some children acquire these
earlier than others challenges curriculum developers and planners to
allow flexibility in the learning process to reflect this and ensure that
students are not locked into programmes that contain too many ideas
inaccessible to the majority at their stage of development.

It is a compelling pedagogic stance to proceed from the mental
schema of the child to build science ideas from the explanations and
understandings that are already present. To do this is time consuming.
The planners' problem is to consider how feasible this is and how much
strategic support for curriculum development and research on students'
learning can be used to improve quality and achievement.

The role of practical work needs careful examination. If it cannot
be provided in conventional form to the majority of students alternatives
should be considered. Pedagogically the case for practical activity is
strong, but far too little effort has been invested in linking learning
outcomesto the kind of practical activity that is realistically possible.

The didactic approaches that seem most common have their
merits, not least that they are the ones many teachers are demonstrably
happiest to employ, and it is clearly not the case that such methods can
or should be abandoned indiscriminately.

8.  Teacher education

Though doubts have been expressed about the effectiveness of
investment in teacher training there is no convincing evidence that it is
unnecessary. Students are not expected to learn science on their own
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initiative without support; it would seem paradoxical were this to be
expected for science teachers. For science teaching in developing coun-
tries where the educational level of teachers is often not many years
greater than those who are being taught, training would seem essential.
The more so if the nature of science education is to be changed. Teacher
education has often been an afterthought in innovatory projects, the fea-
tures of which have been slower to take root in pre-service training than
most other parts of education systems.

What training is required, through which delivery mechanisms is
partly dependent on existing conditions (how many teachers are trained,
what is their background and level of achievement in science?), partly a
strategic issue (how much is practice expected to change with the intro-
duction of a new curriculum?), and partly an economic one (what is the
cost of different forms of provision?). These are under-researched ques-
tions 1n most developing countries. The debates about training methods
will therefore continue. The needs in this area for research are therefore
extensive and some pressing issues suggest themselves:

What can be said, in particular systems, of the relative advantages
of traditional pre-service and systematic in-service training of tea-
chers?
How much is known about the cognitive capabilities of entrants to
the teaching profession -- this knowledge is needed to begin to
identify misconceptions and misunderstandings of science among-
st trainee teachers.
How can the quality of teacher training institutions be improved?

»  To what extent are problems diagnosed as soluble through impro-
ved training actually a function of school organization, leadership,
and reward systems?
How can in-service support be restructured away from ad hoc pro-
grammes for specific purposes that have little enduring effects?

9. Somefinal remarks

This review has taken a broad sweep across a large number of com-
plex issues. It would be surprising if it had been able to reach simple
conclusions particularly when the task was cast: in terms of so
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many varied contexts which can only be grouped together by the fragile
set of assumptions that classifies countries as developing. This should
not be allowed to detract from the significance of the issues that are rai-
sed. The original purpose was to develop a series of frameworks to pro-
voke debate ofthe issues raised as a primer for attempts to examine them
more closely at individual country levels. It is for those with planning
responsibilities to reflect on how the various insights, assertions and
arguments stand up to application and interpretation in relation to the
problems which confront them.

The key strategic role that science education can play in the deve-
lopment process should be clear from the development ofthe early chap-
ters ofthis review. It is now perhaps more important than ever to try to
gain some real purchase on the the problems and issues identified, both
on a practical and on a theoretical level, if the next generation of invest-
ment in improving the teaching and learning of science is to capitalise on
the experience that has been accumulated over the last thirty years.
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The book

Science and technology play a central role in the modemization and
growth of economic and social systems. The development of human
resources in this field has become a priority in many developing
countries. Over the last two decades considerable investment has taken
place to improve both the quality and quantity of science education
available. Though much hasbeen achieved, the impact of this
investment has not always met expectations-- labour market shortages
have persisted, methods ofteaching and leaminghave been slower to
change than anticipated, and increased access has sharpened awareness
of variations in quality and par'ticipation between different groups of
students. What evidence thereis suggests that scientific literacy is still a
distant goal in many countries and levels of achlevement fall below those
that aredesirable.

It is thereforetimely to review issues and perspecnves on science
education for planners to gather together recent experience and 1dent1fy
its implications. This volume offers an analysis of the context of science
education in developing countries, national science policy and its
relationship to educational aims, factors affecting science achievement,
implementational and organizational issues, - examinations and
assessment, teaching and leaming in science, and the education and
training of science teachers.
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